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Preface (in Dutch)
Promoveren is niet het ijveren naar de prefecte dissertatie, maar een project wat afgerond 
moet worden, aldus Gustav Visser (University of the Free State, thans Stellenbosch 
University) na afloop van een bijeenkomst in 2013 aan de Universiteit Utrecht.
Hoewel een project vooral klinkt als een tijdelijke en afgebakende onderneming is dit 
allesbehalve een afgebakende reis geweest. Het officiële traject is in januari 2015 gestart, 
maar het kent al een wat langere voorgeschiedenis. Zo heb ik in 2013 actief gekozen voor 
een academische vervolgstap in mijn carrière. Hoewel ik in 2014 aan de Universiteit van 
Johannesburg een promotietraject kon volgen, inclusief een Global Excellence Scholarship 
van deze universiteit, ben ik terug naar Nederland gekomen om mijn academische reis te 
vervolgen aan de Radboud Universiteit te Nijmegen, als buitenpromovendus.
Het zijn van buitenpromovendus betekent dat er nog een betaalde baan naast moest bestaan 
om in mijn levensonderhoud te kunnen voorzien. Ik heb, in feite, altijd gewerkt naast 
het promotietraject, bijvoorbeeld zo’n zes maanden als onderzoeker bij Kenniscentrum 
Rutgers, maar ook bijna anderhalf jaar fulltime bij de Gemeente Rotterdam. Hierdoor, en 
door nog een aantal nevenactiviteiten, heb ik veel moeten opgeven, zeker wat betreft mijn 
sociale leven. Het afspreken met vrienden, kennissen en familie werd een stuk minder, maar 
dat heeft gelukkig op veel begrip mogen rekenen. Ik wil daarom iedereen bedanken die mij 
gesteund heeft in mijn wetenschappelijke ambities.
In een voorwoord hoor je mensen te bedanken die belangrijk voor je zijn. Natuurlijk alle 
deelnemers aan het onderzoek voor hun openheid en vertrouwen – hun ervaringen zijn de 
basis voor dit proefschrift. Op persoonlijk vlak wil ik Anouk, Chris, Emma, Erica en Martina 
bedanken voor alle steun, gezelligheid en vriendschap door de jaren heen. Daarnaast zijn 
er velen uit de bi-groepen met wie ik veel heb meegemaakt de laatste jaren, en wil ik in 
het bijzonder Erwin Heyl danken voor alle gesprekken, uitnodigingen om mee te doen aan 
nieuwe projecten en voor zijn enorme drive.
Op professioneel niveau ben ik veel dank verschuldigd aan een flink aantal mensen, maar 
drie collega’s springen er bovenuit. Ik wil Valerie DeCraene (KU Leuven) bedanken voor 
de kansen die ze geboden heeft om een bijdrage te leveren aan academische discussies, 
maar zeker ook kijk ik vol bewondering naar haar passie voor de geografie van seksualiteit 
en sociale ongelijkheid. Ik heb met Letitia Smuts (Universiteit van Johannesburg/VU 
Amsterdam) veel kunnen discussiëren over sociologische benaderingen omtrent seksualiteit 
en heb aan haar een kritisch lezer van mijn (eerdere) werk gehad. De passie van Martin Dijst 
(Universiteit Utrecht, thans Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economisch Research) voor 
geografisch en voor wetenschappelijk onderzoek heb ik tijdens mijn master een inspiratie 
gevonden en hem ben ik dankbaar voor het verder uitdagen van mijn wetenschappelijke 
kwaliteiten. 
Natuurlijk ben ik Huib Ernste en Roos Pijpers enorm dankbaar voor alle mogelijkheden die 
ze mij geboden hebben om dit onderzoek uit te kunnen voeren aan de Radboud Universiteit. 
Daarnaast kijk ik met veel plezier terug op de interessante conversaties gedurende het 
gehele  promotietraject. 
De belangrijkste mensen zijn, en blijven, mijn familie. Ik heb enorm veel steun en 
vertrouwen mogen ontvangen van mijn ouders (A3 & Ina), broer (Jeroen) en zus (Loes) en 
hoop dat ze allemaal trots zullen zijn op dit eindresultaat. Ik kan alleen precies hetzelfde 
zeggen over mijn vriendin (Niki) en haar bedanken voor alle steun en vertrouwen. Ook mijn 
verdere familie kan ik alleen maar dankbaar zijn.
Ik heb mijn plicht gedaan.
Tot slot wil ik deze dissertatie opdragen aan mijn vader, A3 Maliepaard, 1957-2017, die 
deze eindversie niet meer mag meemaken maar een echte bridge over troubled water was. 
When you’re weary, feeling small
When tears are in your eyes, I’ll dry them all (all)
I’m on your side, oh, when times get rough
And friends just can’t be found
Like a bridge over troubled water
I will lay me down
Like a bridge over troubled water
I will lay me down
(Van: Simon & Garfunkel, Bridge over troubled water)
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
June 2011 I arrived in Brighton and Hove (United Kingdom) to conduct my master thesis 
research on the mundane experiences of gay men in non-gay nightlife (Maliepaard, 2013a). 
I believed that there would be no better space to learn more about geographies of sexualities 
than in this city which is known as the Gay Capital of the UK (e.g. Browne & Bakshi, 2013; 
Browne & Lim, 2010; Maliepaard, 2013b). Of course, not only because of its image as Gay 
Capital and the presence of a so called gaybourhood (Kemptown), but also because one of 
the most productive researchers on geographies of sexualities, Kath Browne, worked at the 
University of Brighton geography department. She introduced me to the geographies of 
sexualities literature, challenged my ideas about my master thesis research, and stimulated 
me to present a paper on the intersections between queer theory, geographies of sexualities, 
and more-than-representational theories at the Royal Geographical Society’s conference in 
London. I believe that this time at the University of Brighton shaped, and still shapes, my 
understanding of the geographies of sexualities field.
I spent many hours in the university library of the University of Brighton to read and reread 
existing work on geographies of sexualities. One day I encountered the book Bisexual 
Spaces by Clare Hemmings (2002). This book was an eye-opener and made me aware of the 
invisibility of bisexuality in human geography, similar to the invisibility of bisexuality in 
the broader social sciences (for a nuanced discussion see Monro, Hines & Osborne, 2017). 
It was also an eye-opener to read that bisexual spaces do exist, that bisexual geographies do 
exist, and that it is, or at least can be, rewarding to study bisexuality in human geography. 
Until that day I only focused on the everyday realities of gay men and lesbian women and 
was not even aware of any work on bisexuality within the discipline of human geography. 
Bisexual Spaces needs to be understood as pioneering work within geographies of sexualities 
as it was the first comprehensive work to carve out space for studying bisexuality within the 
discipline, but it also explored the nature of bisexual spaces and to which extent bisexuality 
sits comfortably with spatial theorising. I believe that this book, at least temporarily, shifted 
bisexuality from completely invisible and non-existing to the margins of the discipline (see 
Bell, 1995). Hemmings (2002) discusses the different ways to analyse bisexual spaces, 
often in relation to gay, lesbian, and straight space; the approach to sexual(ised) space is of 
vital importance to explore and identity bisexual spaces.
Encountering Bisexual Spaces stimulated me to delve deeper in the geographies of 
bisexualities and also triggered me to look into other work on bisexual geographies. In fact, 
one of the earliest attempt to explore bisexual spaces can be found in Clare Hemmings’ 
(1997) book chapter in Queers in Space (Ingram, Bouthillette & Retter, 1997). I understand 
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this chapter as an early attempt to engage with bisexual theorising and bisexual geographies, 
although she comes to the somewhat disappointing conclusion that there are no bisexual 
spaces similar to gay or lesbian spaces. Examples of these gay and lesbian spaces are gay 
clubs, gay bars, lesbian bookstores, or gay/lesbian residential areas (e.g. Adler & Brenner, 
1992; Rothenberg, 1995; Sibalis, 2004). In fact, Hemmings’ book chapter only mentions 
some bisexual conferences and support groups as bisexual spaces whereas there are no 
other fixed spaces for people who identify as bisexual. This work should be understood as 
an effort to contribute to the early days of gay and lesbian geography (see Knopp, 2007) 
in which the focus was on the presence and significance of gay bars, clubs, hotels, sauna’s, 
bookshops, and, sometimes, residential areas, for people who do not identify as heterosexual 
or not only desire people from the ‘opposite sex’. These studies often focused on place 
making in the context of heteronormativity and the importance of these gay, and to a lesser 
extent lesbian, spaces for people who (also) desire people of the same sex to cope with this 
heteronormativity and live a life away from the devastating impacts of heteronormativity 
(e.g. Adler & Brenner, 1992; Binnie & Valentine, 1999; Brown, 2000; Forest, 1995; Kirby 
& Hay, 1997; Myslik, 1996; Rothenberg, 1995; Valentine, 1995; see also Oswin, 2008). 
These lesbian and gay geographies were important to carve out space for sexuality in 
human geography (e.g. Brown, Lim & Browne, 2007; Knopp, 2007) but mainly focused on 
the presence of gay men (or lesbian women) in particular spaces. In fact, these studies often 
understood the sexual coding of a space as based on the dominance of people with a certain 
sexual identity in that space (see also Browne & Bakshi, 2011; Maliepaard, 2015a, 2015b; 
Visser, 2008). Hemmings’ 1997 book chapter, but also Bisexual Spaces, reveals a similar 
focus on the sexual coding of space as determined by the presence (and visibility) of people 
with a certain sexual identity (Maliepaard 2015a, 2015b).
James McLean (2003) wrote a master thesis on the geographies of bisexual men and their 
sexual identity negotiations in public spaces. This master thesis has two core observations 
that inform my PhD research and thinking about bisexual spaces. First, he observes that 
many of his participants “manage multiple identities across space and maintain relatively 
fixed identities in others” (McLean, 2003, p. 69). McLean argues that most men negotiate 
their identities and behaviours in spaces or situations which results in situations in which 
they disclose their sexual identity and/or desire whereas in other spaces they choose not 
to disclose their desire or their sexual identity. Social relations are an important factor in 
these negotiating processes and bisexual people use both straight and gay spaces to their 
advantage.
Secondly, the homo/hetero divide leaves bisexual people with limited space for their 
bisexuality and no own spaces. In fact, McLean argues that “I have uncovered no discrete 
bisexual spaces here, only temporal and partial claims to and use of space” (2003, p. 
125; emphasis added). This conclusion confirms work by Clare Hemmings and, although 
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I do not want to challenge McLean’s empirical findings, seem to focus on the visibility 
of bisexuality in spaces. Because bisexuality is often ‘in becoming’ and rarely disclosed, 
bisexual men only lay temporal and partial claims to space and thus the sexual coding of 
space. This invisibility of bisexual people seems to be a constant challenge for identifying 
bisexual spaces.
Studies on bisexuality are on the increase and a vast body of literature on bisexual people 
is developing. As Surya Monro (2016) argued, it is important to engage in discussions 
with theories and approaches outside bisexual theorising in order to advance knowledge 
on the everyday realities of bisexual subjects. Despite Hemmings’ 1997 call for a more 
coherent theorising of bisexual spaces and geographies (see also Maliepaard, 2015a), I 
need to conclude that discussions between bisexual theorising and spatializing are absent 
(Maliepaard, 2015a, 2015b). This PhD study wants to foster these discussions and hopes to 
do so by publications in both human geography journals and (bi)sexualities journals. 
1.2 My PhD research
This PhD research is dedicated to studying bisexual spaces and geographies and therefore 
attempts to fill a knowledge gap in the geographies of sexualities that exists over more than 
a decade. The aforementioned publications are not only the most important publications 
on the geographies of bisexualities, they are also the only publications from the field of 
human geography. Of course, there are a number of publications that refer to the spatiality 
of bisexuality, however, they do not use an explicit geographical frame to understand these 
spatialities (Maliepaard, 2015a). Examples are work by Eadie (1993) and, more recent, 
Surya Monro (2015) on, respectively, bisexual safe spaces and bisexual communities in the 
United Kingdom. Inspired by James McLean’s (2003) master thesis on the sexual identity 
negotiations of bisexual men, this study aims to analyse the sexual identity negotiations of 
bisexual adults (between 18 and 35 year) to understand the possible interactions between 
these negotiations and space. 
A number of studies exist on the sexual identity negotiations of bisexual people, but 
predominantly focus on how bisexual people express (or not express) their bisexual identity. 
This is no surprise seeing that disclosing one’s bisexuality is often understood as good 
for someone’s wellbeing, health, and sexual development (e.g. Rostosky et al., 2010). The 
coming out imperative is still very much present in the lives of people who do not identify 
as heterosexual (e.g. McLean, 2007). Examples of studies on bisexual expressions are 
Judie Hartman’s (2013) work on creating a bisexual display, work on bisexual marking 
(Gonzalez, Ramirez & Galupo, 2017) and on bisexual appearances (Hayfield et al., 2013). 
Creating a bisexual display refers to people using verbal, non-verbal, and material clues to 
express their bisexuality towards others. It focuses on the agency of the bisexual person 
themselves instead of focusing on how other people understand your sexual identity based 
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upon your doings, sayings, and visuals as Hartman argues that there are no specific scripts 
for doing bisexuality (Hartman, 2013). Hayfield et al. (2013) have a similar approach 
to expressing bisexuality as they both focus on how participants themselves make their 
bisexuality visible, in particular via dress.
Bisexual marking, however, is more a political action to make known that one is not 
heterosexual or lesbian/gay (Gonzalez et al., 2017). As such, bisexual marking is a purposeful 
challenging of the mononormative society. Mononormativity refers to an institutionalised 
social ideology which one to one links one’s sexual identity with the sex and/or gender of 
one’s partner (Ault, 1996; Du Plessis, 1996). It is argued that this discourse also shifts our 
focus to monogamy as a governing discourse and, not surprisingly sexuality theorists speak 
about compulsory monogamy as closely linked, or even part of, mononormatitvity (e.g. 
Toft & Yip, 2017). In fact, by not actively and explicitly expressing one’s bisexuality, one is 
often read as heterosexual or gay/lesbian on the basis of one’s relationship and/or on one’s 
sexual or intimate activities (see Hayfield et al., 2013; Lingel, 2009; Maliepaard, 2017).
Limited studies exist on the actual sexual identity negotiations of people who are identifying 
as bisexual, however a number of studies note that not disclosing oneself is a form of 
harm reduction as bisexual people are often met with prejudice, stereotyping, and blatant 
bi-negativity both from heterosexual, lesbian and gay people (e.g. Barker et al., 2012a; 
Knous, 2006; McLean, 2007, 2008; Scherrer, Kazyak & Schmitz, 2015; Wandrey, Mosack 
& Moore, 2015). Not surprising, a study from the Netherlands Institute of Social Research 
shows that bisexual people rarely disclose their sexual identity in their workspace (Kuyper, 
2013). Furthermore, only one-third of the Dutch population knows someone who identifies 
as bisexual (Kuyper, 2015). It is doubtful, however, whether people only refuse to disclose 
their bisexual identity in order to prevent harm. Recently, a study has shown that people do 
not want to come out in more formal ways as this would make their bisexuality a big deal 
(Wandrey et al., 2015).
This study explores to which extent bisexual people express their bisexuality in everyday 
spaces. Instead of focusing on all types of spaces, this research limits itself to a number 
of sexy as well as unsexy spaces (e.g. Caudwell & Browne, 2013; Hubbard, 2008): the 
household, workplace, school, nightlife, and online spaces. It has been observed that 
all spaces are sexualised, however one should note that some spaces are more (overly) 
sexualised as compared to other spaces. For instance, a number of participants work in care 
settings, whereas one participant works as a porn actress and as a sex worker. It is justified 
to expect that expressing one’s bisexuality is rather different in these spaces as these spaces 
have different rhythms, norms, values, scripts, and ideas about acceptable and appropriate 
doings, sayings, and actions.
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This study will look both at the impact of space on people’s sexual identity negotiations 
and at the impact of these negotiations (i.e. the outcomes) on  the sexual coding of space. In 
here I follow human geographer Phil Hubbard (2008) who argues that we should not focus 
on identities but on appearances to explore sexualised spaces. Contrary to work by fellow 
geographers such as Bell et al. (1994) and Visser (2008), Hubbard does not understand 
spaces as naturally heterosexual. Spaces only can be coded as heterosexual because of the 
presence of heterosexual appearances. To focus on appearances opens up the possibility to 
argue that all spaces are sexualised, always temporal, and always in becoming. Focusing 
on bisexual appearances does not mean to only focus on visual identities or dress, as is the 
focus of the Hayfield et al. (2013) article in Womens Studies International Forum, but to 
focus on sayings, doings, visuals, and material clues to express bisexual desire, attraction, 
fantasies, behaviour, or identities.
Research questions
1. How do bisexuals negotiate their bisexuality in everyday (social) spaces, practices, 
and activities?
2. How does the (perceived) sexual coding of spaces influence the sexual identity 
negotiations of bisexuals in everyday (social), spaces, practices, and activities? Which 
spaces are more supportive or enabling and which spaces are more constraining for 
bisexuals?
3. Which other factors and contexts are important in the sexual identity negotiations 
of bisexuals in everyday (social) space? 
NB: note that sexual identity negotiations do not refer to processes of self-identification, but 
to processes in which people who already identify as bisexual ‘choose’ to disclose or not 
disclose their sexual identity. These negotiations are not necessarily rational decision making 
processes and may be impacted by more-than-conscious elements. This focus on sexual 
identity negotiations of people who (already) identify as bisexual excludes people who have 
bisexual feelings or engage in sexual behaviour with not only men or women and not identify 
with the label “bisexual” (see Barker et al., 2012a).
1.3 Societal relevance
Research has been conducted on the impact of bisexual stereotyping on people disclosing or 
not disclosing their sexual identity, however these studies mainly focused on harm reduction 
and conscious decision processes (i.e. Knous, 2006; McLean, 2007, 2008; Scherrer et al., 
2016; Wandrey et al., 2015). My PhD thesis will contribute to a more nuanced understanding 
of how and why people disclose their bisexuality (or not) and shifts a focus from rational 
decision making processes to a more-than-rational approach that also takes into account the 
impact of practices, moods, emotions, stances, attitudes, and encounters. Next to adding a 
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spatial lens to the sexual identity negotiations this means not only focussing on bisexual 
stereotyping but also on people’s states of being.
Furthermore, most research on bisexual people has been conducted within the organised 
bisexual community and fails to include people who identify as bisexual but not live their lives 
in this community, other bisexual communities, or LGBT communities (e.g. Monro 2015; Van 
Lisdonk & Keuzenkamp, 2017; personal communication Erwin Heyl). Current studies, thus, 
only provide a partial picture of the realities of people who identify as bisexual. I acknowledge 
that my study also provides a partial picture of the realities of bisexual people outside the 
organised bisexual community, as I only focus op people who identify as bisexual, however 
it is a first step to embrace the diversity that is emphasised in a publication on guidelines for 
researching bisexual people (Barker et al., 2012b).
1.4 Practice theory
Before heading to the methods of this study, it is vital to acknowledge that over the course of 
the research my theoretical inspiration shifted from more-than-representational theories (e.g. 
Anderson & Harrison, 2010a, 2010b; Thrift, 1996, 2007) towards Schatzki’s theory of practice 
(Caldwell, 2012; Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 1997, 2001a, 2002, 2008) which “offers one of the 
most comprehensive, theoretically challenging and innovative explorations of practice theory 
to date” (Caldwell, 2012, p. 284). The main reason to shift from more-than-representational 
theories to practice theories is the different starting position of both approaches.
Simplified, non-representational theories understand arrangements of entities, i.e. human 
and non-human bodies, as the cornerstone of social life (e.g. Simonsen, 2010). Encounters, 
conceptualised as meetings between two or more (human and/or non-human) bodies, are the 
sites in which these arrangements are formed. People experience, and make sense of, their 
everyday life through their bodies (via sensations, energies, intensities etcetera) while taking 
part in a plethora of significant and seemingly insignificant encounters (e.g. Crouch, 2003; 
Harrison, 2000; Lorimer, 2005). As arrangements of entities are the cornerstone of social 
life, a more-than-representational approach would primarily focus on these arrangements in 
encounters to analyse people’s everyday experiences, understandings of the world, and their 
actions.
Kirsten Simonsen’s (2010) contribution to an important edited volume on non-representational 
theories (Anderson & Harrison, 2010a) provides a clear starting point to position theories 
of practice: an approach to “understanding the social in terms of embodied, materially 
interwoven practices organized around shared practical understandings” (Simonsen, 2010, 
p. 221). Practice theories, as will be discussed in this section, understand practices as the 
building blocks of social life (e.g. Caldwell, 2012; Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 2002; Shove, 
Pantzar & Watson, 2012). Schatzki (2008) proposes that, at least, most of social life, including 
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social institutions and power, could be understood through analysing the social structures and 
relations within practices. He uses Wittgenstein’s Zusammenhang to focus on coexistence as 
basis of sociality and social order. Coexistence means here that people interrelate through 
participating in shared practices; people thus position themselves, understand their world, and 
create meaning and identities, through being involved in practices (Schatzki, 2008). I believe, 
and this will become clear in chapter five and six, that prioritising practices over encounters 
provides more insights in how people’s participation in habitual and organised activities such 
as work, family life, university life etcetera is governed by specific norms, values, expectations, 
and shared understandings of how to take part in these everyday activities.
While practices can relate to locations, actions, or actors in a context (e.g. Anderson & 
Harrison, 2010a; Gad & Jensen, 2014), Schatzki describes a practice as “a set of doings and 
sayings that is organized by a pool of understandings, a set of rules, and something I call 
a teleoaffective structure” (2001b, p. 50). As such, practices are habitual, normative, and 
routinised bodily activities or performances made up of a multitude of single and unique 
actions (see also Reckwitz, 2002). Understanding is a basic component of Schatzki’s practice 
theory; observation, social interaction, learning, and imitation are of vital importance for the 
production and reproduction of doings, sayings, and, thus, practices. One of the pillars of 
practices is the pool of understandings which should be understood as practical understanding 
or intelligibility to make sense of doings and sayings. It focuses on know-how, in particular on 
how to go on in basic acts and how actors sensitise their actions in their understanding of the 
social world. As such, this pool of understanding refers to learning capacities, in particular to 
imitation, and understanding of one’s position and actions. 
While practical understanding refers to the importance of social learning and the importance 
to be ‘one of us’ to function in our social world, what one can do and what one does is 
not limited to someone’s practical understanding. He introduces two other concepts, next 
to practical understanding, which govern our practices and therefore impact our acts, 
actions, and (embodied) experiences: explicit rules and teleoaffective structures. In his 
conceptualisation, rules are explicit formulations which are “at best concise codifications of 
past regularities of action, which in specifying how action must turn out if it is to count as 
correct, enjoy normative force, and can influence the future course of activity” (Schatzki, 
1997: 302). Rules are created over time and govern current and new act(ion)s and activities; 
this, of course, does not mean that these explicit formulations are obeyed all the time. Rules 
provide a certain framework and regularity. Rules as explicit formulations exclude informal 
rules and understandings such as social conventions (Schatzki, 2008). Excluding informal 
rules as organising doings and sayings could be problematic for much research on sexuality 
when including social ideologies such as heteronormativity and mononormativity (e.g. Ault, 
1996; Du Plessis, 1996; Maliepaard, 2017b). I nevertheless understand that these informal 
rules or social ideologies are included in Schatzki’s work, despite him being critical of the 
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assumed importance of language and discourses, in particular when he introduces general 
understandings, such as shared goals or beliefs, as the fourth pillar that organises practices 
(Caldwell, 2012; Schatzki, 2002).
Discussing the prioritisation of practices over act(ion)s, Schatzki introduces the concept 
teleoaffective structures which he defines as a “range of acceptable or correct ends, acceptable 
or correct tasks to carry out for these ends, acceptable or correct beliefs (etc.) given which 
specific tasks are carried out for the sake of these ends, and even acceptable or correct emotions 
out of which to do so” (2001b, p. 53). A teleoaffective structure is the contemporary result of 
“recurring and evolving effects of what actors do together” (2002, p. 81). People are, thus, 
carriers of practices (Reckwitz, 2002). Schatzki’s emphasis on correct or acceptable ends, 
tasks, and actions, reveals that a teleoaffective structure is a normative governing pillar which 
impacts the doings, sayings, and actions of the people that are participating in this practice. 
As Schatzki himself phrases in his early work, a teleoaffective structure is “a normative field 
of teleoaffectivity, a field of right and acceptable combinations of teleoaffectivity-housing 
conditions of life” (1997, p. 304). Practices not only guide how people act, but also guide 
the mental activities of human bodies that participate in these practices or are aware and 
understand the teleoaffective structure and pool of understanding of practices.
Practices, thus, are comprised of a set of doings and sayings, but governed by a practical 
understanding, some general understandings, rules, and a teleoaffective structure. This 
however, does not mean that it leaves no room for agency or that practices determine people’s 
bodily and mental activities. As Caldwell (2012) rightly points out, how to define agency from 
a practice theory point of view that prioritises practices over agency? I follow Schatzki to argue 
that people indeed are carriers of practices, but also have their own “orientations towards ends 
and how things matter” (Schatzki, 1997, p. 302) or action intelligibility (Schatzki, 1997. 2002, 
2008). Schatzki uses the terms action intelligibility and teleoaffectivity to stress that these 
orientations and how things matter is not solely based on rational decision making processes. 
Although Gad and Jensen (2014) argue that practice theory prioritises skills and embodiment 
over rationality, I am convinced that that teleoaffectivity does not prioritise the former two 
over the latter, but hint at a complex interplay between skills, embodiment, and rationality 
in which different life conditions, i.e. states of beings (Schatzki, 2008), can be prioritised in 
different practices, situations, and even embodied encounters.
1.5 Research methods
The three research questions reveal a focus on (1) the sexual identity negotiations of people 
identifying as bisexual, (2) the impact of practices on these negotiations, and (3) the sexual 
coding of spaces as outcome of sexual identity negotiations. This study was originally 
framed, in my proposal to the academic committee of the Faculty of Management Research 
at Radboud University, as a case study research (e.g. Seawright & Gerring, 2008) to 
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compare the everyday realities of people identifying as bisexual (between 18 and 35 years 
old) in both Amsterdam and Rotterdam, the two major cities in the Netherlands. According 
to Gerring a case study method “is best defined as an in-depth study of a single unit (or a 
relatively bounded phenomenon) where the scholar’s aim is to elucidate features of a larger 
class of similar phenomena” (2004, p. 341). It does not need explanation that a single unit 
does not refer to literally analysing one unit, but to an in-depth analysis of one phenomenon. 
In my case the sexual identity negotiations of bisexual people between 18 and 35 years old, 
living in Rotterdam and direct surroundings or Amsterdam and direct surroundings.
This case study research is comparative as I initially aimed to analyse the sexual identity 
negotiations of bisexual people in two different cities and focus on the differences and 
similarities between people living in these cities. Taking a narrow approach, Rotterdam and 
Amsterdam are the two largest cities in the Netherlands, however with different histories 
and meanings on many levels. It is no surprise that Amsterdam is known as an European 
Gay Capital, or perhaps more as a European Gay Capital in decay, with concentrations 
of LGBT+ bars, pubs, clubs, shops, hotels, wellness centres, and more (e.g. Hekma, 
1994 for an historical perspective on the development of Amsterdam as a Gay Capital). 
During its peak in the 1980s and 1990s, Amsterdam was a cosmopolitan city with famous 
nightclubs as the iT and the RoXY, but also with an extensive cruising culture as described 
by sociologist Matthias Duyves (1993). Due to commercial interests, Amsterdam organised 
their first Amsterdam Pride in 1996, later known as Amsterdam Gay Pride before returning 
to their original name in 2017, which developed into a well-known multiday festival with 
the Canal Parade as its climax. It is safe to conclude that Amsterdam’s LGBT scene is 
mainly a commercial scene.
Rotterdam, although the second largest city in the Netherlands, is less associated with a 
vibrant and commercial gay scene. Based on anecdotal evidence, I am living in Rotterdam 
since fall 2015 and lived in Amsterdam before, the number of LGBT organisations and 
commercial venues are substantially less as compared to Amsterdam. It nevertheless is the 
hub of the organised Dutch bisexual community, represented by the Landelijk Netwerk 
Biseksualiteit (Dutch Bisexual Network/Netherlands Network for Bisexuality) which has 
its board members in this city. In fact, most board members and volunteers have their basis 
in Rotterdam. Of course we need to keep in mind that the Landelijk Netwerk Biseksualiteit 
is a rather small organisation, but they organised their First European Bisexual Conference 
in this city and their annual Spring Party and Holland BiCon are often held in the local 
COC Rotterdam venue. As such, one could conceptualise Rotterdam as the activist base for 
bisexual activism. Only the year 2016 saw an increase in bisexual activism in Amsterdam 
with the Third European Bisexual Conference and the First European Bisexual Research 
Conference being held in this city; thus, after the fieldwork phase of this study.
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Initially I aimed to compare both cities and therefore aimed to recruit an equal amount of 
participants in Rotterdam and Amsterdam to explore the similarities and differences in 
sexual identity negotiations of bisexual people from both cities. The shifting focus towards 
practice theories and the understanding that the realities of people in these two cities are not 
substantially different resulted in focusing on the everyday practices people are involved in, 
the spaces that are constituted by these practices, and how people are both carriers of these 
practices and retain their own agency to interact with these spaces and practices. An additional 
reason as to why I do not explicitly compare the realities of bisexual people in Amsterdam and 
Rotterdam is the fact that of all participants only one was actively involved with the Dutch 
organised bisexual community and that most participants were not aware of an organised 
bisexual community and/or did not participate in this community. As such, a comparison 
between a more commercial Gay Capital and a more political activist oriented city with the 
stronghold of the Dutch organised bisexual community would be pointless.
I choose the ‘diary: diary-interview’ method (Zimmerman & Wieder, 1977) as primary means 
for data collection. Instead of writing down their sexual identity negotiations in actual diaries, I 
proposed the participants to keep a diary via WhatsApp, Telegram, or Threema, depending on 
the personal preferences of the participants. This method changes the power relations between 
researcher and participant(s) as compared to more traditional qualitative research methods 
such as participant observation and semi-structured in-depth interviews. The participant 
becomes a researcher of their own life and is provided with the possibility to collect data for 
this study and to reflect upon their sexual identity negotiations before actually encountering 
an interviewer for the diary-interview. This method also implies that the researcher or 
interviewer is ‘removed’ from the everyday lives of the research participants and therefore 
may be experienced as less intrusive in their lives. Of course, removed between brackets as I 
provided the participants with guidelines on how to keep a diary (see also Bagnoli, 2004) and 
how they could use their smartphones to keep a diary and send me phrases, words, stories, 
pictures, videos et cetera.
Unfortunately, only seven of the 31 research participants actually kept a diary. Reasons for 
not keeping a diary were the lack of time, personal characteristics (e.g. too chaotic to keep a 
diary), finding it difficult to keep a diary about their bisexuality, or just preferred to only do 
an interview instead of both a diary and an interview. People who indeed kept a diary found it 
difficult to write every day about their bisexuality as it is such a mundane part of their everyday 
life and it also does not come up that much in their personal lives. Not surprisingly, there is 
a great overlap between the diaries and the diary-interviews and, as such, this dissertation is 
informed by the research diaries, but based on the interviews with the research participants.
Keeping in mind the power relations in interviews, I aimed to approach the interviews as 
informal conversations in order to establish rapport and create a comfortable environment 
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for participants to talk about their sexual identity negotiations. As elaborated on elsewhere 
different themes were addressed during the interviews “such as discovering one’s 
bisexuality, conceptualizations of bisexuality and bisexual identities, and their attitude 
towards bisexuality” (Maliepaard, 2017b, p. 9). This was followed by the central part of 
this research: sexual identity negotiations and expressions in the aforementioned spaces: 
household/home, workplace, school, online, and nightlife spaces. In this part I explicitly 
asked to elaborate on their doings and sayings in their daily practices to explore their 
understandings of coming out, (non)disclosure, and also their understandings of one’s sexual 
identity in their daily practices (Maliepaard, 2017b). Finally, we discussed participants’ 
expectations, perceptions, and (possible) experiences with the Dutch organised bisexual 
communities and possible other bisexual communities. The official interview time lasted 
between 37 minutes and 100 minutes, but was one hour on average.
All interviews were transcribed and analysed using MAXQDA 12.02. I used inductive and 
deductive analysis to understand people’s sexual identity negotiations. One of the guiding 
principles is that “we experience the world in social practices, including the practices of 
knowing, but we can never ‘discover’, reveal, fully experience or represent this world 
through a transparent mode of language that defines agency or subjectivity” (Caldwell, 
2012, p. 286; emphasis added. See also Schatzki, 2008). I use Schatzki’s conceptualization 
of practices to understand how habitual and normative organised activities shape people’s 
everyday life and sexual identity negotiations. At the same time I use teleoaffectivity, 
and conditions of life to understand the moods, emotions, rationality, principles, stances, 
attitudes, and actions that are manifested in people’s doings and sayings. Of course, it would 
be wrong to ignore the voices of the research participants and their specific mental locutions 
in understanding their sexual identity negotiations in their daily lives. Inductive analysis 
is an important part of this study, thus, to bridge the gap between the theoretical nature of 
practice theory and the everyday experiences of the research subjects.
This dissertation is, thus, based on in-depth interviews with 31 research participants. 
Participants were recruited via a combination of online and offline recruitment strategies 
(see Maliepaard, 2017b). Recruiting participants via Facebook appeared to be energy 
and time consuming, but the most efficient way to recruit research participants, although 
a number of people were recruited via websites of formal LGBTI organisations (three), 
personal networks (three), or snowball sampling (one) (Maliepaard, 2017b). Interviews 
were conducted in participants’ homes or (semi)public places between the end of February 
2015 and November 2015.
In total I interviewed 21 bisexual people who identify as woman and 10 participants who 
identify as man. This does not mean that everyone is cisgender; three participants were 
transgender but still self-identified in binary terms. One of them identified as woman 
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and man depending on the situations, activities, or spaces he was involved in. Regarding 
their sexual identity, 28 participants exclusively identified as bisexual, 1 exclusively as 
pansexual, and 2 as both bisexual and pansexual. It is not uncommon that people who 
desire more-than-one gender use different labels (Flanders et al., 2017; Gonzalez et al., 
2017), however, most participants in my research exclusively identified as bisexual. From 
the 31 participants, about one third of the research participants could be characterised as 
bicultural which means that either they or (one of) their parent(s) was/were born outside the 
Netherlands. The majority of these people are of Surinamese descent, but this also includes 
people from the former USSR, USA, and Northern Africa.
1.6 Outline of the dissertation
I believe that the choice for Bisexual Rhapsody is justified as it is a collection of papers 
that despite the different foci and formats is a unity dedicated to studying one overarching 
theme: geographies of bisexuality. This collection, consisting of five papers which are 
published in print between 2015 and 2017, and one paper that has been published online 
ahead of print, provides answers to the three research questions posed in this chapter. This 
section will provide the readers with some guidance on how to position these papers and 
how these papers are related to each other and the overarching project.
Bisexual spaces: Exploring geographies of bisexualities (Maliepaard, 2015a) in ACME: 
An International E-Journal for Critical Geographies 14, 1, pp. 217-234
The first article, chapter two, draws a picture of geographies of sexualities as a sub-
discipline within human geography that tends to ignore the complex realities of bisexual 
people and mainly focus on the realities of gay men, lesbian women, and to a lesser extent 
trans people. Most work on bisexual geographies can be found in the period 1995-2002 
although it would be wrong to suggest that theoretical or empirical debates on geographies 
of bisexualities emerged in this period. In fact, most publications on bisexuality can be 
contributed to the aforementioned Clare Hemmings. At the same time, the paper shows that 
studies in the social sciences touch upon geographical inquiries of bisexuality, albeit not 
critically investigating the complex interactions between the human body and space. The 
main merit of this paper is to argue that we need to understand spaces as fluid and always 
in becoming, which means that a different understanding of sexualised space is needed. I 
conceptualise space as bundles of practices and argue that encounters play a pivotal role 
in understanding people’s sexual identity negotiations. This focus on encounters reveals 
that this argument is inspired by more-than-representational theories, in particular work by 
David Crouch, Paul Harrison, and Ben Anderson.
Bisexuals in space and geography: More-than-queer? (Maliepaard, 2015b) in Fennia: 
International Journal of Geography 193, 1, pp. 148-159.
The second paper, chapter three, is de facto a product of participating in the AAG Sexuality 
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and Space Specialty Group Student Paper Competition of 2014 with the final version of the 
first paper. One of the main points of critique was the lack of attention for queer geographies 
and the potential of queer geography for geographies of bisexualities. I indeed chose to 
not focus on queer geography in the first paper, but decided to, on the basis of the reviews, 
start exploring the overlaps, differences, and intersections between queer geography (and 
theory) and bisexual theorising. In this paper I mainly build on Oswin (2008) to argue that 
the notion of queer space is often applied similar to the concept of gay enclaves or gay safe 
spaces which was the main focus of the early gay and lesbian geographies (see also Brown 
et al., 2007; Knopp 2007). As is argued in this paper: “Anglo-American work on queer 
space, thus, could be criticised on the basis of its narrow focus on gay and lesbian identities 
in a heteronormative world, without taken into account other sexual identities and other 
kinds of exclusion which affects the life of sexual minorities too” (Maliepaard, 2015b, p. 
193).
This article shortly discusses the mismatch between queer theory and bisexual theorising 
and argues that Butler, and other queer theorists, fell in a mononormative trap and ignored 
the potential of bisexuality to critically examine the naturalised interconnectedness between 
sex/gender and sexual identity. In line with bisexual theorists such as April Callis (2009) 
and Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009) this paper argues that focusing on bisexual 
subjects may be fruitful to understand how the binary system of sex, gender, and sexuality 
is produced and reproduced. This point will be discussed at greater length in sections on 
bisexual passing and bisexual invisibility in other articles.
Bisexual citizenship in the Netherlands: On homo-emancipation and bisexual 
representations in national emancipation policies (Maliepaard, 2015c) in Sexualities 18, 
4, pp. 377-393.
A third paper, chapter four, was published on the position of bisexuality and bisexuals in 
the Netherlands, in particular in Dutch emancipation policies. The contribution of this paper 
is twofold. Firstly, it provides a picture of the vulnerable situations of Dutch bisexuals 
based on research by the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (summarised in Felten & 
Maliepaard, 2015) and therefore can be understood as framing the other empirical papers of 
this study. It becomes clear that bisexual people have a more disadvantaged sexual, social, 
mental, and physical health as compared to gay men and lesbian women. Secondly, this 
paper argues that the Dutch emancipation policies gradually shifted from a focus on gay 
men, and to a lesser extent, lesbian women, towards a more inclusive approach with also 
include the other characters of the abbreviation LGBT. Nevertheless, bisexuality is erased 
by using the umbrella term ‘homosexuals’ and while there is increasingly attention to LGBT 
instead of homosexuals and more attention for transgender people, these documents fail to 
elaborate on the issues that are specific for bisexual people.
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Bisexuality in the Netherlands: Connecting bisexual passing, communities, and 
identities (Maliepaard, 2017b) in Journal of Bisexuality 17, 3, pp. 325-348.
The fourth paper, chapter five, provides the contours of my empirical research with, 
amongst others, an extensive elaboration on the research approach, including a reflection 
on the recruitment strategies. I believe that this was important as recruiting bisexual 
participants is sometimes understood as finding a needle in a haystack (Hartman, 2011). 
Personal conversations with other researchers, for instance at the European Bisexual 
Research Conference in Amsterdam or the Non-Monogamies and Contemporary 
Intimacies conference in Vienna, made clear that it remains difficult to recruit bisexual 
people, despite being the largest subgroup within the LGBTI+ group.
This paper is the first paper, in a set of three, in which I use Schatzki’s theory of practice 
to understand the sexual identity negotiations of the bisexual participants. I believe that a 
core quality of this paper and applying Schatzki’s theory is to better link bisexual passing 
and bisexual communities as it is argues that by not participating in core practices that 
co-constitute the organised bisexual community people do not relate to this community. It 
might even be the case that people who do not disclose their bisexuality are (unintentionally) 
challenging one of the core practices of the organised bisexual community: bivisibility.
Furthermore, this study also shows that bisexual participants who do not disclose their 
bisexuality, because it is not relevant or just does not come up, are invisible in our 
society. As I argue in this paper “I am inclined to believe that this is a result of the 
monosexual logic, compulsory monogamy, and the human tendency to understand things 
in binaries”(Maliepaard, 2017b, p. 11). This study provides evidence that people who not 
disclose their bisexuality are understood as heterosexual by default, and as gay or lesbian 
when expressing same-sex desire or intimacies.  This means that they do not actively 
engage in bisexual passing, but passively because of not articulating their bisexual 
identity (or desire, intimacies, behaviour etc.) towards others.
Spaces with a bisexual appearance: Reconceptualizing bisexual space(s) through 
a study of bisexual practices in the Netherlands (Maliepaard, 2018a) in Social and 
Cultural Geography, 19pp.
The fifth paper, chapter six, is dedicated to exploring bisexual spaces via a focus on 
bisexual appearances. This is the most explicitly geographical article of the three empirical 
articles and discusses how practices, and in particular the teleoaffective structures, guide 
people’s doings and sayings. It becomes clear that when sexuality and/or relationships are 
not discussed, it often is not relevant for people to disclose their bisexuality. The focus in 
this article is predominantly on how working practices prioritise professionalism and how 
discussing sexuality and relationships with colleagues is understood as inappropriate and 
not acceptable. At the same time, this article shows that people’s action intelligibility is 
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influenced but not determined by these practices. Focusing on conditions of life provides 
more information on how people negotiate the teleoaffective structures and their own 
interests (their orientation towards ends and how things matter).
This paper also includes a short discussion on the realities of bi-cultural bisexual people 
and show that in their ethnic communities and, more important, their families serious 
conversations on sexuality and relationships are absent. Because of this, people find it 
often difficult to disclose their sexuality as they believe it would be inappropriate within 
the existing family practices. This, however, does not mean that bisexual people do not 
disclose their bisexuality outside their families and/or ethnic communities.
Finally, this article makes an empirical case for an alternative approach to sexual spaces 
which is based on appearances instead of on sexual identity categories. The bisexual 
participants rarely proactively create a bisexual display and often only disclose their 
bisexuality when it is relevant. As this article shows, it can be relevant in many practices, 
but also irrelevant. It is mostly irrelevant, however, to disclose one’s bisexuality via 
doings, sayings, or material clues. Bisexual spaces conceptualised as spaces with a 
bisexual appearances are rare but at the same time they exist everywhere. Characteristics 
of bisexual spaces are therefore: temporal, local, and constantly subject to social dynamics.
Bisexual safe spaces on the internet: analysis of an online forum for bisexuals 
(Maliepaard, 2017a) in Tijdschrift voor Economische en Sociale Geografie 108, 3, pp. 
318-330.
A final paper, chapter seven, discusses bisexual safe spaces on the internet. On the basis 
of Eadie’s (1993) paper I show that even a regulated forum dedicated to bisexual people, 
their allies, and anyone with an interest in bisexuality is not free from mononormativity. 
In fact “oppressive regimes, in here understood as people who produce and reproduce 
mononormativity, are still present on the analysed forum by virtue of monosexual ideas 
and argumentations in the bundles of practices (e.g. asking questions, sharing stories, 
giving advice, coming out, sexual identity explorations, etc.) that constitute the forum” 
(Maliepaard, 2017a, p. 326). This does, however, not mean that the online forum is not 
understood as a safe space for the contributors and lurkers. Inspired by Schatzki’s theory 
of practice, but not explicitly applying his theory, I focus on the doings and sayings that 
constitute this forum and believe that there is a shared understanding of this forum that it 
is a supportive space for people who experience difficulties with their sexual attraction, 
desire, and identity and/or with coming out or disclosing their bisexuality towards family 
members, friends, potential dates, and others. Despite the anonymity of this forum, I 
experience that people want to create a warm community and give people a feeling of 
homecoming.
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Disclosing bisexuality or coming out? Two different realities for bisexual people in the 
Netherlands (Maliepaard, 2018b) in Journal of Bisexuality, 23pp.
This paper is not part of this dissertation as it only was accepted after I submitted my 
dissertation. It is, however, mentioned several times in chapter eight as it sheds light on all 
three research questions that frame this dissertation. In short, this article discusses bisexual 
people’s position towards the coming out practice and provides a rich account on when and 
why the research participants disclose or not disclose their bisexuality in their everyday 
lives.
2 Bisexual spaces: Exploring geographies of 
bisexualities
Abstract
Since the 1990s, geographies of sexualities have evolved into a body of work which is 
able to provide an overview of everyday life experiences of sexual minorities, especially 
of gay men and lesbians. A review of the literature, however, observes that bisexuality 
is often neglected. I argue that this is the result of an approach to sexualised space that 
immediately links the sexual coding of space with the dominant sexual identity. This paper 
aims to theorise bisexual spaces as a result of bisexual practices, which are derived from 
the Klein Sexual Orientation Grid. I will also stress the importance of linguistic practices 
in practicing (or doing) bisexuality. This paper concludes with a call to investigate bisexual 
geographies in the mundane, everyday realities of bisexual citizens.
2.1 Introduction
The 1990s witnessed the breakthrough for geographies of sexualities, especially lesbian 
and gay geographies in an Anglo-American context (e.g. Knopp, 2007). Collections such 
as Mapping Desire (Bell and Valentine, 1995a), Queers in Space (Ingram et al., 1997), and 
Geographies of Sexualities (Browne et al., 2007) show the variety and diversity within 
geographical studies towards sex, gender diversity, and sexualities. These collections 
provide a wide range in foci. However, the common denominator is a dedication to 
incorporate the sexual Other and their lived experiences into geographical research (e.g. 
Binnie, 1997; Brown, 2000; Brown et al., 2007; Hubbard, 2008; Kitchin and Lysaght, 2003; 
Knopp, 2007; Phillips, 2006). Queer geography is one of the most important approaches 
within contemporary geographies of sexualities, which aims to incorporate space, scale, and 
geography into the humanities-based queer theory (see Brown, 2000). Queer geographies, 
as a dominant approach in contemporary geographies of sexualities, “highlight the hybrid 
and fluid nature of sexual subjectivities, and it reimagined the geographical dimensions of 
these accordingly” (Knopp, 2007, 22). Browne (2006) characterises the adjective queer in 
queer geography as an attitude that aims to render fluid categories of sex, gender, sexualities, 
and space (see also Brown et al., 2007; Oswin, 2008).
Summarising Knopp (2007) and Browne (2006), queer geographies provide opportunities 
to question, challenge, transgress, and deconstruct the spatialities of the sexualities binary. 
As such, it opens up the potential to incorporate sexual identities which fall outside the 
dichotomous heterosexual/homosexual boundary2. A 1999 review of geographies of 
sexualities, however, concludes that bisexuality and bisexual subjects are rarely included 
within geographies of sexualities (Binnie and Valentine, 1999). This remarkable invisibility 
of bisexuality still exists because attempts to explore geographical contributions to bisexual 
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theory are limited (see Hemmings, 2002; McLean, 2003). This paper aims to contribute to 
a theorising of bisexual geographies and bisexual spaces. Before theorising bisexual spaces 
and geographies, this paper will first outline geographical studies which aim to theorise 
bisexual geographies and spaces. After this geographical exercise, the paper continues with 
a discussion on bisexual studies which incorporate notions of space, scale, and geography. 
I will conclude this paper with a proposed new theorising of bisexual spaces and identify 
potentials for future geographical research. As concluded by Hubbard, “the challenge ahead 
is to consider how sexuality is performed and practised, spatially” (2008, 654).
2.2 Geographies of bisexuality?
From a geographical perspective, several studies have been conducted to incorporate 
bisexuality within cultural geographies and geographies of sexualities (Bell, 1995; 
Hemmings, 1995, 1997, 2002; McLean, 2003). In Queers in Space, Hemmings (1997) 
reflects on the invisibility of bisexual geographies and bisexual spaces which she relates 
to the tendency to link spaces to identity. According to Hemmings, “a bisexual’s identity 
is never the dominant identity being produced, delineated, or contested in either gay 
or straight spaces” (1996, 147). The problem in here is not only the dominance of the 
heterosexual/homosexual binary3 in society, but also the existential problem to identify a 
bisexual identity and the ‘inauthenticity’ of bisexuality as sexual identity (Hemmings, 1995, 
2002). There are multiple conceptualisations of a bisexual identity (e.g. Halperin, 2009), as 
will be demonstrated later in this paper. Not surprisingly, Bell (1995) advocates for strategic 
essentialism to identify one conceptualisation of bisexuality as basis for social and political 
claims.
In an attempt to identify bisexual territories and spaces, Hemmings (1997) concludes that 
bisexuals “currently occupy space within queer and straight spaces, and that an individual’s 
desire for people of more than one sex (as well as gender) may be expressed in those spaces, 
even if their identity is “misread”” (Hemmings, 1997, 157). Hemmings concludes that 
specific, demarcated, bisexual spaces appear not to exist, with the exception of some specific 
support groups, bisexual organisations, and networks. As such, bisexuals can be read as 
living their lives (unrecognised) within everyday straight, gay, lesbian, and queer spaces – a 
conclusion which will be challenged in this paper. Bell offers a powerful (political based) 
critique against the idea that “the place of bisexuality is a not-space, a theoretical and actual 
nonexisting thing” (Bell, 1995, 130). He convincingly argues against a placelessness and 
homelessness of bisexuality and bisexuals in society (see also Binnie and Valentine, 1999): 
to ignore the multiple places and homes of bisexuals in everyday public space supports 
biphobic notions and views of bisexuals as tourists within gay/lesbian and straight spaces.
James McLean (2003) extends Bell’s critiques on the homelessness and placelessness 
of bisexuals in contemporary society as McLean concludes that his participants access, 
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and take advantage of, both heterosexual and homosexual spaces. As such, bisexuals are 
seen as tourists in these spaces. McLean concludes that bisexual men perform different 
sexual identities in different spaces: workplace, home, bars, internet, sexual spaces, etc. 
It should be said that these different sexual identities are in essence heterosexual and 
homosexual, and less bisexual. As such, the gay/straight binary seems to organise space and 
the sexual identity negotiations of bisexuals within those spaces. McLean argues that he 
has “uncovered no discrete bisexual spaces here, only partial and temporary claims to and 
use of space” (McLean, 2003, 125: emphasis added). This conclusion draws firstly upon 
the assumption that the sexual coding of spaces is fixed and determined – discrete spaces. 
Bisexuality as minority sexuality, and an inauthentic sexual identity, gets lost in spaces as 
normative identities prevail (McLean, 2003). As such, McLean concludes that bisexuality 
only temporarily claims or occupies parts of these discrete gay, lesbian, and straight spaces. 
The temporal and site-specific nature of bisexual spaces confirms the before-mentioned 
conclusion of Hemmings (see also Brown et al., 2007), and indeed challenges Bell’s attempt 
to identify bisexual geographies.
Feminist and bisexual theorist Hemmings (2002) provides an extensive account on 
bisexual spaces in which she questions the existence of such spaces. Hemmings identifies 
eight potential conceptualisations of bisexual spaces, which are positioned in relation 
to gay/lesbian and straight spaces. The point here is not to elaborate on these different 
conceptualisations of bisexual spaces, but to argue that “each starting point, or conclusion, 
provides a different reading – not just of bisexuality, but of sexual and gendered space as 
a whole – and that these readings are political readings” (Hemmings, 2002, 47). There are 
two difficulties which need to be addressed before bisexual spaces and bisexual geographies 
can be explored. In the first place, this requires a conceptualisation of bisexuality and 
bisexuals – a difficulty which will be dealt with later. The second difficulty, not unknown 
to geographies of sexualities (e.g. Binnie and Valentine, 1999; Brown et al., 2007; Oswin, 
2008), is the definition of gendered and sexualised spaces, which seem to rely on a one-
to-one interaction with sexual identities that prevail in certain spaces. Altogether, it is no 
surprise that Hemmings concludes that “bisexual and spatial theorising do not always sit 
comfortable with one another, and in many ways the overlaps raise more questions than 
they solve” (Hemmings, 2002, 46).
Recently, research opened up possibilities to rethink the conceptualisation of gendered 
and sexualised spaces as concrete, demarcated, and fixed spaces. Gorman-Murray (2008), 
notes for instance that the family home, although often seen as heteronormative space, is 
not necessarily an exclusive heterosexual or heteronormative space. Coming-out stories 
of gay, lesbian, and bisexual youngsters provide a more nuanced view of acceptance of 
sexual others within the parental (heterosexual) home: “heterosexual identity does not 
automatically or necessarily pre-determine heterosexist reactions and attitudes” (Gorman-
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Murray, 2008, 39). Browne and Bakshi (2011), following Visser (2008), go one step further 
and argue that nightlife spaces are not exclusively heterosexual or exclusively homosexual 
(see also Oswin, 2008). The authors argue that “space is sexualised, not necessarily in 
oppositional and exclusive ways (straight or gay), but rather at times as simultaneously 
gay and straight. In this way, it is possible to conceptualise the diverse practices that make 
dominant sexualities visible” (Browne and Bakshi, 2011, 192: emphasis added). Albeit the 
authors still work within the sexualities binary of gay and straight, this argumentation opens 
up possibilities to shift away from an exclusive way of coding sexualised spaces, and to 
focus on practices as means to conceptualise sexualised space. Later on, I will go into 
more detail on practices when I discuss a new theorisation of bisexual spaces. The point 
here is that to code sexualised space as either heterosexual or homosexual does not reflect 
the everyday complex reality of spaces as temporal and dynamic – this also challenges 
Hemmings’ and McLean’s conclusion that bisexual spaces are not concrete spaces.
2.3 Bisexuality in social science: focus upon community
Studies into bisexuality promote bisexuality as an authentic sexual identity, which has to 
deal with the monosexual logic of contemporary society. Someone is either heterosexual or 
homosexual: same-sex desire makes someone gay or lesbian, opposite-sex desire results in a 
heterosexual identity. This monosexual logic “has been so pervasive, so powerful, that many 
people, including scholars and critics, have had difficulty thinking outside of or beyond the 
gay/straight binary” (Anderlini-D’Onofrio and Alexander, 2009, 207). Bisexuals as non-
monosexuals fall outside the monosexual logic of contemporary society, however they still 
need to live within the world divided in heterosexuality and homosexuality.
In Make me a Map, sociologist Rust (2001) explores the positioning of a bisexual community 
in relation to heterosexual, gay, lesbian, and transgender communities. This geographically-
informed sociological exercise to explore bisexual communities starts with the question: 
“if geographic proximity and overlapping social and economic networks no longer define 
most people’s experiences of community, what are the modern bases of community4, and 
do bisexuals have them?” (Rust, 2001, 50). Bisexuals (men and women) were asked to 
draw a map of the before-mentioned sexual communities and to elaborate on the existence 
of a bisexual community. Rust concludes that the existence of a (bisexual) community 
relies on the individuals’ perception of such a community. Nevertheless “outside these 
areas [areas known as centres of bisexual activism], many bisexual men feel isolated or 
rely on the Internet or books and newsletters for knowledge of a bisexual community that 
exists elsewhere” (Rust, 2001, 104; see also Pallotta-Chiarolli, 2011b). Whereas Bell and 
Valentine (1995b) suggest that there might be a strong connection between the rural and 
bisexuality, it appears that the bisexual community is mainly an urban reality (see also 
Eliason, 2001).
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In Remapping a bisexual geography to self-acceptance, Walker (2010) analyses the sexual 
identity negotiations and social isolation of a bisexual main figure in the famous book 
Invisible Life (Harris, 1994). Walker aims to “take a probing look into how Harris explored 
and problematized inauthentic bisexual practices and identity politics” (Walker, 2010, 140). 
Raymond, the Afro-American main character of this book, migrates from the South of the 
USA to the North to live a bisexual life in the big city5 (New York City). This move is 
seen as an escape from the masculine heteronormative society of Birmingham, Alabama. 
Walker concludes that the writer “has chartered a geography of (bi)sexuality that unravels 
the psychology of the DL6 sexscape. He succeeds in making visible the marginal lives and 
experiences that [behaviourally bisexual] men like Raymond have lived and continue to live 
at the risk of psychological, biological, and communal harm” (Walker, 2010, 159; see also 
Pallotta-Chiarolli, 2006, on bisexual youngsters). The bisexual character, Raymond, lived 
a secret ‘gay life’ in Alabama. He later also lives a secret life in New York – a bisexual life. 
The city provides him the anonymity he needs to hide his desire for men (living a DL life).
Swim et al. (2007) investigate lesbian, gay, and bisexual encounters with heterosexism, 
with a focus on heterosexist hassles. They conclude that: “[a]lthough little research has 
been done on the nature of bisexual experiences, it seems plausible that such individuals 
would often be better able to navigate the heterosexuality that our society enforces” (Swim 
et al., 2007, 45). The authors further suggest that “it may be that bisexuals are more adept 
and comfortable at publicly displaying their heterosexual preferences and suppressing their 
homosexual preferences in a situation where homosexuality is likely to be met with hostility” 
(Swim et al., 2007, 45). Several studies, however, contest this conclusion and argue that 
bisexuals face both hostility and discrimination from heterosexual, and homosexual and 
lesbian communities (e.g. Deschamps, 2008; Eliason, 2001; Herek et al., 2010; Mohr and 
Rochlen, 1999; Mulick and Wright Jr, 2002; See and Hunt, 2011; Welzer-Lang, 2008). 
Both beforementioned conclusions by Swim et al. (2007) need to be placed within a wider 
discourse in which bisexuals are seen as sexual subjects who still seek the privileges of 
heterosexuality or are not yet out of the closet. It is argued that bisexuals are often seen 
as too straight for lesbian and gay communities and to queer for straight communities 
(Bradfort, 2004; Pallotta-Chiarolli, 2011a).
Swim et al (2007) argue that bisexuals live their lives within heterosexual environments and 
tend to succeed in assimilation to heterosexuality. Nevertheless, bisexuals are often seen as 
part of the lesbian and gay community – a position which should be questioned (e.g. Balsam 
and Mohr 2007). McLean (2008) explores bisexual lives within gay and lesbian communities 
in Australia. She argues that for her participants “going out to social or cultural events was 
their only contact with the gay and lesbian community” (McLean, 2008, 70). One important 
conclusion is that bisexual men and women have a complex janus-faced relationship with 
the gay and lesbian community in which they gained insider status by ‘passing’ as gay or 
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lesbian. Identification as bisexual within the gay and lesbian community results in risking 
an insider status in both communities. As such, prevalent biphobia and binegativity within 
gay and lesbian communities can limit bisexuals ability to publicly come out as bisexual.
Communities are not necessarily spatial, however the socialising of communities or 
activities undertaken by communities and/or community members have a spatial impact. 
For instance, gay communities can have their own spaces such as clubs, organisations and, 
in some cases, neighbourhoods. One example of the spatialities of communities is given by 
Mclean (2008) and Hemmings (2002) who describe the struggles of the bisexual community 
to become part of Pride Marches. It is argued that Pride Marches are the one day in the year 
in which heteronormativity is not the norm in public space (Johnston, 2005). Bisexuality 
has been contested, challenged, and victimised by organisations of the Prides together with 
members of gay and lesbian communities, to prioritse the interests and visibility of the 
lesbian and gay communities.
Bell already argued in 1995 that he is “sick of having to keep nudging, coughing, raising 
eyebrows to remind people to include me [bisexuals] in their discussions” (Bell, 1995, 131). 
Only recently the demographics of bisexuality have started to become more documented 
(Green et al., 2011). However, the point remains that bisexuality remains invisible in a 
society based upon heterosexuality and homosexuality. The next section will elaborate more 
on the invisibility of bisexual space and offers a proposed new theorising of bisexuality 
within public space.
2.4 Towards a theory of bisexual geographies: the problem of identity
From the above review it becomes clear that the spatialities of bisexuality and bisexuals’ 
everyday life experiences are a challenge which remains largely untouched within 
contemporary geographies of sexualities. I would argue that the lack of studies on 
geographies of bisexuality has to do with the conceptualisation of sexualised space and 
bisexuality. I will dicuss these difficulties and provide a new approach for geographical 
studies into bisexuality and bisexuals.
The studies on bisexual spaces have in common the conclusion that concrete bisexual spaces 
cannot be found. The most striking is that it is argued that bisexual spaces do not exist in the 
same way as gay and lesbian spaces (Hemmings, 1997). As Hemmings (2002) reminds us, the 
reading of bisexual spaces depends upon our readings of gendered and sexualised spaces en 
general. The approach used by Hemmings (1997, 2002) and McLean (2003) reveals a focus 
upon sexualized spaces as coded to the dominant sexual identity which is performed in those 
spaces. As such, there seems to be an immediate link between sexual identity and sexualised 
space. The problem with sexual identities within a monosexual society is, however, that only 
two sexual subjectivities are recognised: homosexuality and heterosexuality.
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Bisexuality is a problematic sexual identity as it is not recognised as an authentic sexual 
identity by gay, lesbian, and heterosexual communities (see e.g. Hemmings, 2002, McLean, 
2008). Bisexuality is, within a monosexual society, often seen as a phase towards recognition 
of someone’s homosexuality, or a position in which a bisexual still enjoys the priviliges of 
heterosexuality. Bisexuality is contested by the monosexual logic, which results in bisexuals 
being labeled as inauthentic, and which consequently renders bisexuality invisible. A second 
point to make here is that a lot of bisexuals do not see themselves as bisexual, often to avoid 
the oppressive binary system of sex, gender, and sexualities (e.g. Betts et al., 2008; Bradfort, 
2004; Bell, 1995; Browne, 2010). The same binary system results in bisexuals who render 
their bisexuality fluid by opting for straight and gay sexual identities in certain spaces and 
communities. Lingel argues that seeing bisexuality as a fluid sexual identity “centers on the 
implication that heterosexuality and homosexuality occupy opposite ends of a psychological 
spectrum, leaving bisexuality vaguely straddling poles of identity, without specificity, 
deliberation, or intent” (2009, 382). Thirdly, Halperin (2009) concludes that there are at least 
thirteen different definitions of bisexuality, which are partially symmetrical but sometimes 
also quite different. As such, an immediate link between sexual coding of space and a bisexual 
identity becomes impossible.
To conclude, bisexuality is an invisible sexual identity due to the monosexual logic of society. 
Bisexuality only becomes visible in certain spaces such as bisexual support groups and 
bisexual conferences (BiCons). To read those spaces as inauthentic bisexual spaces would be 
a mistake as such spaces can be a home for bisexuals (Bowes-Catton et al., 2011). However, 
the point is that the one-to-one link between sexual identity and space would essentialise 
notions of space as either heterosexual or homosexual as discussed above.
2.5 Sexual spaces as manifold of ‘sexual’ practices
Brown (2000), drawing on Lefebvre, provides a good starting point for a more fruitful 
theorising of sexual spaces in his book Closet Space. He argues that “the body itself is a 
factor in the production of space. By producing gestures, traces, and marks in space, the 
body is made socially visible in the landscape, and hence meaningful” (Brown, 2000, 60: 
emphasis added). Brown (2000) further argues that sexuality not only produces space, but also 
that commercialised forms of sexuality, generated via capitalist relations, are important in the 
production of space. However, I would like to put more emphasis on the body as a factor in the 
production of space. Duff (2010) puts forward that there is a twofold interaction between the 
human body and space, in which the human body contributes to the production of space and, 
at the same time, the human body is affected by space. Duff, following non-representational 
lines of argumentation, takes this discussion further and contends that spaces are products of 
practices. He interprets practices as “the entire repertoire of dispersed, tactical, and makeshift 
procedures by which individuals and groups make sense of everyday life” (Duff, 2010, 883). 
As such, practices are the manifold of actions and interactions (e.g. Anderson and Harrison, 
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2010), and therefore spatial. These actions and interactions take place during the everyday 
activities of human beings, and thus are the everyday realities of human beings.
Outlining the importance of practices, this paper conceptualises spaces as temporal-spatial 
stabilisations of social practices. This relational conceptualization of space means that spaces 
are always in becoming and never finished. Consequently, sexualised spaces are never 
essentially heterosexual, homosexual, or bisexual; a conclusion that parallels the before-
mentioned discussion by Browne and Bakshi (2011) and Visser (2008) on leisure practices 
and the dynamics in sexual coding of spaces. An important addition here is that the sexual 
coding of spaces is not only dependent on practices but consequently also on the embodied 
experiences of these same practices (see Anderson, 2009; Bissell, 2010; Duff, 2010 on 
affective atmospheres). The embodied experiences directly emerge from the actions and 
interactions during these practices (e.g. Bissell, 2010; Crouch, 2001; Harrison 2000).
If spaces are spatial-temporal stabilisations of social practices, then there is an urge to identify 
bisexual practices. Alfred Kinsey developed the idea of bisexual practices as being equally 
sexually attracted to both men and women. This is measured on the basis of the sexual arousal 
of a sexual subject to men and women. An alternative way of looking at sexual practices is 
the Klein sexual orientation grid (KSOG), which differentiates between past practices, current 
practices, and ideal practices (Klein et al., 1985). Sexual practices in the KSOG include 
attraction, sexual behaviour, and fantasies. Other variables that contribute to someone’s sexual 
orientation are emotional preference, social preference, lifestyle, and self-identification (Klein 
et al., 1985). The identification of the three sexual practices is useful to describe bisexual 
practices, which can then be conceptualised, using strategic essentialism, as ‘attraction to both 
men and women, sexual behaviour with men and women, and thirdly sexual fantasies about 
men and women’. This conceptualisation will be complicated in the next paragraphs and self-
identification will be added as important bisexual practice in the following section.
This conceptualisation of bisexual practices opens up new perspectives in and through which 
to explore the existence of bisexual spaces within contemporary society. The conceptualisation 
of bisexual practices in such a manner thus prevents a narrow definition of bisexuality which 
would only focus on sexual activities or sexual intimacies, ranging from kissing to the act of sex 
itself. Such a narrow focus would problematize bisexuality as performing bisexuality, at least, 
‘needs three’ – and even then this act is not per definition bisexual (see Hartman, 2013). In this 
narrow definition, bisexual spaces would probably be limited to sex parties, swinger parties, 
or spaces in which at least one bisexual has sexual activities with a man and a woman. Such 
spaces in which bisexual sexual practices take place would exclude monogamous bisexuals, 
asexual bisexuals, and bisexuals who are not open about their desire for more-than-one sex. 
Broadening bisexual practices to attraction to (and fantasies about) both men and women, is 
an important step to include these monogamous, asexual, and undisclosed bisexuals.
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Referring to Brown (2000), as the body itself is a factor in the production of space, the bisexual 
body affects the production of space via its particular bisexual practices. Crouch (2001) argues 
that “spaces, contexts and representations are embodied in practice, through which people 
construct their spatialities” (Crouch, 2001, 71). As such, we need to incorporate the context in 
which bisexual practices are practiced. This context, which is not necessarily the dominant mode 
of experience, is the already mentioned monosexual logic in which opposite-practices are seen 
as heterosexual and same-sex practices are homosexual. Hemmings (2002) observes that while 
monosexual sexualities show consistency in time, a bisexual identity requires a time dimension 
to validate the desire for more-than-one sex (see also Kangasvuo, 2011; Klein et al., 1985).
While I still see potential in the narrow conceptualisation of bisexual practices as ‘attraction 
to both men and women, sexual behaviour with men and women, and thirdly sexual fantasies 
about men and women’ the factor of time complicates the visibility of bisexuality in mundane 
everyday practices and space. For instance, if a bisexual man walks with his female partner, 
he will be identified (by people who do not know his past, desires, fantasies and more) as a 
heterosexual man. Also, the household of an undisclosed bisexual married man will not become 
bisexual because he, for instance, may be afraid to invite bisexual or homosexual men into 
his house (see e.g. McLean, 2003; Peterson, 2001). Hartman concludes “that [the monosexual 
logic] renders the concept ‘doing bisexuality’ problematic, because bisexuality is not possible at 
the structural level in the way that ‘doing’ requires” (2013, 40: emphasis added). Here I want 
to turn to another important bisexual practice mentioned in the KSOG model which has the 
potential to render ‘doing bisexuality’ less problematic: self-identification7.
2.6 Bisexuality as linguistic practices?
The inclusion of self-identification as bisexual practice, as adapted from the KSOG, provides 
space to incorporate language. Valentine et al. (2008) already notices that “[Identities] emerge 
through, or [are] an effect of, a set of repeated acts that take place within a regulatory framework 
and which congeal over time to give the appearance of naturalness. Language or talk is one such 
element or performance” (Valentine et al., 2008, 477). Language is not only a medium to express 
meaning or representations, or reflect upon everyday activities, but language itself constitutes 
daily practices8. Brown’s (2000) discussion on performative speech acts – language as ‘doing 
by saying’ – supports this view of language as daily practices. Language does. Viewing language 
as daily practices, it is obvious that language also enables or restrains the practicing of sexual 
identities and therefore affects the coding of sexualised space. As stated by Blommaert et al:
[E]very instance of human communication always has an intrinsic spatiality to it as well 
as an intrinsic temporality. Every communication event develops in some time-frame 
and in some space, and both, as we know, have effects on what happens and can happen 
(Blommaert et al., 2005, 203).
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To focus upon linguistic practices opens up a whole range of everyday public and (semi-)
private spaces in which bisexuality is expressed, negotiated, challenged, oppressed, 
supported, etcetera. Laurier and Philo (2006) point out that such textual encounters are 
‘bedevilled by uncertainty and scepticism’; however such passing encounters provide 
at least a first glance of someone. Focussing upon bisexuality and bisexuals, language 
provides opportunities to explore how bisexuals negotiate their sexual identities in 
mundane encounters and contribute to specific codings of spaces. For instance, Bradfort 
(2004) narrates a story of a bisexual woman who encountered, during a conversation, anger 
from lesbian women and was accused of seeking the privileges of heterosexuality. Personal 
stories from bisexual men and women in McLean (2008) reveal the importance of language 
in inclusion or exclusion as bisexuals are afraid to come out as bisexual in gay and lesbian 
communities. Studies into coming-out of LGBT youth within the parental house shows 
the power of language to queer the heterosexual space of the parental house (e.g. Gorman-
Murray, 2008: see also Brown, 2000 on coming out).
Language can have both supporting and limiting roles. It is argued that bisexuality has 
no specific language and that there is a lack of “language choices that are available to 
bisexuals when trying to communicate their reality with others in the world” (Bereket and 
Brayton, 2008, 51; also Deschamps, 2008). Bereket and Brayton (2008, 55) argue that “[t]
he dominance of binary divisions continues to occur within queer language that supports 
the belief system that sexuality is an either/or experience and identity. Language continues 
to reflect the biphobia that exists in gay, lesbian, and heterosexual communities”. Similar 
arguments are evident in Ault (1996), who finds that bisexual women still use binary 
terms to identify their sexual identity (see also Bowes-Catton, 2007; Bowes-Catton et al., 
2011). Albeit I agree with the difficulties of bisexual language within a society based upon 
heterosexuality and homosexuality, Brown’s doing-by-saying provides an opportunity to 
stress the importance of language in the making of spaces.
2.7 Conclusion and discussion: focus upon everyday life experiences of 
bisexuals
The purpose of this paper is to critically engage in discussions on bisexual geographies 
and bisexual spaces and to show that bisexuality is not a sexual identity which should be 
characterised as homeless and placeless (Bell, 1995). Firstly, this paper addressed the one-
to-one link between the sexual coding of space and dominant sexual identities which renders 
bisexual spaces invisible. By providing a new conceptualisation of bisexual spaces as spatial 
and temporal stabilisations of bisexual practices opens up new geographical perspectives to 
explore the negotiations of bisexuality in space and the (temporal) production of bisexual 
space. Subsequently, bisexual practices are explored and broadened from a narrow approach 
which only focusses on ‘attraction to both men and women, sexual behaviour with men and 
women, and sexual fantasies about men and women’ to a conceptualisation which also 
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incorporates self-identification. I also suggested that self-identification is closely related to 
language. Thus, language as practice needs to be incorporated as a potential supportive as 
well as constraining factor to the performance and production of bisexual practices, mainly 
(but not exclusively) the practice of self-identification, and thus spaces. As such, this paper 
hopes to contribute to the 1997 call by Hemmings for a coherent theorising of bisexual 
spaces which are no “series of arbitrary spaces” (Hemmings, 1997, 162).
The review of geography within bisexual studies provides a view in which the position of 
bisexuality, bisexuals, and/or bisexual communities is explored in relation to gay, lesbian, 
and straight communities. Such studies have been fruitful (and are still fruitful) to examine 
the difficulties that bisexuals face in a monosexual society in which sexual identity is 
one-to-one linked with sexual behaviour and bisexuality is rendered invisible. Several 
studies focussed on bisexuals’ lived experiences in schools (Pallotta-Chiarolli, 2011b), the 
workplace (Green et al., 2011; See and Hunt, 2011), the (parental) home (Gorman-Murray, 
2008; McLean, 2003), and the relationship (Li et al., 2013). Such studies are important as 
these spaces provide the everyday realities in which people experience life (e.g. Crouch, 
2003; Harrison, 2000; Middleton, 2010; Lorimer, 2008). Virtual spaces also seem to be 
important for bisexuals to explore and perform their bisexuality (Crowley 2010; Daneback 
et al., 2009; George, 2011; McLean, 2003; Peterson, 2001). I would, however, propose 
to explore the negotiations of bisexual practices in these everyday spaces to explore how 
spaces, identities, and activities are negotiated on a daily basis. Sexual identity negotiations, 
conceptualised as practices, have an effect on what happens, what can happen, why 
something happens, and why something does not happen.
To focus upon these everyday spaces provides the opportunity to look at negotiations of 
bisexual practices and identities on an everyday basis. Additionally, it allows geographers 
for an exploration into how the monosexual imperative is experienced and negotiated in 
interactions between bisexuals and monosexuals. In relation to language, Brown notes:
If a performative speech act is ‘doing by saying’, can its inverse also have performative 
force? In other words, can one ‘do by not saying’? If so, then the performative force of 
the closet can be read from the variety of times the men’s silences about their sexuality 
sustained their concealment or denial, and others’ ignorance (Brown, 2000, 40).
Although Brown discusses here the importance of the closet in the lives of gay men, the 
core message is that language has a variety of possibilities to deal with sexuality. Not to 
say that the focus is only on self-identification as bisexual practice, but the point being is 
that a focus upon linguistics can also provide us with information about how bisexuality 
is rendered invisible and how bisexuals struggle to make their sexual identity visible (or 
invisible and strengthen the naturalised sexualities binary) in everyday linguistic practices 
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and encounters. Extrapolating from this argument, a focus upon the absence or presence 
of the three other bisexual practices might also provide information on how bisexuality 
is made visible or invisible in everyday life; and, to conclude with Hartman (2013), how 
bisexuals do and do not do bisexuality, and thus create or not create bisexual spaces.
Notes
1  Published under Creative Commons licence: Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative 
Works
2  Just recently, geographies of sexualities explored the everyday life experiences of trans 
people and, thus, opened up research potential to explore the lives of people who fall 
outside the sex and gender binary (e.g. Browne and Lim, 2010; Browne, Nash and 
Hines, 2010; Hines, 2010; Nash, 2010).
3  I am aware of the heterogeneity within sexual identity categories such as heterosexuals 
and homosexuals. For the purpose, and readability, of this paper I use essentialist 
categorisations of these sexual categories.
4  See e.g. Van Kempen (2010): From the Residence to the Global: The Relevance of the 
Urban Neighbourhood in an Era of Globalization and Mobility. Paper for the ENHR-
conference “Urban Dynamics and Housing Change”, Istanbul, 4-7 July 2010.
5  Migration is often seen as a way to come out of the closet (e.g. Brown 2000; Gorman-
Murray 2009). In the Harris book, however, the bisexual character remains in the closet 
as a bisexual and prefers the anonymity of the big city to live his bisexual life(style).
6  Down Low (DL) is American slang for men who identify themselves as heterosexual, 
but who also engage in same-sex sexual activities.
7  To focus, also, on self-identification as bisexual practice provides space for inclusion of 
non-sexually active or asexual bisexuals as well.
8  Many thanks to Hans Fast ResMSc for pointing this out in personal e-mail correspondence.
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3 Bisexuals in space and geography: 
More-than-queer?
Abstract
Geographies of sexualities mainly focusses on the lived experiences and sexual identity 
negotiations of gay men and lesbian women in a society based upon binary divisions of sex, 
gender, and sexualities. This review article wants to consider a more theoretically informed 
relational approach to understand the creation and sustaining of the binary system, and the 
everyday lived experience of bisexuals. This article will review contemporary studies on 
queer space and studies on the intersections of bisexual theory and queer theory. Drawing 
inspiration from queer theory, speech act theory, and relational geographies, I propose a 
focus on encounters, language, embodied practices, and embodied experiences to understand 
the lives of sexual minorities, and bisexuals in particular. While heteronormativity and 
monosexuality are important factors (or contexts) in the everyday lived experience, they 
are not all determining for the everyday experiences of people who desire more-than-one 
gender.
Keywords: bisexual spaces, more-than-representational theories, queer theory, queer space, 
language, practices
3.1 Introduction
It has been concluded before that geographies of sexualities lack research on bisexuals, 
bisexual spaces, and bisexual geographies (Bell 1995; Binnie & Valentine 1999; Hemmings 
1997, 2002; McLean J 2003). Hemmings (1997), in Queers in space, observed that clear 
demarcated bisexual spaces do not exist, except from some conference spaces and specific 
bisexual support groups. These conclusions that demarcated bisexual spaces do not exist 
(see Hemmings 1997; McLean J 2003) can be traced down to dominant ideas on sexual 
spaces which are based upon a one-to-one link between the sexual coding of space(s) 
and the dominant sexual identity in those spaces. As concluded by Hemmings, bisexuals 
and bisexual identities are never dominant in spaces as bisexuals are often misread as 
being heterosexual or homosexual and, thus, invisible (Hemmings 1997; see also McLean 
J 2003; McLean K 2007, 2008). She concludes that bisexuals occupy space within existing 
gay (and lesbian) and straight spaces; a conclusion which holds true in her theorising of 
sexual space as depending on a one-to-one link with the dominant sexual identity
Similar to Bell’s (1995) activist approach in challenging the placelessness of geographies 
of bisexualities (also Binnie & Valentine 1999), this paper is an attempt to critically revise 
conceptualisations of sexual space, and bisexual space in particular. This review article 
approaches bisexual spaces and bisexual geographies from a more theoretical point of view 
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by reviewing the intersections of queer theory, queer space, bisexuality theory/theorising, 
and more-than-representational geographies. As such, this article wants to contribute to 
Hemmings (1997) call for more coherent theorising of bisexual spaces. Pioneering work by 
Clare Hemmings (2002), her book Bisexual spaces, is understood as an excellent starting 
point for this paper as it successfully opens up questions on sexual spaces, bisexual spaces, 
and bisexuality.
Albeit my interest is mainly in the geographies of sexualities, which I read as the 
overarching field of queer geographies and lesbian and gay geogra phies (but see Browne 
2006 for a different reading), I will elaborate on intersections with queer theory and queer 
space and discuss the usefulness of conceptualising bisexual spaces. In this paper I aim to 
bring forward a more theoretical relational approach to (bi)sexual space which challenges 
queer space and queer theory as I favour an approach which extends norms, values, and 
orthodoxies, instead of (only) transgressing heterosexual norms, values, and orthodoxies 
of contemporary society. The paper will firstly review queer space and the intersections of 
queer theory and bisexuality theory, before taking a more-than-representational approach 
to space and the everyday embodied experiences of sexual subjects.
3.2 Space (still) matters: queer space as well?
South African sociologist Smuts (2011) concluded in her research into coming out stories 
of lesbians in Johannesburg: “[a]nother theme that was prominent in the participants’ 
narratives was the importance of social space. The findings indicate that respondents’ sexual 
identities were linked and influenced by the social spaces in which they found themselves. 
Some stressed that certain spaces would determine which of their identities would emerge 
at particular points in time, and whether they would hide their sexual identities” (2011: 
32−33; emphasis added). This conclusion regarding the intertwinedness of space and 
identity/identities resembles both geographical inquiries into the everyday lives of sexual 
minorities (e.g. Bell et al. 1994; Johnston & Valentine 1995; Myslik 1996; Valentine 1996; 
Kirby & Hay 1999; Kitchin & Lysaght 2003; Browne 2007) and geographical inquiries 
into affective atmospheres (e.g. Anderson 2009; Bissell 2010; Duff 2010). Space, or the 
sexual coding of space, impacts the sexual identity negotiations of sexual subjects as well 
as sexual identity negotiations influence the sexual coding of space. As such, they mutually 
enforce and/or challenge each other. But what about queer space?
Gay and lesbian geographies (e.g. Adler & Brenner 1992; Forest 1995; Rothenberg 1995; 
Myslik 1996; Sibalis 2004; Knopp 2007; see also Brown 2014) have been enriched by a 
queer geographical approach since the early nineties (e.g. Bell et al. 1994; Binnie 1997, 
2007; Brown 2000; Brown et al 2007; Knopp 2007). This queer geographical approach 
can be understood as a set of geographical adaptions of queer theoretical work. Michael 
Brown’s (2000) Closet Space provides the closest reading of the linguistic origins of queer 
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theory, especially the speech-act theory which partly underlies Butler’s (1990, 1993) 
foundational work on gender and sexuality. Drawing on Austin (1975: quoted in Brown 
2000), Brown (2000: 29) elaborates on the point that “sometimes the spoken or written 
word doesn’t simply exist, but often performs some sort of task by virtue of its presence, 
audibly or textually”. Interesting is the elaboration on etiolatic speech acts; speech acts 
that neither fail nor succeed but “where meaning is produced in a context where language 
is being used in a very self-conscious way” (Brown 2000: 29–30). The linguistic origins 
of queer theory are interesting as recent research suggests that language has a certain 
temporality and spatiality (Blommaert et al. 2005). This can be linked with the queer 
theoretical emphasis on the performativity of certain heterosexual norms and orthodoxies 
(e.g. Butler 1993), a concept which emphasises the constant repetition of certain acts, 
habits, and practices in order to naturalise certain norms and values as essential and part 
of human nature. As such, people will experience these heterosexual norms and values as 
natural and as a fact of life.
Although queer theory lacks notions of context, space, and place (Brown 2000), (critical) 
geographers have tried to introduce queer theory in geographies of sexualities, and 
introduce notions of space and place in queer theory in order to carve out heteronormative 
and queer spaces. Space is, also within queer geographies, often seen as naturally 
heterosexual (e.g. Bell et al. 1994; Brown 2000; Visser 2008, 2013) and this space needs 
to be queered by sexual minorities (e.g. Oswin 2008 for a critique; Visser 2008). Such 
queered spaces – or queer spaces – are dissident, loose, or transgressive spaces which 
provide non-heterosexuals with the opportunity to express their sexual identities as gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, pansexual, queer etcetera. As the Myslik (1996) study shows, gay men 
found the freedom and safety to be gay and to perform their gay identity and lifestyle in 
these spaces. Brown (2000) reiterates an encounter – “a little slice of urban life” (2000: 27) 
– in Capitol Hill, Seattle when a camp gay man entered a bus and a heterosexual (opposite-
sex) couple seemed to challenge the behaviour of the camp gay man. This urged the gay 
man to loudly state: “well if you don’t like it, girlfriend, what the hell you doin’ on Capitol 
Hill in the first place!” (2000: 27; emphasis in the original). While I was, of course, not part 
of these encounters, the statement of the camp guy can be read as a “queer act” to resist 
heterosexuality and heteronormativity, and to claim queer space: Capitol Hill is queer. 
Academically, as well as societally, we seem to identify spaces in binary and exclusive 
language: heterosexual versus gay/lesbian/queer space.
Important, reflexive, work on queer space has been done by Oswin (2008) who observed 
that queer space is often seen, by critical geographers, as a “space of resistance” or a space 
which is inhabited by gay men, lesbian women, and/or queers. She continues by saying, “in 
the work of Bell, Binnie, Valentine, and others queer space is thus established as a concrete 
space that is carved out by sexual dissidents (read: gays and lesbians)” (Oswin 2008: 90; 
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also Browne & Bakshi 2011). As such we can wonder to which extent queer geography 
succeeded in rendering space fluid, still one of the hallmarks of queer geographies (see 
Browne 2006). In this work, queer spaces are not only seen as spaces of resistance, but also 
as spaces which are relatively free from the influences of heteronormativity and free of 
heterosexual people. Wayne Myslik (1996: 156) observed that according to “gay men who 
are at risk of prejudice, discrimination and physical and verbal violence throughout their 
daily lives (...) queer spaces are generally perceived as safe havens from this discrimination 
and violence”. Myslik (1996: 168) concludes with the observation that “queer spaces 
create the strong sense of empowerment that allows men to look past the dangers of being 
gay in the city and to feel safe and at home”. Such a conclusion resembles work on gay and 
lesbian spaces in which these spaces are often seen as liberal spaces.
Discussing the need for safe spaces for bisexuals, Jo Eadie (1993) argues that such spaces 
are needed for a number of reasons. In the first place, Eadie argues that bisexuals need a 
space free from oppressive regimes and social groups. We can understand this as free from 
gay, lesbian, and straight communities and orthodoxies. This point indeed resembles much 
work on queer space and gay and lesbian geographies that tried to carve out safe havens for 
gay men and to a lesser extent lesbian women. A second reason is the need for bisexuals 
to share similar experiences and set agendas for bisexual activists; a very political reading 
of bisexual spaces which emphasises the importance of bisexual space to unite bisexuals, 
empower bisexuals, and pave the path for bisexual activists/activism. Thirdly, and finally, 
Eadie describes bisexual safe spaces as places free of fears and anxiety caused by members 
of oppressive groups. This third reason resembles, again, work on gay and lesbian spaces 
as liberal spaces and spaces of resistance. In short, we can understand that this call for 
bisexual safe spaces is relatively utopian and based upon similar assumptions as, for 
instance, the gay men in the Myslik study. Although I understand the political reasons 
behind the call for bisexual safe spaces, I doubt that such idealistic and utopian spaces 
would exist beyond the clear demarcated bisexual spaces as identified in early work by 
Hemmings (1997).
Regarding nightlife spaces for sexual minorities youth, both Valentine and Skelton (2003) 
as well as Holt and Griffin (2003) refer to gay and lesbian nightlife as nightlife in which 
sexual minority youth can live (and explore) their sexual identity, free from everyday 
sexual identity negotiations and constraints in heterosexual life. It is interesting that both 
studies acknowledge that gay and lesbian nightlife also should be understood as loose 
and risky spaces where social pressure renders gay and lesbian youth uncertain. The 
paradoxal natureof the gay and lesbian scene, already, provides a critique towards the 
conceptualisations of queer space as demarcated “space of resistance” against heterosexism 
and heteronormativity which organizes contemporary society and everyday public and 
private space (see also Johnston & Valentine 1995; Duncan 1996).
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Oswin (2008), discussing the Nash and Bain (2007) article on Toronto queer spaces, 
points out that multiple processes of exclusion are in play in everyday spaces. Power is 
everywhere and is negotiated in everyday encounters between people (and non-human 
entities). Of course, not only sexual identities are negotiated, processes of racism, ageism, 
sexism, class-discrimination, and genderism, amongst others, should not be forgotten. A 
review by Johnston and Longhurst (2008) comes to a similar conclusion and criticised 
Anglo-American studies into sexuality for its narrow focus on sexuality. They argue that 
work on sexuality in Australia, New Zealand, and the Asia-Pacific region “doesn’t just pay 
attention to sexuality, but rather to the intersections between sexuality, postcoloniality, 
indigeneity, ‘race’, and racism” (Johnston & Longhurst 2008: 251–252). From the United 
Kingdom, Gill Valentine (2007) shows how different social categories intersect in multiple 
stories in the life of a D/deaf lesbian woman and how she experienced multiple forms of 
exclusion in her everyday life. Also several studies on the gay scene show that sexual 
minority people are excluded in certain spaces (e.g. Hemmings 2002; Binnie & Skeggs 
2004; Bassi 2006; McLean K 2008; Brown 2009). Regarding gaybourhoods it has been 
noted that such spaces are often male dominated and predominantly ‘white’ (Brown 
2014). Anglo-American work on queer space, thus, could be criticised on the basis of its 
narrow focus on gay and lesbian identities in a heteronormative world, without taken into 
account other sexual identities and other kinds of exclusion which affects the life of sexual 
minorities too.
3.3 Queer theory and bisexuality: mismatch?
“Yet, as an effect of modernity, sexuality is far from being objective or scientific. Indeed, it 
is predicated on Western definitions of love, which, in its romantic and erotic expressions, 
is thereby considered “superior” when it is exclusive. That is, Western “love” often relies 
on the imposition of a binary: we think of the lover and the beloved, the pursuer and the 
pursued, single or married, the man and the wife and the male and the female” (Anderlini-
D’Onofrio & Alexander 2009: 198).
A special issue of the Journal of Bisexuality (see Anderlini-D’Onofrio & Alexander 2009) 
is dedicated to the intersections, connections and discussions between queer theory and 
bisexual theory and theorising. Of course, it should be said that bisexual theory and theorising 
is relatively new (Angelides 2006) and often assumed to be rather weak (De Plessis 1996). 
The conclusions of this collection are, nevertheless, quite straightforward. It is observed that 
queer theory ignored, and continues to ignore, issues of bisexuality and bisexual identities 
(Callis 2009; Erickson-Schroth & Mitchell 2009; Gurevich et al. 2009). The reason for 
this ignorance is found in the way that queer theories benefit certain sexual identities, in 
particular gay identities (see Yoshino 2000; Angelides 2006; Callis 2009; Erickson-Schroth 
& Mitchell 2009; Gurevich et al 2009). Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009) go one step 
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further by arguing that homosexuality is prioritised and privileged to a level similar to the 
institutionalisation of heterosexuality or heteronormativity. Building upon The erase of 
bisexuality (Yoshino 2000) the authors argue that there might be a compromise between 
the heterosexual and homosexual/lesbian community, that both communities do not 
mention bisexuality in order to erase the existence of a sexual identity that falls outside 
the binary division of sex, gender, and sexuality. While I think that this is perhaps too 
radical, the concept of (compulsory) monosexuality or monosexism is very useful as it 
identifies a social ideology that one-to-one links sexual activities/ performances with 
sexual identities (e.g. Ault 1996; James 1996; Hemmings 2002; Gurevich et al. 2009; 
Green et al 2010). Sexual performances and activities with someone from the opposite 
sex leads to the conclusion that someone is heterosexual, while activities with someone 
from the same sex lead to the conclusion that someone is gay or lesbian. Bisexuality, as 
sexual identity which is not limited to a person of one sex or gender, is thus made invisible 
and non-existing. Interestingly,James (1996) understands monosexism or compulsory 
monosexuality as essential part of the heterosexist or heteronormative system that polices 
our desires. The concept of monosexuality is a useful analytical tool and a constant 
reminder of the privilege of certain types of heterosexuality and homosexuality in our 
society.
The special issue of the Journal of Bisexuality, a couple of years later published in the 
book Bisexuality and queer theory (Alexander & Anderlini- D’Onofrio 2012), also 
discusses the added value of bisexual theory to enrich queer theory via several different 
perspectives. Interesting is the article by Callis (2009) who discusses the seminal work 
of Foucault (1978) and Butler (1990). The discussion on Butler is particularly interesting 
as bisexuality is often seen as a sexual identity – if already authentic – which enforces 
the binary system of sex, gender, and sexualities as it represents the middle ground 
(see Hemmings 2002; Lingel 2009). Work by Fritz Klein and Alfred Kinsey – albeit 
they both incorporate bisexuality – considers bisexuality as the middle ground between 
heterosexuality and homosexuality as such work still relies on the sex binary, gender 
binary, and the rigid link between gender and sexual identity. In fact, “Even the term bi-
sexual denotes that the person who identifies with this term is attracted to two different 
things, reinforcing the gender binary, and also excluding transgender and intersex people 
as objects of affection” (Erickson-Schroth & Mitchell 2009: 304). Steven Angelides 
(2006), building upon his book A history of bisexuality (Angelides 2001), argues that “in 
the history of discourses of sexuality bisexuality is both the stabilising and destabilising 
element in the epistemic construction of sexual identity; Its erasure in the present tense 
stabilises the hetero/homosexual opposition whilst simultaneously and perpetually 
destabilizing the very terms of the opposition” (Angelides 2006: 142). Angelides (2006: 
142) continues to argue that bisexuality “has been the category through and against which 
modern sexual identity itself has been discursively constructed”.
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Callis (2009: 227–228) criticises queer theory as she observes that “[Judith] Butler does 
not address bisexuality in her arguments about the interconnectedness of sexuality and 
gender, nor in her section on the performative nature of gender (…). When addressing 
gender performativity, she turns specifically to the process of drag. However, I believe 
that bisexuality, taken as an identity, serves as a way of starting gender trouble”. Butler 
prefers to discuss homosexuality and especially lesbian identities when discussing the 
assumed interconnection between sexuality and gender. It seems that Butler fell in the 
monosexual trap when challenging heteronormativity and the constant repetition of 
heterosexual norms, values, and orthodoxies. Callis (2009: 228), however, discusses 
the potential of including bisexuality in queer theoretical discussions to deconstruct 
the link between gender and sexual identity by arguing that “bisexuality (…) cannot 
be so easily matched, because it does not allow gender to be wholly tied with sex 
object choice. If a person is choosing both sexes as erotic partners, her or his gender 
cannot be matched with sexuality”. Thus, Callis approaches queer theory as being a 
contemporary result of constantly being embedded in heteronormative and monosexual 
thinking (see also Du Plessis 1996). Next, Callis (2009) argues that the bisexual’s 
choice for both men and women challenges notions of femininity and masculinity as 
this option, again, is not present in our perception of femininity and masculinity. While 
Butler focusses on drag performances to address gender roles, focussing on bisexuals’ 
negotiating and changing gender roles in everyday life could be fruitful to challenge 
the rigid distinction between man/woman, male/female, and masculinity/femininity. To 
summarise, bisexuality has the option to both cause “gender trouble” and question the 
interconnection between sexuality and gender; thus it has the potential to challenge the 
compulsory monosexuality and heteronormative discourse that governs contemporary 
sexual politics, desire, and society.
A similar conclusion can be found in Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009) who argue 
that bisexuality has not only the option to question the monosexual social ideology 
of sexuality but also question and destabilise the heterosexist binary system of sex, 
gender, and sexualities in general. As such, the authors hope that merging bisexual 
theory and queer theory would result in a shift from a monosexual paradigm towards 
a more open-ended paradigm. Not surprisingly they conclude that “by focusing on the 
relationship between homosexuality and heterosexuality, queer theory has stopped 
short of addressing the structures of power that underlie our organization of sexuality—
something bisexuality speaks to on a daily basis” (Erickson-Schroth & Mitchell 
2009: 312–313). Angelides (2006), however, warns that queer theory is too busy with 
reinforcing the heterosexual/homosexual binary, by focussing on (homosexual and 
heterosexual) identities, instead of focussing on the historical and epistemological 
forces that constructed and still construct the binary discourse of sexualities.
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Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009) are not the only ones who identify an added value 
of bisexuality for queer theory or, broader, sexualities research. Gurevich et al. (2009) 
touch upon another important added value of bisexuality theory or research: knowledge 
production regarding sexual subjects. They argue that “in considering how sexualities are 
theorised, examining the bisexual frame can expand the domain of questions that address 
how knowledge about sexual subjects is produced, disseminated and regulated, and how 
sexual subject positions are taken up, deployed, or rejected” (Gurevich et al. 2009: 247). 
This could be read as addressing the dominant heterosexist and monosexist system, but 
also as a focus on the concrete impacts of this system on how sexual subjects negotiate this 
system. The authors take this argument further by arguing – based on sociologist and queer 
theorist Seidman – that the basis of queer theory is on exploring how the heterosexual/
homosexual boundary as a power/knowledge regime shapes behaviour, social institutions, 
and the everyday social environment. This suggested focus on how life takes shape as a 
spatial and temporal result of the compulsory monosexual heterosexist system could be 
understood as a call to geographers and other social scientists to engage with the everyday 
– and embodied – experiences of bisexual sexual subjects.
3.4 Geographical inquiries
Taking up the above mentioned observations by Gurevich et al. (2009) and Angelides 
(2006) regarding knowledge production, I am convinced that geographers can contribute 
to knowledge production by focussing on the everyday lives of bisexuals. Unfortunately, 
contemporary empirical geographical research on this topic is lacking (but see McLean J 
2003) which requires us to focus upon other social sciences for empirical studies. One of 
the rare –but important – studies is conducted by Hemmings (2002) who explored bisexual 
spaces based upon her own experiences in the USA and the UK. Building upon gay and 
lesbian geographies, she provides the reader with a cartography of bisexuality. In essence, 
her argumentation that space is representation makes it difficult to identify bisexual spaces 
seeing the difficulties of bisexual representation in word and visuals (Bereket & Brayton 
2008; Hartman 2013). Derived from epistemological concerns, Hemmings (2002) provides 
a number of examples regarding bisexual spaces; the point is that these spaces are defined on 
their relation with gay, lesbian, and straight spaces. A quite similar study, although related 
to communities instead of spaces, has been conducted in the USA (Rust 2000) which, 
interestingly, provides mental maps of bisexuals how they relate bisexual communities with 
straight, lesbian, and gay communities. The point is, however, that bisexual communities 
are rather difficult to identify. I think that bisexual spaces, as conceptualised via relating 
with gay, lesbian, and straight spaces would face the same difficulty. Not surprisingly, 
Hemmings (2002) concludes that spatial theorising and bisexual theory do not always sit 
comfortable with each other. I would like to add that especially the one-to-one link between 
sexual space and dominant sexual identity makes it more difficult to explore bisexual 
spaces. The emphasis on spaces as representations adds, in my opinion, to the difficulty of 
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identifying bisexual spaces as bisexuality is often erased or made invisible because of the 
dominant monosexual discourse in contemporary society.
I, also, find geographical inspiration in more-than-representational geographies (e.g. 
Lorimer 2005, 2008; Laurier & Philo 2006; Thrift 2007; Anderson & Harrison 2010a; 
Laurier 2010; ) to focus on knowledge production regarding the heterosexual/ homosexual 
binary, gender binaries, and monosexuality. Especially work by David Crouch on allotment 
gardening and caravanning – quite far away from the field of sex, gender, and sexualities – 
is inspirational and insightful for proposing an alternative approach to sexual space, sexual 
identity  negotiations, and embodied experiences in everyday public and private space.
Crouch (2003: 1945) seeks “to bring the discussion of space closer to a practical realisation 
of performativity and explore the potential of the individual to reconstitute life through 
an articulation of spacing”. The concept of ‘spacing’ is used “to identify subjective and 
practical ways in which the individual handles his or her material surroundings. Spacing 
is positioned in terms of action, making sense (including the refiguring of “given space”), 
and mechanisms of opening up possibilities” (Crouch 2003: 1945). Thus, spacing can be 
understood as the actions taken as response to the embodied and sensory experiences of 
mundane activities. People make sense of everyday encounters and events through the body 
(e.g. Hetherington 2003; McCormack 2003; Macpherson 2009; Middleton 2010; Nayak 
2010). Crouch (2001) argues that the human body does not only make sense of space by 
sensory and embodied experiences, but also by doing - he defines this as feeling-by-doing 
(also Harrison 2000; Crouch 2001; Anderson & Harrison 2010b). This concept shows that 
the embodied practice or performance itself, the doing, is the basic modus of experiencing 
everyday life.
In the words of Hayden Lorimer (2005: 84) when describing the focus of more-than-
representational theories: “the focus falls on how life takes shape and gains expression 
in shared experiences, everyday routines, fleeting encounters, embodied movements, 
precognitive triggers, practical skills, affective intensities, enduring urges, unexceptional 
interactions and sensuous dispositions”. While I agree with Lorimer (2005) to focus upon 
seemingly insignificant encounters, and the doing in these kind of encounters, I would like 
to add a focus on the encounters between two or more bodies in which surprise, tension, 
or conflict is present (see Sara Ahmed 2000). Such remarkable encounters might be less 
abundant, but definitely have an impact on the embodied and sensory experiences of people. 
Geographies of sexualities always focused on the human body in space, however, only 
a limited number of studies focussed on the intersections of geographies of sexualities 
and more-than-representational geographies (e.g. Lim 2007; Brown 2008). For instance, 
Gavin Brown’s (2008: 929) inspirational analysis of cruising in public toilets in several 
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parts of London shows the importance of the human body in the experience of the cruising 
practice: “the affective cruising encounters witnessed in this paper exceed the limits and 
expectations placed on bodies by preconceived understandings of sexuality and sexual 
identities”. The human body, the sexualised human body, has the potential to perform many 
roles in everyday space and these performances are continuously negotiated in practices and 
encounters. As Brown shows, the body tries to make sense of the material surroundings – 
“ceramics of a urinal, the clothing men wear, the grass and the ivy in a cemetery, the midges 
on the common at dusk, amyl nitrate, or the aroma of stale sweat and urine” (Brown 2008: 
929) – and open up possibilities for affective sexual cruising encounters. Although I do not 
want to posit that sexual space is the only space in which the practice of sex and sexualities 
are performed, this paper clearly shows how the cultural values and contexts influence the 
embodied and affective experiences of the men cruising, but not more than the material 
surroundings do.
Regarding identities, Crouch (2003: 1958; emphasis added) argues that: “Identities may be 
characterized in practice and performativity, and then negotiated in contexts. Through our 
bodies we expressively perform who we are. The fluidity and openness of performativity 
may be used to refigure identities, working alongside (other) contexts”. Identities are 
negotiated and formed in practices and performed through the human body. Crouch 
explains contexts as social categories or attributes such as gender or culture/cultural values. 
These contexts come together in an encounter or practice, however we should be careful 
by prioritizing certain contexts over others. Of course, we need to take into account the 
above described heterosexual/homosexual binary, monosexuality, as well as the sex and 
gender binaries in geographies of sexualities when studying the everyday life experiences 
and sexual identity negotiations of bisexuals, and other sexual minority groups. The point 
is, however, that such processes of monosexuality and binary thinking, or ‘contexts’, are not 
all determining in doing bisexuality. The focus on bisexual bodies could provide insight into 
the personal experiences of bisexuals and their negotiations of the different contexts. How 
do these contexts contribute to the affirmation, negation, or (more neutral) the negotiation 
of bisexuality and bisexual identities? In essence, how do bisexual bodies make sense of 
their material and social surroundings?
Before-mentioned work on affective atmospheres (Anderson 2009; Bissell 2010; 
Duff 2010) discusses how identities are influenced by space. Inspired by more-than-
representational geographies I posit that spaces are “temporal-spatial stabilisations of social 
(including linguistic) practices”. Extrapolating from this working definition, sexual spaces 
are, thus, temporal-spatial stabilisations of social and sexual practices. Following this, I 
build upon Crouch (2001: 69) who argues that “through activities and dispositions, touch 
and movement, it is possible to express feeling, subjectivity, and unique personality that 
endow spaces with particular value”. The body is, then, the means to express the “emotional 
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relationship with – and in – its immediate surrounding world” (Crouch 2001: 69). Bodies 
are influenced by space, but also have an impact on the coding of space via activities and 
dispositions, touch and movement. Identifying bisexual practices and bisexual spaces, 
thus, is an important exercise to understand the production, reproduction, negotiations, and 
contestations of sexual space and bisexuality as sexual identity.
3.5 A way forwards: focus on mundane spaces and practices
As stated by Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009: 312), “homosexuality, heterosexuality, 
and bisexuality are categories based on the sex or gender of those to whom an individual 
is attracted. Although this system is convenient, it is by no means selfevident”. This 
quote inspires me in two ways. Firstly, it acknowledges that sexual identity categories – 
heterosexual, homosexual, and bisexual – do exist and are often convenient in everyday 
lives. We, society, need these categories as it provides guidelines for identification, as much 
as many bisexuals reject labels and embrace a society without ‘boxes’. Angelides (2006: 
152) argued that, “it is important to reiterate (…) that to argue that each of these terms 
are meaningful only in relation to the other two – that is, that each requires the other two 
for its self-definition – is not to argue that these terms are somehow truthful reflections 
of individual sexualities” (see also Oswin 2008; Gurevich et al. 2009). The second point 
is, of course, that the system is by no means self-evident, a conclusion which speaks for 
itself and asks for thorough investigation of the position of sexual minorities – but also of 
heterosexuals, their everyday life experiences, and how they deal with heteronormativity 
(see also Philips 2006; Hubbard 2008) and monosexuality. While the adjective “queer” is 
defined as an attitude to challenge existing binaries of sex, gender, sexualities, and space, 
and render these categories fluid (e.g. Browne 2006) – I would like to reconsider the use of 
queer theory and queer geography, shift away from queer space, and focus upon a more-
than-representational inspired approach to understanding sex, gender, and sexualities in 
space. Relational theories of sexual identity, sexual identity politics, need relational theories 
of space to understand how sexual identity politics are played out in everyday urban and 
rural lives.
Nathalie Oswin (2008: 92) observes that “sexual identity politics is frequently about 
recognizing or accepting the ‘other’. It is about extending the norm, not transgressing or 
challenging it”. I agree with this observation and the aim to extend norms, however, to 
include bisexuality in sexual identity politics and sexual citizenship discussions we need 
to address the binary system of sexual identities (heterosexual/homosexual). Only when 
addressing the binary system and the monosexual logic underlying the system, bisexuality 
can be included in contemporary sexual politics, sexual citizenship, and society. In other 
words: “hence, the bisexual ‘real’ is a discursive context where the nature of love changes 
from an exclusive, dyadic system to an inclusive one that expands beyond the dual and into 
the multiple” (Anderlini-D’Onofrio & Alexander 2009: 198).
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Translating the deconstructing task for social scientists in the field of sex, gender, and 
sexualities into practice, especially within the field of geographies, I propose an approach to 
focus upon the everyday mundane activities and embodied practices and experiences. This 
approach should not been seen as replacing existing foci, but as an addition to the existing foci 
in the geographies of sexualities. In fact, there are many other challenges such as the demise 
of the gaybourhood (e.g. Brown 2014) or a new mobilities paradigm to explore lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, trans, and queer (GBTQ lives in the city (Nash & Gorman-Murray 2014) 
which have added value for (geographical) research into bisexualities and deconstructing 
the binary system of sex, gender, and sexualities. These foci have much to offer too, such 
as questions how bisexuals and others who do not identify with homonormative gay and 
lesbian identities experience living in such, often commodified, gay enclaves or questions 
related to motives why (not) living in such enclaves. The incorporation of the new mobilities 
paradigm reminds us to focus on concrete mobilities (and practices) “that constitute flows, 
patterns, and linkages amongst and between place, creating constantly reformulating 
relational geographies” (Nash & Gorman-Murray 2014: 762). Informed by more-than-
representational theories, queer theories, bisexual theory, and the before-mentioned speech-
act theory, I propose an approach that focusses on the everyday negotiations of bisexual 
subjects to do or not to do their bisexuality/sexual identity. Keeping in mind the concept of 
feeling-by-doing and thought-in-action, we need to understand how people act in certain 
encounters, and spaces, and why they act/perform the way they act/perform. In my opinion, 
to focus upon mundane social and sexual practices might shed light on the processes which 
construct and sustain the binary system on a day to day basis as it provides insight in 
politics and power relations that construct but also are constructed by these encounters. 
To understand these processes, it is important to look at the human bodies as well as the 
material surroundings which bisexuals encounter during their embodied everyday practices.
Based on the Klein Sexual Orientation Grid (e.g. Klein et al. 1985), bisexual practices 
can be identified as attraction to both men and women, sexual behaviour with men and 
women, and thirdly sexual fantasies about men and women. Self-identification (being, 
feeling bisexual) can be added as another important bisexual practice. I would like to follow 
recent bisexual scholarship which complicates this conceptualisation of bisexual practices 
by replacing “men and women” by “more-than-one gender” as the current definition of 
bisexual practices is too narrow to match bisexual realities (e.g. Halperin 2009; Barker et 
al. 2012). Indeed, people who are bisexual often look beyond categories of men and women 
regarding attraction, sexual behaviour, and sexual fantasies. Regarding self-identification, 
and I would like to add self-realisation and self-expression (see Richardson 2000), I 
propose a focus on language as language is not only representation, it is also a way of doing 
and daily practices. Language is a way of doing (and not doing) and performing (and not 
performing) sex, gender, and/or sexual identities. As such we can incorporate Du Plessis’ 
(1996) suggestion that focussing on not doing bisexuality, or the negation of bisexuality, 
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or passing as heterosexual/gay/lesbian might shed more light on how bisexual subjects 
position themselves in a society based upon compulsory monosexuality and how bisexual 
subjects are impacted by processes of monosexuality. 
Instead of a historical and epistemological approach, the here proposed approach focusses 
on the present – without forgetting the past: “Memory is vital, as past (virtual) and present 
(actual) coexist, pushing forward in duration, the dynamic continuation of movement 
and sensation” (McHugh 2009: 209). While this argument focusses on the individual, the 
case has been made that also communities evolve through the gradual alteration of shared 
memories and practices – including communicative registers and routines (Lehtinen 2011).
Finally, to conceptualise bisexual spaces as spatial-temporal stabilisations of bisexual social 
(including linguistic) and sexual practices is not only helpful to deconstruct the functioning 
of the binary system of sexualities (and sex and gender), it is also helpful to identify 
bisexual homes and perhaps even safe havens. As stated before, Hemmings (1997) argued 
that specific demarcated bisexual spaces do not exist besides some conference spaces and 
support groups, which implies that bisexuality has no presence and no home. Again, like the 
Myslik (1996) study, home is translated as a space where someone is able to be oneself. I 
suggest, however, that bisexual spaces and homes exist in many everyday social and sexual 
practices – in sexy as well as in unsexy spaces (see Phillips 2006; Hubbard 2008; Caudwell 
& Browne 2011).
3.6 Concluding remarks
It serves an academic and societal interest to identify bisexual spaces and articulate their 
existence seeing the interdependence of identities, identity negotiations, and spaces. Not in 
the last place because studies on the lived experiences of bisexuals – or people who desire 
more-than-one gender – are limited in number. Awareness of this interdependence might 
contribute to the self-identification, self-realisation, and self-expression of bisexuals’ sexual 
identity/identities. Identifying bisexual spaces might also stress the temporality of the sexual 
coding of spaces which serves a wider value, beyond the bisexual community. Recognising 
that different contexts impact the embodied practice and experience of everyday routines and 
habitual activities, also provides a temporal answer to the critique of Oswin (2008) that not only 
sex, gender, or sexualities is in play but also other categories such as class, race, and ethnicity. 
Work on queer theory failed to incorporate bisexual theories and bisexual realities, whereas 
queer space failed to go beyond notions of gay (and lesbian) space. In fact, it seems that queer 
theory only addresses and challenges heteronormativity as context and process that impacts the 
sexual coding of spaces and lived experiences of lesbians and gay men, instead of extending 
norms and incorporating other sexual minorities. Nevertheless, work on performativity is 
important and influences my thoughts about bisexual space. Work on queer space is important 
as it, theoretically, reiterates the fluidity of sex, gender, sexualities, and space.
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Work on heteronormativity and monosexuality is relevant; however, I believe that the basic 
mode of experiencing life is the embodied and sensuous experience of the very mundane 
practices (and mobilities) in everyday spaces. Heteronormativity and monosexuality are 
indeed two important contexts, but not all determining in the everyday embodied experiences 
and practices of bisexuals. A longitudinal study from Finland shows, for instance, that the 
legal and cultural changes (e.g. the alleged increase in tolerance) in Finland regarding 
sexual minorities impacted the embodied experiences of Finnish bisexuals, however not 
to the same degree for all interviewees (Kangasvuo 2011). The story of Jonna, one of 
the interviewees, shows how the workplace, work environment, social environment, and 
internal confusion regarding sexual attraction (and identity) interact with each other and 
make up the daily experiences of this interviewee; the impact of legal and cultural changes 
seem to be rather limited in the story of Jonna.
Language plays an important role – from a speech-act theory point of view (see Brown 2000) 
– in experiencing life and making sense of everyday life; language does (doing-by-saying) 
and provides or produces meaning. Such an emphasis on language is not incompatible with 
an emphasis on the embodied practice and embodied experiences of bisexual individuals 
– bisexual bodies (see also De Plessis 1996) - and communities. The (sexualised) body 
communicates, in relation with different contexts, and makes sense of everyday life via the 
senses, gestures, actions, body language, and language itself. 
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4 Bisexual citizenship in the Netherlands: 
On homo-emancipation and bisexual 
representations in national emancipation 
policies
Abstract
Studies in sexual citizenship have been successful in revealing heteronormative 
assumptions that underlie most mainstream models on sexual citizenship and contemporary 
sexual politics. Discussions about sexual citizenship, however, focus on heterosexuals and 
homosexuals, and less on bisexual citizenship. This article aims to discuss the in/exclusion 
of bisexuals in Dutch sexual citizenship as described in Dutch national LGBT emancipation 
policies (known as ‘homo-emancipation’). The analysis of policy documents shows that 
bisexuality is rendered invisible in multiple ways. Based on this analysis I argue that 
bisexual representation within sexual citizenship discourses and public policy documents 
is important to realize claims of self-identification, self-expression, and self-realization for 
bisexual citizens.
Keywords: Bisexuality, bisexual citizenship, emancipation, the Netherlands, sexual 
citizenship
4.1 Introduction: Bisexual citizenship?
From a Dutch perspective studies concerning LGBT emancipation observe a lack of research 
into bisexuality and the every day life experiences of bisexuals (e.g. Keuzenkamp, 2010, 
2012; Lipperts and Oosterhuis 2010, 2013). Research conducted by the Netherlands Institute 
for Social Research (Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau, SCP) explored the lived experiences 
of bisexual men, women, and young people in contemporary Dutch society. Their research 
report on sexual minorities in the Netherlands (Keuzenkamp, 2010), includes two chapters in 
which adult bisexuality is explored, namely ‘experiences of homosexual and bisexual men’ 
(Hospers and Keuzenkamp, 2010) and ‘experiences of lesbian and bisexual women’ (Bos and 
Ehrhardt, 2010). Both chapters show that bisexuals are less open about their sexual identity 
compared to homosexual men and women. The chapter on homosexual and bisexual men 
shows that 94 percent of homosexual men are open about their sexual identity, while only 
46 percent of bisexual men report that they have sexual desires for men too (Hospers and 
Keuzenkamp, 2010). In addition, bisexual men seem to have a substantially lower level of 
self-acceptance regarding their sexual identity, as compared to homosexual men (Hospers and 
Keuzenkamp, 2010). The 2010 SCP research report furthermore shows that in comparison 
to lesbian women, bisexual women are less open about their sexual identity with their family 
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(77 compared to 91 percent) and colleagues (64 compared to 79 percent) (Bos and Ehrhardt, 
2010). Bisexual women also have a lower degree of self-acceptance than lesbian women (Bos 
and Ehrhardt, 2010). It was also found that bisexual youngsters face more homonegativity 
and are significantly more prone to suicide compared to their homosexual equivalents (Van 
Bergen and Van Lisdonk, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c; Van Lisdonk and Van Bergen, 2010a, 2010b).
These statistics1 indicate differences between homosexual men and women on the one hand 
and bisexual men and women on the other hand. Moreover, the statistics show that there are 
differences between bisexual men and women. Felten et al. (2010) conclude that bisexual 
men are highly invisible within society, while bisexual women are seen as participating 
in a contemporary trend to identify oneself as bisexual. These statistics and observations 
suggest the need to design policies which focus on bisexuality and the specific issues that 
bisexual people face (see Barker et al., 2012; Monro, 2005). In addition, studies outside the 
Netherlands show that biphobia or binegativity is a substantial issue within heterosexual 
and homosexual communities (Eliason, 2001; Herek et al., 2010; Mohr and Rochlen, 1999; 
Mulick and Wright Jr, 2002). Prejudices towards bisexuality are present amongst both 
heterosexuals and lesbians/gay men (see Asher, 2009; Monro, 2010) as bisexuals are often 
seen as ‘not yet out of the closet’ or ‘still seeking the privileges of heterosexuality’ (e.g. 
Hemmings, 2002). A number of studies show that bisexuals have a higher risk of sexual 
identity confusion compared to homosexual men and women (Balsam and Mohr, 2007; Herek 
et al., 2010). As such, it is important to recognize bisexuality, a bisexual identity/bisexual 
identities, and bisexual citizens in policy papers that are dedicated to the emancipation of all 
LGBT individuals.
Anderlini-D’Onofrio and Alexander observe that: ‘the imperative to treat heterosexual 
monogamy and monosexuality as normative [. . .] has been so pervasive, so powerful, 
that many people, including scholars and critics, have had difficulty thinking outside of 
or beyond the gay/straight binary’ (2009: 207; emphasis added). This monosexual logic 
can be identified as a one-to-one link between sexual activities/performances and sexual 
identities (Green et al., 2011; Gurevich et al., 2009). It is argued that monosexuality 
renders bisexuality and bisexuals invisible because sexual activities and performances with 
someone from the same sex immediately lead to the conclusion that someone is gay/lesbian 
whereas sexual activities/performances with someone from the opposite sex instantly lead 
to the conclusion that someone is heterosexual. Surprisingly, it appears that this pervasive 
and powerful logic which influences society has not been subject to a thorough examination 
in sexual citizenship discourses.
Since the 1990s, sexual citizenship studies have developed into a vast body of literature which 
examines the relation between sexuality and the state (see below). In 2006, however, it was 
observed that literature on bisexual citizenship was lacking (Bell and Binnie, 2006; Cooper, 
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2006). This gap still exists today and will be addressed in this article. The implemention of a 
new policy direction of the Dutch government – known as the homo-emancipation policies 
– provides an interesting case study with which to examine the inclusion and/or exclusion 
of bisexuality within national government policies of the Netherlands. This article aims to 
explore the presence and/or absence of bisexual citizenship in Dutch LGBT emancipation 
policies. It will firstly address sexual citizenship, followed by a section on bisexuality and 
the state. I will conclude this article with some preliminary thoughts on conditions for a 
more (bisexual) inclusive discourse on sexual citizenship.
4.2 Sex and the state 
The concept of sexual citizenship essentially reflects the relation, or multiple relations, 
between the state and its sexualized citizens (Binnie, 1997). Since the mid-1990s, these 
relations have been under constant exploration and examination and this has led to a range 
of publications within the social sciences and beyond (e.g. Attwood, 2006; Bell, 1995a; Bell 
and Binnie, 2006; Binnie, 1997; Cooper, 2006; Cossman, 2002; Hubbard, 2001; Monro, 
2005; Monro and Richardson, 2012; Plummer, 2001; Richardson, 1998, 2000, 2005; 
Seidman, 2001; Stychin, 2001; Waaldijk, 2012; Waaldijk and Clapham, 1993; Waites, 2005; 
Weeks, 1998). Sexual citizenship, or intimate citizenship (Plummer, 2001; Weeks, 1998), 
can be conceptualized as ‘the control (or not) over one’s body, feelings, relationships: 
access (or not) to representations, relationships, public spaces, etc; and socially grounded 
choices (or not) about identities, gender experiences’ (Plummer, 1995: 151; emphasis in 
original, cited in Weeks, 1998). As such, sexual citizenship is about the potentialities and 
limitations of sexualized subjects within political and legal frameworks. In other words, 
from a dominant liberal approach (see Monro, 2005), sexual citizenship is about a ‘number 
of different right claims, of which some are recognized as legitimate and are sanctioned 
by the state’ (Richardson, 2000: 107). Richardson describes three subcategories within 
the right claims, namely: ‘conduct-based claims, identity-based claims, and claims that 
are relationship based’ (2000: 107). The conduct-based claims refer to the possibilities 
and limitations of sexual behaviour and body control, whereas the identity-based claims 
refer to the potentialities of defining a self-identity autonomously, and the possibilities and 
constraints of labelling oneself to the outside world. Relationship-based claims are the 
claims, or rights to freely engage in a relationship, voluntarily engage in sexual activities, 
and validate a relationship in public space. Previous research on the relation between the 
state and sexual citizenship has been criticised by a number of theorists for its reiteration 
of heterosexual norms, values, and orthodoxies (see Bell, 1995a; Butler, 2008; Cossman, 
2002; Monro and Richardson, 2012; Richardson, 1998, 2000; Seidman, 2001; Weeks, 
1998).
As mainstream models of sexual citizenship are based upon heterosexual norms, values, 
and orthodoxies, it is no surprise that Western debates about sexual citizenship also tend to 
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focus upon the potentialities and limitations of inclusion of sexual minorities into sexual 
citizenship discourses. Of course, we should not forget that the (sexual) citizen ‘operates 
in the public sphere, carrying rights and entitlements but also responsibilities to fellow 
citizens and to the community which defines citizenship’ (Weeks, 1998: 36). Whilst we 
understand that the sexual citizen operates in public spaces, sexuality is often conceived 
as only being part of private spaces (e.g. Duncan, 1996; Robinson, 2012). It is argued that 
the normalizing (liberal) discourse of sexual citizenship is mainly aimed at the privatizing 
of sexuality and regulating of non-heterosexual sexualities outside the public spheres 
(Monro, 2005; Richardson, 2000). Richardson (2000: 110) argues that in the British case, 
‘this conceptual division between the public and the private is [. . .] fundamental to a liberal 
model of sexual citizenship, which has predominated in Britain since the 1960s, based on 
a politics of tolerance and assimilation’.
Following Cossman, ‘sexual citizenship is a disciplining and normalizing discourse. The 
struggle for sexual citizenship has been a struggle not only for inclusion, but for normalisation’ 
(2002: 486) and ‘[the struggle for sexual citizenship] is marked by contradiction and 
ambivalence, in which some aspects of heteronormativity are being challenged, while 
others are reinforced’ (2002: 486). Robinson (2012) explores LGBT emancipation in the 
Netherlands and concludes that a normalizing culture exists in which sexuality belongs in 
private spaces. Furthermore, he concludes that public spaces are policed by a dogma of 
‘act normal, as that is crazy enough’ (doe maar normaal, dan doe je al gek genoeg), which 
can loosely be translated as an unwritten social contract which favours normality over 
being too different2. The public acknowledgment of sexual citizenship for sexual deviants 
also means a negotiation of sexual citizenship – of what is acceptable and what is not. 
This negotiation has a normalizing effect in which radical claims are less outspoken in 
favour of more ‘normal’ claims (e.g. Browne and Bakshi, 2013). Sexual citizens who are 
too different from prevailing heterosexual norms seem to be rendered invisible in public 
spaces, whereas certain sexual minority citizens who mirror heterosexual values, norms, 
and behaviours are allowed into particular public spaces. In the Dutch context, it is argued 
that ‘[t]he heteronormative discourse is adopted by gays and lesbians who are often eager to 
act ‘‘normally’’ by shunning unmasculine (for men), unfeminine (for women) and explicit 
erotic behaviour’ (Hekma and Duyvendak, 2011: 629).
Seidman (2001) argues, from a queer perspective, that the normalizing processes of 
sexual citizenship do not necessarily remove radical claims and may even foster radical 
claims as the normalizing effects of sexual citizenship becomes more and more clear (e.g. 
Richardson, 2004). Inclusion of sexual minorities is not only important to include radical 
voices in sexual citizenship discussions, it also means recognition and a higher degree of 
visibility. Public recognition of someone’s sexual identity is crucial, because ‘[t]he ability 
to be ‘‘out’’ and publicly visible is [. . .] crucial to the ability to claim rights’ (Richardson, 
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2000: 120). Becoming visible is a critical factor in the self-labelling and self-expression of 
minority sexual subjects (see Barker et al., 2012). As such, representation (or inclusion) is 
an important factor for people to know about the recognition of their sexual identity and to 
know about the public awareness and social acceptance of their identity.
4.3 Bisexuality and the state
Bisexual citizenship has largely been ignored in contemporary examinations of sexual 
citizenship (Bell and Binnie, 2006; Cooper, 2006). Only recently has it been explored 
(Monro, 2005; Monro and Richardson, 2012). Although this research observes overlap 
with other sexual minorities, the authors also conclude that there are several issues which 
are specific for bisexuals and bisexual citizenship. Monro (2005) argues that ‘the reforms 
necessary to support bisexual citizenship would arguably involve a queering of the 
mainstream, as sexual fluidity and multiplicity would become normalized, and the rigidity 
of heterosexual identification would be questioned’ (Monro, 2005: 157). Acceptance of 
sexual fluidity (or multiple sexual desires) is one of the cornerstones of bisexual citizenship, 
while recognition of a bisexual identity, and of polyamory are others (Monro, 2005). 
As Asher (2009) notes, bisexuality and polyamory are not necessarily related, however 
both concepts are often associated with each other as bisexuals are seen as involved in 
promiscuous relationships. It is also argued in the Bisexuality Report that bisexuals are 
more polyamorous compared to non-bisexuals (Barker et al., 2012). The report further 
argues that bisexuality needs to become more visible, as it is rendered invisible in society, 
including public policy (Barker et al., 2012). As such, this article can be used to contribute 
to theory on bisexual citizenship by providing an empirical lens through which bisexual 
citizenship is negotiated in national policies.
4.4 Methods
As stated in the introduction, the aim of this article is to explore the presence and/or 
absence of bisexual citizenship in Dutch LGBT emancipation policies. These policies 
are designed by the Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science (Onderwijs, Cultuur 
en Wetenschap.) The article will use the abbrevation ‘OCW’ for all documents of 
this Ministry). The focus of the article is on policy documents that are part of the 
‘Third Wave of Homo-Emancipation’ (see Jivraj and De Jong, 2011), that is policy 
documents from 2007 onwards. I used discourse analysis to explore bisexual 
citizenship in the Netherlands. Drawing inspiration from Bowes-Catton’s discussion 
of post-structuralist discourse analysis, I believe that it is important for the researcher 
to ‘acknowledge the partial and situated nature of the analysis being undertaken, and 
to consider the impact of the identity and commitments of the researcher upon it’ 
(2007: 62). As such, it is important to reflect upon the positionality of the researcher 
as a Dutch bisexual activist. I am convinced that my analysis and interpretations are 
influenced by this identification and position. The choice to analyze Dutch LGBT
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Table 1. Documents, years of publication, pages and number of references to bisexuality/bisexual(s).
Title (Dutch, English) Year (pages) References
Gewoon Homo zijn: lesbische en homo-emanicipatiebeleid 2008–2013.
Just being gay: Lesbian and homo-emancipation policy 2008–2013.
2007 (83)
6
Voortgangsrapportage deel 1: algemeen lesbisch- en homo-emancipatiebeleid.
Progress review: Lesbian and homo-emancipation policy I.
2010a (20)
10
Voortgangsrapportage deel 2: stand van zaken.
Progress review: Lesbian and homo-emancipation policy II.
2010b (26)
4
Overdrachtsdocument Directie Emancipatie.
Transfer document OCW: Section emancipation.
2010c (7) 3
Hoofdlijnen emancipatiebeleid: vrouwen- en homo-emancipatie 2011–2015.
Main issues emancipation policy: Women and homo-emancipation 2011–2015.
2011a (11) 8
Voortgangsrapportage: emancipatiebeleid 2011.
Progress document emancipation policy 2011.
2011b (10) 3
Overdrachtsdossier: Emancipatie.
Transfer document OCW: Section emancipation.
2012a (6) 2
Voortgangsrapportage: emancipatiebeleid 2012.
Progress document emancipation policy 2012.
2013a (14) 1
Hoofdlijnen emancipatiebeleid 2013–2016.
Main issues emancipation policy 2013–2016.
2013b (15) 3
Kerncijfers 2005–2009: emancipatiebeleid.
Core figures 2005–2009: Section emancipation.
2010d (6) 0
Kerncijfers 2006–2010: emancipatiebeleid.
Core figures 2006–2010: Section emancipation.
2011c (6) 0
Kerncijfers 2007–2011: emancipatiebeleid.
Core figures 2007–2011: Section emancipation.
2012b (6) 3
emancipation policies is based upon my identity and commitments to the bisexual 
movement in the Netherlands. This article is thus limited to one case study, however 
this does not necessarily limit the analysis and conclusions to only Dutch researchers, 
activists, and policy makers. It is not my intention to generalize, but to provide a 
socio-temporal interpretation of bisexual citizenship. Drawing upon Flyvbjerg (2006), 
I will argue that case studies may provide insights that are more widely applicable or, 
at least, provide tools for discussing bisexual citizenship in other Western (or neo-
liberal) countries.
Two assumptions guide the analytical process. In the first place, language is 
important as it contributes to the construction of identities which are an effect of 
a set of repeated acts that take place within a regulatory framework (see Valentine 
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et al., 2008). To emphasize the importance of language as a means to construct, 
negotiate, and challenge sexual identities provides the opportunity to focus upon the 
(in)visibility of sexual identities in policy documents. As such, it becomes possible to 
explore the enabling or constraining role of the national government for bisexuals to 
claim bisexual citizenship rights. Secondly, language is not only a means to express 
meaning, but also a means to do – a mechanism Brown (2000) names as ‘doing-by-
saying’; language is a performative act. Bowes-Catton (2007) argues that a discourse 
is a form of social practice. To extend this point, my research also sees language as 
a social practice: language does. I draw on an approach which explores the working 
of language to include or exclude bisexuality and bisexuals in national government 
policy and policy documents.
The policy papers that are analyzed for this research are shown in Table 1. I analyzed all the 
policy documents which are freely available on the OCW website in their original form (in 
Dutch). The quotes are translated into English and document reference (OCW and year) and 
page numbers are added to make it easier for others to check these and my interpretation of 
the policy documents. The English translation of the quotes is an outcome of my personal 
translation cross-checked by a native English speaker. I analyzed these documents until no 
new relevant themes could be distilled from them.
4.5 Homo-emancipation policy
‘Bisexuality [. . .] proved the limit case for local government’s programme of inclusivity’ 
(Cooper, 2006: 939). In other words, emancipation or equality politics tend to neglect 
bisexuals and bisexuality within its ‘inclusive approach’. While Cooper(2006) is making 
this argument for UK local government policies, I would like to extend it to the Dutch 
national emancipation policy. 
The OCW publishes consecutive policy outlooks on homo-emancipation; an example of 
this is the 2007 document Just being gay: Lesbian and gay emancipation policy 2008–2013. 
What does homo-emancipation mean? An explanatory footnote on homo-emancipation 
states:
With the term ‘homo’ or ‘homosexual’ the document refers to: lesbian women, homosexual 
men, bisexual men and women, and transgender persons, unless the text states differently. 
The term ‘homosexuality’, as used in this document, describes someone’s personal and social 
identity, and not only someone’s sexuality. (OCW, 2007: 5; translation by author)
Thus, according to the above footnote, homo-emancipation is a reference to the emancipation 
of the whole spectrum of sexual minority groups in the Netherlands: men and women who 
identify themselves as homosexual, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender. It is, as such, not 
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entirely surprising that the entire 82 paged document makes only six references to the 
word ‘bisexuality’ or ‘bisexual(s)’. The above note is not an exception in OCW policy 
documents on LGBT emancipation; on the contrary, multiple OCW documents explicitly 
declare that homosexuality refers to gay men, lesbian women, and bisexual men and 
women3. This footnote can be read, however, in two different ways. First, from a more naive 
interpretation, bisexuals are included in the policy document and, if homo-emancipation 
includes bisexuality, this is then also done very extensively. However, a second reading, and 
a more realistic one, is that the approach of OCW renders bisexuality invisible.
As noted above, language as a practice can contribute to identity formation and has the 
potential to create discourses in which people can mirror their identities. The choice of the 
OCW not to mention bisexuality throughout the document renders bisexuality invisible, 
thus making sexual citizenship for bisexuals even more difficult. Richardson argues that 
the civil rights claim of self-realization – the realization of your own chosen sexual identity 
– ‘may include the right to develop diverse sexual identities in an unhindered, if not state-
assisted manner’ (2001: 121). She finds inspiration from, amongst others, the work of 
Pakulski (1997) on cultural citizenship. Richardson argues that Pakulski advocates for a 
right to create and maintain one’s own identities instead of assimilation towards dominant 
identities. Cultural citizenship, he argues, ‘involves ‘‘the right to be ‘different’’, to re-value 
stigmatized identities, to embrace openly and legitimately hitherto marginalised lifestyles 
and to propagate them without hindrance’ (Pakulski, 1997: 83). The OCW decision to use 
homo-emancipation as an umbrella term for gay men, lesbian women, bisexual men and 
women, and transgenders can easily be seen as a way of policing minority sexual identities 
into a homogenous group, thus making it very difficult for bisexuals to be different. This 
shows the power of language, but also that language has a twofold outcome. Reflecting upon 
the aforementioned discussion of language and its performative force, ‘If a performative 
speech act is ‘‘doing by saying’’, can its inverse also have performative force?’ (Brown, 
2000: 40). This analysis indicates that the use of language is limited to monosexual notions 
of fixed, static sexual identities. Bisexuality as a sexual identity that does not one-to-one 
link sexual identities/performances with sexual identities, remains invisible because of this 
monosexual discourse. As Monro argues: ‘[t]he bisexual communities are similarly diverse, 
with different aims. The identity fluidity associated with bisexuality means that bisexuals 
easily become politically assimilated into either heterosexual or lesbian/gay cultures’ 
(Monro, 2005: 145–6). I do not want to argue that this monosexual discourse is consciously 
chosen; it is noted, for instance, that bisexuals also still use monosexual terms and concepts 
and find it difficult to challenge monosexual logic (see Ault, 1996; Bereket and Brayton, 
2008; Waites, 2005). In fact, the more-than-conscious choice of monosexual notions and 
terms shows the performative power of monosexuality and fixed sexual identity claims (see 
Anderlini-D’Onofrio and Alexander, 2009).
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The 2010 evaluations of the homo-emancipation policy – part I (OCW, 2010a) and II 
(OCW, 2010b) – confirm the uneasiness of including bisexuality in Dutch LGBT policies. 
In fact, the 2010b document refers only to bisexuality in the context of ‘lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, and transgender’ without focusing on bisexual people themselves4. The 2010a 
document provides a similar view of the homo-emancipation policy and the non-inclusion 
of bisexuals. Interestingly enough, there is a separate section on transgender people. This 
section is justified as follows: ‘the problems faced by transgender people are different than 
the ones faced by homosexual men, lesbian women, and bisexual men and women. This is 
not to say that transgender people also, and often, experience discrimination and inequality 
of treatment’ (OCW, 2010a: 19; translation by author).
From the above statement we can conclude that the OCW emancipation policy equates the 
life experiences of bisexual men and women with the life experiences of homosexual men and 
women. This is also highlighted in the following statement: ‘in 2009 one in ten homosexual 
or bisexual men were insulted, intimidated, or bullied at school or at work because of their 
sexual orientation. Regarding lesbian and bisexual women these statistics are even more 
unfavorable where it is four in ten’ (OCW, 2010a: 4; translation by author). Following this, 
under the heading ‘lesbian women’, the following can be found: ‘the [emancipation] policy 
also focusses on the empowerment of lesbian and bisexual women. Lesbian women are less 
involved and visible in the emancipation processes compared to homosexual men’ (2010a: 
14; translation by author). The above quotes make clear that the lack of representation of 
bisexuality in public domains is partially located in equating bisexuals with homosexuals5. 
Lesbians and bisexual women are seen as sexual minority groups with the same needs and 
problems. This is remarkable as several studies have shown that numerous tensions exist 
between the LGBT subgroups (see e.g. Hemmings, 2002; McLean, 2008; Monro, 2005; 
Monro and Richardson, 2010). A practical example of such tensions is the struggle for the 
inclusion of bisexuals in Gay and Lesbian Prides (Hemmings, 2002; McLean, 2008); it is 
not uncommon that bisexuals are seen as an obstruction to gay and lesbian political claims. 
Here, it is important to note that, ‘[b]y sustaining an impermeable heterosexual/homosexual 
binary (for adults), fixity claims contribute to producing discrete social groups which can 
be addressed by liberalism in the language of equality, while the need to address underlying 
inequalities is evaded’ (Waites, 2005: 557).
The emancipation policy document for 2011–2015 (OCW, 2011a) provides us with a 
slightly more nuanced view where it is argued, in a section about gay–straight alliances, that 
‘the four currently existing nationwide gay–straight alliances (work, education, elderly, and 
sports) will be continued, broadened, and deepened. Due to the fact that specific problems 
exist within this extra attention will be given to lesbian women, bisexuals, and transgender 
people’ (2011a: 7; translation by author). This statement can be read as a recognition by 
the OCW that gay–straight alliances mainly focus on the position of homosexual men, but 
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more important, also as a recognition that bisexuals face different and bisexual-specific 
problems and issues. The 2015 outlook however fails to provide a detailed account of the 
lived experiences of bisexuals, as well as bisexuality-specific action points and objectives 
for 2015. 
Recently, the OCW published an emancipation policy document for 2013–2016 (OCW, 
2013b) which includes the main focus areas for the coming four years. It immediately 
becomes clear, during the analysis of the scope and content of the policy paper, that 
there is a significant silence regarding bisexuality. The document’s main emphasis lies 
with homosexual emancipation and, more clearly articulated, transgender emancipation 
in a heterosexual society. The heterosexual/homosexual division of sexual identities 
in contemporary society is reflected in this OCW policy paper. This is evident in the 
following excerpt: ‘consecutive governments have and continue to, in relation to LGBT-
emancipation, place the following subjects on their agenda: equal rights for heterosexuals 
and homosexuals, social acceptance, and the combatting of violence’ (OCW, 2013b: 1; 
translation by author, emphasis added). This view of heterosexuality and homosexuality as 
the two authentic sexual orientations can be understood as the socio-temporal outcome of a 
monosexual sexual identity discourse and as a monosexual performance.
While the term homo-emancipation has shifted towards the term LGBT emancipation6, 
this analysis of OCW policy documents does not find any concrete and tangible effort in 
the emancipation policy of the Dutch government to include bisexuals. This aligns with 
Cooper’s findings (2006) on local government policies in the UK, that bisexuality is often 
mentioned in reports without making any visible change in LGBT policies. In response to 
the most recent policy paper (2013–2016) the COC Netherlands (the Dutch national LGBT 
organization) states that it observes a lack of specific measures to promote the emancipation 
of bisexuals within the 2013–2016 emancipation paper7.
4.6 Concluding remarks
OCW policies seem to be changing, albeit slowly, from homo-emancipation towards a more 
inclusive LGBT-participation. However, the main emphasis of the Dutch emancipation 
policies, for the moment, focuses on homosexual men and lesbian women.8 The 2011–2015 
emancipation policy document (OCW, 2011a) provides space for a more bisexual-inclusive 
policy wherein the government acknowledges the specific needs and circumstances of 
bisexuals. Apart from paying lip-service towards bisexuality and bisexuals in policy 
documents, the OCW documents do not offer detailed descriptions or discussions about the 
specific needs of bisexuals.  They do not include action points for the inclusion of bisexuality 
in LGBT emancipation policies. Specific topics for bisexuals such as ‘love beyond gender’, 
sexual fluidity, or polyamory are not addressed in national government policies.
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It can be seen that the logic behind Dutch emancipation policies is one of emancipation, 
or rather the assimilation, of homosexuals in a heterosexual society. Part of this will to 
include homosexual citizens may stem from the idea that the Netherlands is a gay-friendly 
country, which is an important part of a Dutch national identity discourse (Buijs et al., 
2011). Moreover, by enforcing a heterosexual/homosexual binary in policy papers, people 
who desire ‘more-than-one sex’ are underrepresented and invisible; this monosexual logic 
creates a type of censorship (Seidman, 2001). This conclusion confirms explorations of 
linguistic discourses sexualities which show that monosexual and binary linguistics 
are problematic for bisexuals (Ault, 1996). Going back to the liberal rights approach 
(Richardson, 2000) – especially the second strand of rights, which are defined as rights 
sought through self-definition and the development of individual identities – the conclusions 
are fairly straightforward. On the one hand the Dutch government aims to provide a safe, 
secure, and supportive environment for all sexual identities, while on the other hand the 
equating of bisexuals with homosexuals constrains the possibilities of bisexuals for sexual 
identity development (rights for self-definition and self-expression). The already mentioned 
ignorance of specific issues for bisexuals constrains bisexual citizens from realizing their 
sexual identities.
This analysis of the OCW policy documents is limited as it only considers policy documents 
from the Third Wave of Homo-emancipation policies and does not include publications 
from before ‘Just Being Gay’ homo-emancipation documents. As such, the inclusion of 
bisexuality within policy documents prior to 2007 is not considered here. It should, however, 
be noted that an overview of the difficult emancipation of bisexuality in the Netherlands 
shows that it was only in the late 1980s and beginning of the 1990s that bisexuality became 
more accepted in sexuality discourses and survey questions (see Lipperts and Oosterhuis, 
2010, 2013). This research has other limitations in (1) its analysis of only one liberal 
West-European country’s national emancipation policies, and (2) the positionality of the 
researcher who is also involved in Dutch bisexual activism. To work, however, from a 
local context, might provide interesting insights and reflections upon (bi)sexual citizenship 
discourses in other contexts and thus contribute to the development of a body of knowledge 
on bisexual citizenship (see Flyvbjerg, 2006).
Coming from a more theoretical point of view, feminist (and bisexual) theorist Clare 
Hemmings warns that ‘[i]n terms of sexual citizenship, too, the inability of bisexuals to 
argue that they were born that way without risking being relocated in the middle ground of 
predisposition and hence not identity makes rights claims within the public sphere especially 
problematic’ (Hemmings, 2002: 27). It should, of course, be noted that bisexuals are not 
a homogenous group. In fact, they are everything but homogenous (e.g. trans, intersex, 
cisgender; monogamous or nonmonogamous, polyamorous or not; sexual or asexual) – and 
often bisexuals prefer a non-fixed categorization of their sexual identity (e.g. Bell, 1995b; 
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Betts et al., 2008; Bradford, 2004) or possess a queer attitude towards gender binaries – ‘I 
love people, not genitals’.
Bowes-Catton (2007) provides an interesting account of bisexual identity politics by reviewing 
the well-known debate on essentialization of bisexual identities versus the celebration of 
fluidity and diversity within the bisexual community. I argue that the representation of 
bisexuality in government policies and reports might provide an acknowledgment of sexual 
identities beyond the heterosexual/homosexual binary. In line with Bell (1995b), I argue 
for the use of strategic essentialism (see also Ault, 1996; Bowes-Catton, 2007; Richardson, 
2000) to advocate for the inclusion of bisexuality and bisexuals in sexual citizenship 
discussions and discourses. Waites concludes in his paper on the heterosexual/homosexual 
binary that ‘[f]or bisexual and queer politics, meanwhile, a critical issue that remains is 
the need to develop sustained and effective political strategies to influence discourses on 
sexuality and achieve political representation in the public sphere’ (2005: 563; emphasis 
added). As such, this article suggests a more communitarian approach (see Monro, 2005) to 
bisexual citizenship, instead of a liberal approach based upon individual rights. Although 
differences between bisexuals need to be taken into account, a social and political alliance 
of bisexuals provides more potential for public recognition and consequently more potential 
for bisexual citizenship claims (see Bell, 1995b). 
This argument also provides an answer to the concerns of Cossman who argues that sexual 
citizenship as a normalizing and disciplining discourse ‘deradicalises claims for social 
transformation by incorporating sexual minorities into dominant political and social norms 
and institutions’ (2002: 486). Following Cossman, activist attempts to include bisexuality 
in sexual citizenship might de-radicalize bisexual sexual politics against heteronormative 
binaries of heterosexuality/homosexuality and the sex and gender binaries which are used 
to determine someone’s sexual identity. Seidman (2001) argues that an inclusion of gays 
in the political arena resulted in a weakened heteronormative logic. Similiarly, I argue that 
an inclusion of bisexuality in sexual citizenship discourses has the potential to challenge 
the monosexual assumption of society, which only acknowledges heterosexuality and 
homosexuality as authentic sexual identities and succeeds in rendering bisexuality invisible. 
The political representation of bisexuality in national political documents and discourses 
might foster sexual citizenship rights for self-expression and self-realization and provide 
a means for sexual citizens to self-identify as bisexual within private and public domains. 
Finally, the findings from this study support the assertions of authors such as Asher (2009) 
and Monro (2005) that an entering of bisexuality into national politics provides the potential 
to challenge assumptions of fixed sexual identities, as well as opening up discussions about 
the heterosexual/homosexual binary, the sex and gender binary, and forms of promiscuous 
relationships such as polyamory and polygamy that are assumed, by a monosexual logic, to 
be part of bisexual existence.
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Notes
1.  Research on bisexuality and bisexuals’ life experiences is often embedded in LGBT research. 
The recruitment of participants is predominantly located in lesbian and homosexual online 
and offline spaces. Bisexuals who are not involved in lesbian and homosexual online and 
offline spaces but in heterosexual online and offline spaces are possibly not included in 
research. As such, the differences between homosexuals and bisexuals might be more 
significant than these statistics already show. Thanks to sociologist Erwin Heyl for this 
comment. A second remarkable issue is that this research only refers to homo-negativity 
and does not include biphobia in its analysis.
2.  ‘Doe maar gewoon, dan doe je al gek genoeg’ is not just a dogma but a mentality which 
governs everyday life in the Netherlands (e.g. Robinson, 2012). 
3.  See OCW, 2010b (section Sport) and OCW, 2011a.
4.  The naming of bisexuality within the abbreviation LGBT is the main use of the word 
bisexuality and bisexual(s) in OCW policy papers. This is not surprising as LGBT is 
an internationally used abbreviation. In addition, it implies an all-inclusive approach; 
however, an impression that this inclusive approach is less inclusive cannot be ignored.
5.  Policy document OCW, 2010c confirms the Janus-faced approach towards bisexuals: 
rarely named, almost always included in the term ‘homosexuals’.
6.  While the OCW core figures documents of 2005–2009 and 2006–2010 provide a snapshot 
of the state-of-the-art regarding homo-emancipation, the 2007–2011 document makes the 
shift towards LGBT-emancipation. It should be noted, however, that this shift is only in 
name. As stated in this document: ‘the most important pillars of the emancipation policy 
are the increase of safety and participation, the promotion of someone’s own talent, and the 
contribution towards a culture in which a positive attitude towards homosexual relations 
and ambitious women is a core characteristic’ (translation by author; emphasis added).
7.  This statement has been published on the COC website, 13 May 2013: http://www.coc.nl/
politiek-2/coc-wil-van-bussemaker-ambitieuzer-lhbt-emancipatiebeleid
8.  To clarify, homosexuality as a sexual identity cateogory is also an oversimplification of 
heterogeneous communities, of which some are not represented in the homo-emancipation 
policies, for instance, sexual minorities which are also part of non-Western ethnic 
minorities (see e.g. Jivraj and De Jong, 2011; Mepschen et al., 2010; Robinson, 2012, for 
research from the Netherlands). For important work on intersections between sexuality 
and, for example, ethnicity and race, see Monro and Richardson (2012).
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5 Bisexuality in the Netherlands: Connecting 
bisexual passing, communities, and identities
Abstract
This article explores bisexual passing and participants’ perceptions of (and, sometimes, 
experiences with) the Dutch organised bisexual community and other bisexual communities 
in the Netherlands. On the basis of 21 interviews with bisexual women and 10 with bisexual 
men, I will discuss firstly why people often pass as heterosexual, lesbian, or gay in everyday 
situations, activities, and encounters, and secondly why people do not take part in the Dutch 
organised bisexual community. After engaging with bisexual theorising, I use Schatzki’s 
theory of practice to better explore and link bisexual passing and bisexual communities 
by focusing on how people, via participating in practices, relate to others and the social 
world. This theory shows not only that people find disclosing their bisexuality not relevant, 
appropriate, or acceptable in everyday practices, but also that this impacts people’s position 
towards the organised bisexual community. 
Keywords: Bisexual communities, bisexual passing, disclosure, practice theory, Schatzki
5.1 Introduction
Bisexual people and allies celebrate Bi(sexual) Visibility Day on 23 September. This day is 
a landmark for bisexual activism, community meetings, and social media campaigns. While 
Bi Visibility Day started in the USA, many bisexual activists, groups, and organisations 
from all over the world take part in this day (in online as well as physical spaces). It is widely 
understood by activists and community members that this (international) day to celebrate 
bisexuality is needed as, at least in most western countries, bisexuality is still invisible 
in, and also erased from, our everyday lives (e.g. Gonzalez, Ramirez & Galupo, 2016; 
Kuyper, 2015; Voss, Browne & Gupta, 2014; Yoshino, 2000). Another US-based initiative 
is Bisexual Health Awareness Month, an event that resonates in many other countries and 
has been introduced to raise awareness of social, economic, and health disparities between 
bisexual people and others (in particular heterosexual people, gay men, and lesbian women). 
The Netherlands is one of the countries with established LGBT organisations. The COC, the 
oldest LGBT association in the Netherlands and possibly in the world (Van Alphen, 2017), 
contributed to bisexual erasure as it largely ignored bisexual people in the 1960s and 1970s 
due to its normalisation discourse. Bisexual people were understood as predominantly 
non-monogamous and therefore promiscuous (Van Alphen, 2017). Nowadays there is a 
beginning awareness within the COC regarding bisexuality, and it aims to become inclusive 
to people who identify as bisexual.
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To the best of my knowledge there are no studies, not even in Dutch, on the organised bisexual 
community or other bisexual communities in the Netherlands. The Landelijk Netwerk 
Biseksualiteit (English: Dutch Bisexual Network or Netherlands Network for Bisexuality) is 
the only national organization that specifically focuses on individuals identifying as bisexual. 
A few organisations for bisexual people (without gender restrictions), bisexual women, and/
or bisexual men exist on the local or regional level and also contribute to the visibility of 
bisexuality and the existence of a small, organised bisexual community. I estimate the number 
of organisations at between five and ten. Finally, there are businesses that organise activities 
for people who are, at least behaviourally, bisexual – that is, erotic parties, sometimes mixed 
but often limited to bisexual women – but these are few in number (also between five and 
ten often irregularly organised parties). I understand these commercial organisations as other 
bisexual communities because of their commercial and predominantly sexual nature. Despite 
all the efforts of these organisations, Dutch research has shown that only 34 per cent of 
respondents know a bisexual in their everyday social environment (Kuyper, 2015).
This article explores bisexual passing and participants’ perceptions of (and, sometimes, 
experiences with) the organised bisexual community and possible other bisexual 
communities. Bisexual passing is explored through a focus on sexual identity negotiations 
and, as ‘outcomes’, people’s manifestations of bisexuality in their everyday lives. As only one 
participant participated in the organised bisexual community, this paper provides an outsider’s 
perspective on the everyday realities of bisexual subjects (e.g. Monro, 2015; Van Lisdonk 
& Keuzenkamp, 2017). Monro argues that “more research is required about the familial, 
intimate, and community experiences of bisexual (…) people who are not involved in these” 
(2015, p. 85). Most research on bisexual people, at least in the Netherlands, is conducted 
within the realms of bisexual communities or broader LGBT communities (Van Lisdonk & 
Keuzenkamp, 2017). 
This research also answers calls for the incorporation of broader social theories in bisexual 
theorising in order to understand the mundane activities and experiences of bisexual people 
(e.g. Monro, 2015, 2016). The paper uses a Schatzkian theory of practice (e.g. Reckwitz, 
2002; Schatzki 1997, 2002, 2008, 2010) to further explore bisexual passing and bisexual 
communities by focusing on the organised activities that constitute most of our social lives. 
A Schatzkian approach means a focus on the doings and sayings of people in their everyday 
practices in order to understand how people relate to others and the social world. Finally, I use 
practice theory to better link bisexual passing, bisexual communities, identities, and bisexual 
practices.
5.2 Expressing bisexuality/bisexual passing 
Existing studies on bisexual visibility use concepts such as bisexual marking (Gonzalez et 
al., 2016), creating a bisexual display (Hartman, 2013), or bisexual appearances (Hayfield, 
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Clarke, Halliwel & Malson, 2013) to analyse the specific doings, sayings, and material clues 
that express one’s bisexuality. Hartman (2013) understands creating a bisexual display as 
projecting a bisexual identity consistent with current, and dominant, norms and expectations. 
Hartman pays particular attention to gender expressions (via clothes), and “more direct visual 
and verbal clues” (2013, p. 43). Hayfield et al. (2013) note, however, that imagining, and thus 
expressing, a distinct bisexual visual identity is difficult for bisexual women. They conclude 
that “even when asked directly, participants struggled to talk about bisexual looks, and all 
of them stated that bisexual women are not recognisable from their appearance” (Hayfield 
et al., 2013, pp. 176–177); explicit verbal statements are the main instrument for rendering 
bisexuality visible (Hayfield et al., 2013). 
Not every person who identifies as bisexual wants to come out or disclose their sexual identity 
in every situation or in most daily activities.1 It is commonly understood that passing, as 
heterosexual, gay or lesbian (to name the most well-known sexual identity categories), is a 
much contested sexual identity management strategy for bisexual individuals and a thread to the 
visibility of bisexuality. Walker (2010) provides an analysis of the main character in Invisible 
Life, a book by the famous American gay author Lynn Harris. Raymond, the main figure in 
the book, is a black middle-class man from Birmingham, Alabama, who is on the down-low; 
he hides his same-sex activities and passes as heterosexual. New York City helps him to “hide 
his sexual past and present sexual life” (Walker, 2010, p. 143). This could be understood as 
a (rational) choice to confine his same-sex activities to the private realms, but also as living 
the privilege of heterosexuality. Nevertheless, Walker observes that Raymond faces multiple 
difficulties when it comes to his bisexuality, living a bisexual life, and his passing (living on 
the down-low). In fact, Raymond is constantly “living at risk of psychological, biological, and 
communal harm” (2010, p. 159). It is fair to conclude that Walker’s analysis of Raymond’s 
passing understands passing as a negative sexual identity management strategy that might 
severely damage Raymond’s private, intimate, and family life. 
Jessica Lingel (2009) is not the only researcher who has written about passing, but her 
conceptualisation of passing is valuable as she describes this practice as “to be able to assume 
(either actively or passively) membership within multiple communities” (2009, p. 382). 
Extrapolating this to bisexual passing, one can argue that passing means that one either actively 
or passively assumes membership of heterosexual or homosexual communities (to mention 
only the two most well-known communities based on sexual identity). Bisexual passing, 
in this conceptualisation, does not necessarily link privilege or other negative connotations 
such as lying, creating a false identity, or hiding one’s ‘true’ identity – connotations that 
can be found in work on sexual identity management strategies (Chrobot-Mason, Button 
& DiClementi, 2001; Ward & Winstanly, 2005). Bisexual passing, of course, implies that 
people do not use doings, sayings, and material clues to assume membership of the organised 
bisexual community or any other bisexual community. 
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Passing can be a suitable sexual identity management strategy for bisexual people. For 
example, James McLean concludes in his study on geographies of bisexual men that “many 
of the men with whom I spoke with manage multiple identities across space and maintain 
relatively fixed identities in others (…) while at other times and in different spaces, it gets lost 
as normative identities prevail” (2003, pp. 68–69; emphasis added). Thus engaging in passing 
does not mean that one always passes as heterosexual or homosexual/lesbian. People deploy 
different sexual identity management strategies in different spaces; people disclose or prioritise 
different identities in different situations, contexts, and places. Australian sociologist Kirsten 
McLean (2007), for instance, observes that bisexual people choose to not actively disclose 
their bisexual identity in certain spaces or communities on the basis of their experiences in, 
and perceptions of, these communities or spaces (also McLean, 2008, on bisexual experiences 
in lesbian and gay communities). 
Literature on passing and sexual identity management strategies often implicitly focuses on 
harm reduction: non-heterosexual people who decide to not come out (for instance, at the 
workplace) in order to prevent negative consequences. This implies (1) that people make 
rational choices about expressing their non-heterosexuality and (2) that coming out or 
disclosing one’s sexual identity is the ideal situation for non-heterosexual people. While the 
coming-out imperative is challenged in another article, I show here, using Schatzki’s practice 
theory, that people’s non-disclosure is embedded in practices and is rarely a rational strategy 
to reduce harm. 
5.3 Bisexual communities
Yoshino (2000) notes that bisexual coming out might be restricted by the absence of a 
clear bisexual identity. This is an observation that can be found elsewhere, for example in 
work by James McLean, who argues that “bisexuality, with all its disparate definitions and 
identifications, can also be considered an identity without essence” (2003, p. 24). One might 
argue that the absence of a clear bisexual identity, or the multiple conceptions of bisexuality 
(e.g. McLean, 2007), might limit the production and continuation of a bisexual community, 
or multiple bisexual communities, as Barker, Yockney, Richards, Jones, Bowes-Catton and 
Plowman (2012) rightly argue. For instance, Clare Hemmings observes that “bisexual self-
identification is not directly related to an external bisexual ‘home’ in the same way as lesbian 
and gay self-identification is, or at least can be” (2002, p. 46). I understand this observation 
as part of a reflection on the difficulty of constructing and expressing a bisexual identity (i.e. 
creating a bisexual display) because of the absence of physical and symbolic bisexual spaces 
and communities. 
Opening Bi Community News, one see a variety of initiatives in different English cities, 
such as monthly meetings of local groups, a few national events, in particular BiCon, and 
a number of international (mainly European and American) activities and events. Started in 
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1984, BiCon is the longest-running bi-event in the United Kingdom and attracts hundreds 
of visitors each year (Voss et al., 2014). Inspired by, or based on, this conference, the Dutch 
Bisexual Network has organised its annual Holland BiCon gatherings since 2009. Holland 
BiCon is a two- or three-day event that, like BiCon, consists of workshops, seminars, social 
events, and a closing party. Holland BiCon is dedicated to building a bisexual community 
in the Netherlands and to providing Dutch bisexual people with an external home (see for a 
similar conclusion on BiCon Bowes-Catton, Barker & Richards, 2011). 
In Make me a map, American sociologist Rust asks a valid question: “If geographic proximity 
and overlapping social and economic networks no longer define most people’s experiences of 
community, what are the modern bases of community, and do bisexuals have them?” (2000, p. 
50). Her study shows that nearly 40 per cent of bisexual men in her sample do not believe that 
a bisexual community exists in the USA, or that they, at least, do not feel part of a bisexual 
community if it exists. Rust observes that “those who conclude that bisexuals do not qualify 
as a community argued that existing bisexual organisations and networks are too small, weak, 
or otherwise not well developed or free-standing enough to meet the requirements for a 
community” (2000, p. 61).
 
Some of Rust’s participants note that a bisexual community exists when people feel part of a 
bisexual community. In essence, if you feel, perceive, or imagine that something exists and is 
real, then it exists and is reality. In this, face-to-face interaction (i.e. geographical proximity or 
encounter in psychical space) is not required to feel part of a community and to create a sense 
of belonging. Here, the reference is to the notion of a community as an imagined community 
(Anderson, 2006); of course, Anderson’s (2006) notion of an imagined community was 
dedicated to studying nations rather than social, cultural, or social-political groups, but the 
core observation is that a community is a social imagining. 
Websites, online forums, chat rooms, and other online pages can play an important role in 
imagining a community and feeling part of a community. Several studies show the potential of 
the internet for building and maintaining bisexual communities (e.g. George, 2011; Peterson, 
2001, 2011; Gonzalez et al., 2017). Gonzalez et al. (2017) show that the #StillBisexual 
campaign helps to positively reaffirm and cultivate a bisexual community as well as building 
support for participants. Another study shows that a Dutch online forum for bisexual people 
partially functions as a safe space for bisexual individuals and “is a space to support and 
empower people who struggle with their sexual attraction(s), self-acceptance, coming out, 
and/or disclosing their sexuality” (Maliepaard, 2017, p. 10).
Recently, Monro (2015) argued that bisexual communities, in essence the organised bisexual 
community, could be understood through the works of philosopher and practice theorist Pierre 
Bourdieu. Monro (2015) uses Bourdieu’s (1977) concepts of habitus and doxa to analyse 
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the UK organised bisexual community. Habitus is understood as a “historically grounded 
set of cultural and social practices (including norms and values) which the individual takes 
for granted and then, by default, reproduces, in interaction with other people and the wider 
environment” (Monro, 2015, p. 95). This conceptualisation of bisexual communities as the 
manifold of cultural and social practices is inspiring as it foregrounds the importance of social 
interaction and learning through time and space; it also means that bisexual communities are 
self-perpetuating.
Which specific social and cultural practices are characteristic, and thus important, for the 
existence of bisexual communities? Monro draws a picture of the UK organised bisexual 
community as a non-commercial and alternative community, different from mainstream 
society, and also from the more commercialised gay and lesbian community. The concept of 
doxa, “a core set of values and discourses which are taken for granted” (Monro, 2015, p. 95), 
is used to identify certain core values of the UK bisexual community such as the emphasis 
on mutual care and its openness to people outside, or beyond, the gender binary. Research 
by Voss et al. (2014) confirms these core values in their discussion on Brighton BiFest and 
how participants embrace the fluidity and diversity in bisexual identities. At the same time, 
they use static bi identities to “engage with public service providers (such as housing, health 
services, safety services) and policy makers” (Voss et al., 2014, p. 1606). The emphasis on 
mutual care is manifested not only in raising awareness amongst public service providers, 
but also in actually helping one another with buddy systems and extensive codes of conduct 
at events. 
To summarise, Surya Monro’s elaboration on the UK bisexual community shows the 
specificity of this bisexual community as a predominantly white, activist-oriented space in 
which “to be bisexual, to connect with others, to explore identity issues, to find refuge from 
the heterosexism and mononormativity of mainstream society, and to organise politically” 
(2015, p. 94). As practices are the manifold of actions, a bisexual community needs politically 
engaged bisexual individuals to engage in social and cultural practices; being visible as 
bisexual, at least to a certain degree, is an important element of participating in these practices. 
As discussed in Van Lisdonk and Keuzenkamp (2017) and in Toft and Yip (2017), most 
bisexual individuals are not part of the organised bisexual community. This could partially 
be explained by concluding that bisexual people have found their support networks in 
friendships instead of in bisexual communities (Toft & Yip, 2017). Unfortunately, studies on 
bisexual people outside the organised bisexual community are lacking, whereas outsiders’ 
perspectives on the bisexual communities, and other, related, explanations as to why bisexual 
individuals do not participate in these communities, can be provided. Contemporary studies 
only provide a partial perspective on the organised bisexual communities and possible other 
bisexual communities. 
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5.4 New frontiers: engaging with practice theory
The previous sections on expressing bisexuality/bisexual passing and bisexual 
communities provide a summary of previous work on everyday realities of people who 
identify as bisexual. The empirical section will provide, first, research participants’ 
accounts of coming out, disclosure, passing, community experiences, and perceptions. 
Throughout the empirical section I will connect these accounts with other studies on the 
lived experiences of people who identify as bisexual. Nevertheless, engaging with wider 
social theories could be fruitful to better understand bisexual passing and communities, 
and also to better connect these two phenomena. 
I engage with Schatzki’s theory of practice to further analyse the collected data. Practices 
– organised activities and routines – are the cornerstone of social life and constitute, 
amongst other things, (1) communities, coming out, and passing, and (2) how people relate 
to others and the social world, and position themselves in this social world. This approach 
focuses on the doings and sayings that constitute practices and on people’s intelligibility 
and actions when participating in organised activities and routines. Here, intelligibility 
is not linked one to one with rational decision making and conscious thinking, but is 
manifested in reactive or spontaneous behaviour. By focusing on doings and sayings it is 
possible to understand people’s emotions, stances, principles, moods, and rationality; this 
is important in complicating sexual identity negotiations and people’s non-participation 
in the organised bisexual community. Finally, by understanding both passing and 
communities as constituted by practices, I will better link these two phenomena on the 
basis of Schatzki’s conceptualisation of practices and social life. 
5.5 Methods
Participants
This paper is part of my PhD research, which explores the everyday sexual identity 
negotiations of bisexual adults (18–35 years old) in Rotterdam and Amsterdam, the two 
major cities in the Netherlands. Research participants lived either in these cities or in 
the surrounding urban areas, which are subject to the expansion of both cities. This does 
not, however, mean that all participants were born and raised in the cities – participants’ 
stories reveal a plethora of urban–urban or rural–urban migrations. 
For this case study research I interviewed 31 people who self-identify as bisexual and/or 
pansexual; one participant exclusively identified as pansexual, two participants identified 
as both bisexual and pansexual depending on the situation, spaces, or activities they 
participated in. All other participants, 28 in total, exclusively identified as bisexual. Only 
one participant was older when this study commenced; she was 37. All 31 participants, 
including three transgender participants, identified in binary terms: man or woman. One 
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of these transgender people identified as man or woman, depending on the situations, 
spaces, or activities they participated in, but in general they (still) identified as man. 
In total 21 people identified as women and 10 as men. While my personal experiences 
inform this research, I do not include myself in these numbers. About one third of the 
research participants are, to use Dutch terminology, bi-cultural. This means that either the 
participant was born outside the Netherlands or one/both of their parents was/were born 
abroad. Two participants were born in the USA, and one in Central Europe; the others 
were of Surinamese or North African descent.
Recruitment strategies
I agree with Hartman (2011) that recruiting bisexual participants can be similar to finding 
a needle in a haystack. This is the case, in particular, when recruiting people outside the 
organised bisexual community. Hartman (2011) observes that bisexual studies often rely 
on LGBT and bisexual networks and (mailing) lists; I aimed to stimulate diversity within 
the sample and therefore purposely recruited participants outside of the usual LGBT and 
bisexual networks, organisations, and websites.
The first strategy was a mix of online and offline recruitment: the former via official 
organisations and websites; the latter via visits to semi-public spaces, in particular bars 
and other social spaces. I visited bars and venues that explicitly target LGBT people, 
including venues that target men who (also) have sex with men (e.g. cruising bars and sex 
saunas), but also bars that do not specifically target LGBT individuals. Offline sampling 
appeared inefficient, and I decided to focus only on online participant recruitment. 
The problem with online recruitment via official organisations and websites – de facto 
LGBT+ organisations – is the so-called pink bias, and this made me hesitant to only 
recruit participants via these official online channels. 
The second, and more productive, strategy was recruiting participants via social media 
such as Facebook groups and via people sharing my social media calls for participants. I 
distributed calls for participants in LGBT and/or bisexual groups and, at the same time, 
advertised in specific Facebook groups for inhabitants of Amsterdam and Rotterdam 
(groups to discuss all kind of local questions, experiences, opinions, know-how, and 
more). These local groups were open to everyone, were non-political in nature, and had 
no LGBT or bisexual background or target group. I found it important to design low-
profile and tailor-made advertisements and to quickly reply to inquiries, suggestions, 
questions, and other ‘feedback’. Despite being time- and energy-consuming, this second 
strategy proved to be productive and cost-efficient.
The majority of the people decided to participate in this research after reading my 
advertisements on social media, in particular via Facebook groups. A small number of 
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people were recruited through advertisements on the websites of formal Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Trans, and Intersex organisations (three participants), via personal networks 
(three), or snowball sampling (one). Only one participant was at the time of this study 
active in the Dutch organised bisexual community; to protect their anonymity, I will not 
discuss the bisexual community experiences of this person.
Interviews 
All interviews were conducted by myself and took place either in participants’ homes 
or in (semi-)public spaces, depending on their wishes, possibilities, and limitations. I 
encouraged participants to choose a place in which they felt safe and comfortable to 
talk about their sexual identity negotiations. The huge majority of the interviews were 
held in in coffee bars or local pubs. Most interviews were conducted in Dutch; only 
two interviews were conducted in English, as participants had not mastered the Dutch 
language. The official interview time was between 37 minutes and 100 minutes, but was 
60 minutes on average. 
I tried to approach the semi-structured interviews as informal conversations in order 
to establish rapport with the research participants. During the course of the interviews 
we addressed different themes such as discovering one’s bisexuality, conceptualisations 
of bisexuality and bisexual identities, and their attitude towards bisexuality. This was 
followed by discussing expressions of bisexuality and sexual identity negotiations in 
everyday spaces, in particular the household/home, relationships, workplace, school, 
online, and nightlife spaces. In this part, I explicitly asked the participants to elaborate 
on their doings and sayings in these practices in order to explore their understandings 
of coming out, (non)disclosure, but also the positions of their sexual identity in these 
everyday practices. A final theme of the interviews was the perceptions of, and possible 
experiences with, the different bisexual communities in the Netherlands.
The interview data were analysed through a combination of inductive and deductive 
analysis. I used existing bisexual theorising (e.g. Hartman, 2013; Hemmings, 2002; 
Lingel, 2009; Monro, 2015) and Schatzki’s theory of practice (e.g. Schatzki 2002, 2008) 
to explore sexual identity negotiations, and community perceptions and experiences. 
During the course of analysing, the emphasis shifted from existing bisexual theorising 
towards practice theory and a specific focus on doings and sayings. Inductive analysis 
revealed two main themes that guided further analysis: relevance of disclosing one’s 
bisexuality, and personal stances towards bisexual community/ies. The qualitative data 
analysis was done through MAXQDA 12.02. All names in this paper are pseudonyms.
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5.6 Results
Bisexual passing
Most participants do not proactively communicate their bisexuality in everyday situations, 
activities, or actions. They seem hesitant to, as they phrase it, shout their sexual identity 
from the rooftops. In general people do not often discuss their sexual identity, which, 
according to them, evidentially impacts how they are being read by others: 
P[articipant]: So now I know that I am bisexual but my social environment knows that I was 
attracted to girls and they still think I am lesbian. And the other [new] social environment.. they 
just do not know it. They possibly think I am straight because I never talk about it.  (Laisa, 
Amsterdam) 
Laisa first identified as lesbian and also had a long-term girlfriend before she moved to 
Amsterdam. It is, perhaps, no surprise that Laisa expects to be read as lesbian in her daily 
social environment as she does not communicate her current sexual identity – her bisexual 
identity – to her social environment. Her friends, colleagues, and others who were not present 
at the time of her same-sex relationship are not aware of her bisexual identity either. In fact, 
Laisa is convinced that they see her as straight because she does not reveal any same-sex desire, 
behaviour, and/or attraction. This thus implies that in new situations, contexts, or encounters 
– with new people – she constantly passively passes as heterosexual. In other words, she 
understands that she is read as straight by default.
The majority of other participants have similar perceptions and understandings, and expect to 
be understood as heterosexual because of not expressing their bisexuality at work, with friends 
or family, in nightlife, or elsewhere. Only when sexuality and relationships arise in discussions 
do participants think it is more relevant to open up about their sexual identity. One can question, 
however, how often sexuality and relationships are discussed as they are often confined to the 
private realms and/or discussions with good friends. For instance, participants with a non-Dutch 
background – especially people with a northern African or southern American (in particular 
Surinamese) heritage  – do not discuss sexuality or relationships with their parents and family. 
They therefore feel that it does not make sense to express their bisexuality to their families.
Only when they express same-sex desire, intimacy, or sexual behaviour are people’s perception 
of a participant’s sexual identity (or identities) changed. In fact, doings and sayings that refer 
to same-sex attraction result, according to the participants, in one being understood as gay or 
lesbian. This might indicate the importance of binary thinking when it comes to sex, gender, 
and sexuality. I am inclined to believe that this is a result of the monosexual logic in society 
(Barker, Richards, Jones, Bowes-Catton, Plowman, Yockney & Morgan, 2012; Du Plessis, 
1996), compulsory monogamy (Toft & Yip, 2017), and the human tendency to understand 
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things in binaries (Yoshino, 2000). Compulsory monogamy is “the dominant aspirational 
norm that underpins the popular construction of ‘committed’ and ‘faithful’ intimate (couple) 
relationships” (Toft & Yip, 2017, p. 13). This norm hegemonises heterosexuality, and is more 
accepting of homosexuality, but renders bisexuality invisible (Toft & Yip, 2017). 
A limited number of participants are participating in the gay scene, or have a same-sex partner, 
and are subsequently read as gay or lesbian. Grant, an actor, relates that he told one of his 
clients that he has a boyfriend. Grant now expects that this client sees him as gay as he did not 
reveal any of his opposite-sex desires and activities or his bisexual identity. He also does not 
want to express his bisexuality because he does not want to explain himself to others; it does 
not bother him anymore that others think he is gay.
P: I mean I guess I’m not very... I’m not open about it, but it’s not like a secret. It’s just, if you 
ask sure. But otherwise just.. I don’t know, it depends on the people. I mean it also just doesn’t 
come up I guess. So.. I mean, most people just say straight and I’m like “yeah for most part I am”. 
Because I haven’t been in a relationships with guys it is (…) And then, then otherwise, since I 
don’t... I don’t actively hit on people or haven’t been actively hitting on people, so people think 
I’m gay a lot. And then I’m like “whatever that’s cool”. It doesn’t matter if I’m not sleeping with 
you anyway so it’s just “whatever”. (Blake, Amsterdam)
While the short quote by Laisa illustrates the impact on the visibility of bisexuality of not 
actively disclosing one’s bisexuality, Blake illustrates the point that passing is not a matter 
of privilege. In fact, only a very few participants understand their passing as faking or as 
a lack of commitment to the visibility of bisexuality. The passing of participants could be 
understood as not disclosing their bisexuality to prevent harm (e.g. McLean 2007), but 
mostly as the result of not finding it relevant to disclose their sexual identity in specific 
encounters or contexts; it does not serve a purpose.
While the aforementioned studies of Hartman (2013), Gonzalez et al. (2017), and Hayfield 
et al. (2013) show the willingness and eagerness of participants to make their bisexuality 
visible, the research participants in this study show limited interest in using verbal, non-
verbal, or material clues to express their bisexual identity. Only when finding it relevant to 
disclose their bisexuality do they use verbal clues to express their bisexuality, in particular 
clues that they are attracted to boys and girls or men and women. Explicit mentions of 
bisexual, bi, or bisexuality, are not common.
Like Blake, I do not understand their passing as actions in order to live a certain privilege 
or as a form of bisexual erasure. Bisexual erasure implies a consistently and purposely 
challenging of bisexuality and/or bisexual identities, and I do not find evidence that the 
participants consistently or purposely challenge their bisexual identity (or identities) or 
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their desire towards not only men or not only women. As Blake argues, his bisexuality just 
does not come up in everyday life. It is no surprise that bisexual passing contributes to the 
invisibility of bisexuality and bisexual individuals in everyday public, semi-public, and 
private spaces and spheres.
Bisexual community/ies?
Surya Monro (2015) uses the concept of habitus to analyse the (re)production of cultural 
and social practices that create the current organised bisexual community in the United 
Kingdom. Zooming in on the organised bisexual community in the Netherlands, I could 
probably, on the basis of anecdotal evidence, summarise this community as the product of 
political (lobbying) and social and cultural (organising events and gatherings) practices. 
This lobbying takes place at the level of the national state as well as at the level of national 
and local LGBT organisations and institutions, which (also) focus on LGBT rights and 
realities. The Dutch Bisexual Network is known for its annual Spring Party and the Holland 
BiCon, two activities that are dedicated to community building and the empowerment of 
bisexual individuals. Alongside these two main events, they also irregularly initiate social 
activities (with about 10–15 participants) such as visiting a museum/exhibition, or watching 
a movie with a bisexual theme or bisexual characters. More recently, the Dutch Bisexual 
Network has recruited bisexual people and allies to participate in Pride Walks to increase 
bivisibility (by carrying bi flags and banners). Like the organised bisexual community in 
the UK (see Monro, 2015; Voss et al., 2014), the organised bisexual community has a non-
commercial character and its openness to gender and sexual diversity is understood as an 
important characteristic.
Only one participant was, at the time of the research, involved in the organised bisexual 
community in the Netherlands. Two others were familiar with this particular community, 
or had even participated in it, while most participants did not know whether a bisexual 
community existed in the Netherlands. Nevertheless, a number of participants imagined a 
bisexual community as a support group that could be helpful for sharing experiences: 
I[nterviewer]: Would you like to meet other bisexual people to exchange ideas or experiences? 
P: Yeah, I think… I would like that because I am the only one in my social environment. In fact, 
I never meet someone who says “yeah, I have the same, but how are you dealing with it?” (…) 
I think it would be funny to now and then meet likewise people. You, of course, hear all those 
stories, but it would be great to hear how someone deals with it [being bisexual]. But a real 
community? Well, that is not necessary…  (Laisa, Amsterdam)
Laisa does not know many fellow bisexual individuals, and she understands this as a void. For 
instance, there are a few lesbian women in her sports team, but no bisexual women. Laisa’s 
lesbian teammates do not understand her bisexuality, and engage in bisexual stereotyping by 
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making comments such as “but you made a decision, didn’t you?” Laisa feels that meeting 
other bisexual people would help to share experiences, and find mutual understanding and 
(most important) recognition. Despite her wish to meet other bisexual people, she does not 
think that membership of a bisexual community is necessary or would be beneficial for her.
This short quote shows Laisa’s ambivalent stance towards the organised bisexual community 
and other bisexual communities. She is not the only participant who halts between two 
options when it comes to participating in a bisexual community. A number of participants 
were interested in the bisexual community, or at least in meeting other bisexual people, but 
did not proactively look into possibilities for meeting other bisexual individuals, including in 
online spaces (most of the participants were not aware of the website of the Dutch Bisexual 
Network or other bisexual (commercial) organisations), or attending activities organised 
by members of the organised bisexual community. My interpretation of this observation 
is that these people would like to meet other bisexual people in spontaneous encounters or 
situations, but do not want to put too much effort into looking for fellow bisexual individuals 
via internet and/or offline networks, organisations, and events.
I: Do you feel the need to become part of a bisexual community? To meet with other bi people, 
to share experiences and discuss bisexuality? 
P: Not that I am aware of. I like this conversation and will meet a bisexual guy tomorrow (..) 
But I can speak very openly about sexuality with my friends. (…) I have listened to over 300 
podcasts by Dan Savage, one hour each.
I: That is really your bible isn’t it? 
P: Yeah, exactly! So that feels like talking with someone about bisexuality because… (…) so 
yeah I do not feel the need. Other factors are in play too. I am also a pretty closed person and… 
Listening to another podcast I heard a beautiful description of friendship. Some friendships are 
“a conspiracy against the rest of the world”. Some of my friendships feel like that. So I have my 
own clique, my own friends. (Brian, Rotterdam)
Brian does not feel that he needs a bisexual community and also does not want to become 
involved in such a community. As the excerpt shows, Brian perceives a bisexual community 
as a support group for bisexual people, even as an escape route for people who are not able to 
talk about their (bi)sexuality. He has an closed personality and is still in the process of fully 
accepting his bisexuality. Brian, however, does not need a bisexual community to talk about 
his sexuality as he is able to discuss his sexuality with his best friends. His best friends know 
him, and know about his bisexuality. In fact, they accepted his bisexuality before he accepted 
his bisexual desire and identity himself. What I find particularly interesting is his experience 
of listening to podcasts: he equates this with meeting someone and discussing bisexuality 
with this person. In other words, discussing sexuality does not necessarily involve face-to-
face meetings or online discussions. 
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Brian is not the only participant who perceives the organised bisexual community as 
a community the primary aim of which is to support bisexual individuals who are still 
struggling with (parts of) their bisexual desire, orientation, or identity. Having support 
networks is often seen as essential to overcoming this struggle, but most participants 
found their support networks elsewhere (see for a similar conclusion Toft & Yip, 2017). 
For instance, having good friends, participating in the gay scene, and/or participating 
in the queer scene is experienced as having support networks to overcome the struggle. 
Others do not need support networks because of their confidence regarding their sexual 
attraction, desire, and sexual identity. 
The question remains as to why people do not want to participate in bisexual 
communities or the organised bisexual community, as this conclusion confirms other 
research amongst young Dutch bisexual people. Van Lisdonk and Keuzenkamp (2017) 
conclude from their small sample of bisexual youth that they did not find their way 
to bisexual communities and, at the same time, did not address a need for bisexual 
communities. A number of issues might influence people’s not participating in the 
organised bisexual community. 
One participant, Trijntje, argued that the organised bisexual community often plays the 
“victim card” to address the invisibility of bisexuality in press releases, event invitations 
on social media, and so on. Being very confident regarding her bisexual identity, this 
participant does not identify with a community that is based on victimising. Another 
participant, Freke, argued that she wants to fight bi erasure; however, her bisexuality is 
such a non-issue that she finds it difficult to relate to the people who are involved with 
the organised bisexual community. In her experience, these participants often struggle 
for specific reasons with their bisexuality. Freke underscores the political and social 
importance of the organised bisexual community but does not feel a social bonding with 
the community and therefore decides to not take part in this community. Thus, both 
participants have difficulties in relating to the organised bisexual community. 
Two other stances for not participating in bisexual communities are the rejection 
of sexual identity categories and the perception of being put in one category when 
participating in the bisexual community (e.g. Betts, Wilmot & Taylor, 2008). Bisexual 
people who also identify as queer, or participate in queer social environments, strongly 
argue against putting people in artificial boxes/categories, including the bisexual box. 
Similar, a number of people who do not possess a queer stance towards the binary 
system of sex, gender, and sexuality have difficulties with the artificiality and the 
narrowness of the bisexual box. Bisexuality is a part of their total identity, but it is not 
all-determining. They do not want to make their bisexuality a big thing.
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P: No I am very…. I am active on a couple of websites with that particular link [polyamory] 
and I now and then see something like that [polyamory parties], but… It is for me the same as 
with single mother parties. I feel like being put in a certain box and that’s all. Thus, everyone 
is single, so I need to do something with them. Just like a bi party. I feel that I need to do 
something with it. So you know…
I: You need to have a certain bond or interest and that is too forced?
P: Yeah, that is just… it is not something I enjoy.  (Anita, Amsterdam)
The excerpt from an interview with Anita, a polyamorous bisexual single mother, 
provides insight into her non-participation in the organised bisexual community or other 
bisexual communities. She argues that she does not want to attend single mother events or 
polyamory parties because of the artificiality of such parties or events. This argumentation 
is extrapolated when discussing her decision to not take part in a bisexual community. 
Bisexual communities could be spaces for people to fully develop their selves without 
limitations (e.g. Eadie, 1993; Monro, 2015; Van Lisdonk & Keuzenkamp, 2017), but 
these spaces can also exclude people. Monro (2015) already observed, in her chapter 
on intersectionality and the UK bisexual community, that the bisexual community is a 
predominantly white space, which might result in people of colour feeling excluded (also 
Applebee, 2015). I find it hard to compare this to the Dutch organised bisexual community, 
in view of the participants’ difficulty in identifying an organised bisexual community, or 
other bisexual communities, in the Netherlands. 
If one conceptualise a Dutch bisexual community as the sum of Dutch self-identifying 
bisexual people, multiple forms of exclusion can be observed. For instance, one of the 
participants (Freke) recalled one incident of binegativity that took place in the Dutch 
bisexual community. During a meeting, three bisexual women condemned Freke’s 
polyamorous lifestyle and the lifestyle of another bisexual woman who was involved in the 
swinging scene. These three bisexual women did not want to be associated with Freke and 
the swinging bisexual because “bisexuality is not only about being promiscuous”. As Freke 
reflects, this attitude may be caused by their fear of articulating bisexual stereotypes such 
as being hypersexualised people who always want it both ways. The fear of enforcing or 
legitimising stereotypes might lead to self-censoring and, indeed, internalised binegativity 
or binegative behaviour towards other bisexual individuals. 
Truly bisexual? 
Another example of internalised binegativity, which I link to the impossibility of creating 
one coherent bisexual identity, is judging other people’s sayings, bodily doings, and – 
most importantly – their bisexual identity. For instance, as the aforementioned analysis 
of Raymond’s bisexuality in Invisible Life shows, Walker positions Raymond at 5 on the 
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Kinsey Scale and argues that “his sexual practice is not sustainable and buckles under the 
pressure of heteronormative sexual practice. By this, I do not mean that one cannot have a 
bisexual identity without practice; instead, I call into question how authentically bisexual 
he is” (2010, p. 146). A number of my research participants share such views and question 
the bisexual identity of others:
P: The label bi is not very well understood as a lot of girls say that they experiment with girls. 
That’s why a lot of people don’t take it seriously anymore. 
I: It is more attention seeking?
P: Yeah that’s how it is seen. At the same time, I did take my sexuality seriously. I genuinely 
know that I liked girls. That made the label bi.. I hated that label because I did not identify with 
people who said that they were bi because they were just semi-bi. (…) Or experiment[ing], 
but that does not mean that they really are bi. There is a line, a thin line. There is a difference 
between experimenting and being bisexual. (Bob, Amsterdam)
Bob identifies as bisexual, but did not identify with other bisexual people in high school. Most 
of these other bisexual individuals were girls who, in his opinion, were experimenting with 
bisexuality and/or same-sex desire, or just following the bisexual hype. This confirms Dutch 
research amongst heterosexual youth who perceive bisexuality as a sexy hype instead of a 
sexual identity (Felten, Van Hoof & Schuyf, 2010). Bob, before starting his (social) transition 
from female to male, communicated a lesbian identity because of keeping his sexuality more 
understandable for his classmates (and others). When he started university life, he embraced 
his bisexuality and started to feel comfortable with the label bisexuality. His attitude towards 
(bi)sexuality reflects more general ideas and stereotypes that girls communicate a bisexual 
identity to belong to a popular group or to attract male attention. Thus, Bob understands 
their bisexuality as performed for the male gaze (e.g. Monro, 2015). His story reveals a 
mononormative understanding that experimenting with bisexuality (i.e. bisexual behaviour) is 
a phase people go through to reach their true sexual identity: ageing, according to Bob, makes 
people think more seriously about their sexuality and sexual identity.
Recently, a number of studies have suggested that diversity in bisexual identities, and 
pansexual identities, is embraced by non-monosexual people and that they sometimes use 
multiple sexual identity labels simultaneously (e.g. Flanders et al., 2017; Gonzalez et al., 
2017). Some bisexual people, as Flanders et al. (2017) note, use different definitions of 
bisexuality in different social contexts. Many participants in my study seem to focus on one 
coherent and stable bisexual identity instead of manifold bisexual identities and thus confirm 
other studies that highlight the essentialising of bisexuality as sexual identity (e.g. Bowes-
Catton, 2007; Garber, 2000; Hubbard & de Visser, 2015). Girls who communicate a bisexual 
identity are not infrequently understood, in particular by the women in my sample, as attention 
seekers, as participating in a hype, or as trying to pleasure their boyfriends. 
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Gurevich, Bower, Mathieson and Dhayanandhan argue that “a difficulty in formulating 
an alternative discourse of bisexual identity is that rendering bisexuality visible also risks 
fixing its meaning. The danger here is that it sets up its own regulatory regime, similar 
to the construction of lesbianism (or heterosexuality)” (2007, p. 236). Identifying true 
bisexual people not only implies that variation does not exist – a variation and complexity 
that is embraced by bisexual activists and organisations (also Ochs, 2011); it also leads to 
excluding bisexual people who do not fit this ideal type of bisexuality.
5.7 A different perspective: practice theory
Monro’s (2015) description of the UK organised bisexual community shows how a focus on 
practices as the constituents of communities provides information on the routines, organised 
activities, and core values of this particular community. Practice theory is best understood as 
a bundle of approaches that focus not on either totality or individuality as building blocks of 
social life, but on practices: habitual, routinised, and normative activities that are manifolds 
of doings and sayings (Gad & Jensen, 2014; Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 2001; Schatzki, 
Knorr Cetina & von Savigny, 2001). As such, practices are the primary unit of analysis.
Schatzki (2008), who finds inspiration in Wittgenstein and Heidegger, understands practices 
as the basic governing element of social life; practices are a medium through which people 
interrelate with one another, and position themselves in relation to others and the social 
world. Schatzki (2008) uses the German word Zusammenhang to emphasize that people 
only coexist when participating in shared practices. This is an important aspect of Schatzki’s 
theory of practice and could be understood as a core issue when analysing communities or 
social groups. Communities are products of specific practices, and people become part of 
communities via participating in these practices. 
Moreover, people experience situations, contexts, and encounters in practices, and act 
within these practices. Actions and intelligibility thus emerge in practices (Schatzki, 1997). 
In fact, “almost everything people do reflects their understandings of what particular events, 
objects, and persons are” (Schatzki, 1997, p. 301). These reflections do not necessarily result 
in rational decision making and/or rational doings or sayings as assumed by Bourdieu in 
his outline of practical logic (e.g., with the aim of capital accumulation) (Schatzki, 1997). 
Schatzki (2008) contends that most doings and sayings are reactive. This means that 
behaviour is spontaneous and often precognitive. It does not mean that behaviour “can’t be 
thoughtful, intentional, and even deliberate, only that its being such does not consist in a 
process of conscious thinking, or deliberation that precedes or accompanies it” (Schatzki, 
2008, p. 58).
 
Practices are often understood as the manifold of actions (e.g. Anderson & Harrison, 2010), 
but Schatzki (2008) provides a different definition of practices: the manifold of doings and 
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sayings. Doings and sayings together constitute practices, although governed by practical 
understanding, explicit rules, teleoaffective structures, and some general understandings 
(Schatzki, 2002). Schatzki’s focus on teleoaffective structures reveals his emphasis on 
“hierarchized orders of ends, purposes, projects, actions, beliefs, and emotions” (2008, p. 
100) as governing practices and as steering people to certain actions. This implies that every 
practice is normative as practices consist of acceptable or desired ends, purposes, actions, 
beliefs, and emotions. Practices do not often limit the selection of actions to one acceptable 
action, but rather to multiple acceptable actions – in particular when the practices are less 
regulated by explicit rules and authority.
Practical understanding refers to the know-how on how to go on in certain situations and 
to express certain doings and sayings. Participants are aware that the main way to express 
their bisexuality is via language (words and phrases) and not via doings or material clues. 
This can include spontaneous conversations as well as speech-acts – strictly spoken doings 
in Schatzki’s theory – in which people position themselves on the sexuality spectrum (i.e. 
coming out), or put themselves in a sexual identity category. The research participants are 
also aware that people often read their bodily doings – their behaviour – in binary ways. 
People are understood as straight by default; only when expressing same-sex desire are 
they are read as gay/lesbian. Mononormativity as a social ideology and compulsory 
monogamy do not fit Schatzki’s definition of explicit rules but fall within the category 
of general understandings, which incorporates beliefs and discourses.
Most research participants passively assume membership of a different sexual identity 
group (i.e. gay men, lesbian women, or heterosexuals) because they do not come out 
of the closet or express their bisexuality in doings and sayings; they do not provide 
clues to make their bisexuality visible. Disclosing one’s bisexuality does not make 
sense, nor does it matter, in practices such as working, studying, or dinner practices, 
or encounter(s) in these practices. This not making sense is not necessarily based 
on rational or sensible ends but reflects a combination of teleology and affectivity. 
Affectivity refers here to conditions of life, one’s experiences and positions. Three 
types of conditions of life are (1) what one is explicitly (consciously) aware of; (2) 
emotions and moods; and (3) stances and attitudes (Schatzki, 2008). Conditions of 
life that are manifested by participants include someone’s stance towards bisexuality, 
fearing negativity, not wanting to explain oneself, not being in the mood for drama, 
questioning heteronormativity and mononormativity, being aware of how they are read 
as either gay or straight, being careful, and more. Mostly, people do not find it relevant, 
necessary, or appropriate to discuss their sex lives with others.
By participating in the passing practice, people do not participate in a few core practices 
of the organised bisexual community such as coming out, creating bivisibility, and social 
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activities. Following Reckwitz (2002), who rightly posits that people are carriers of practices, 
one could even argue that by passing they reject or challenge these core practices of the 
organised bisexual community. As Schatzki (2008) reminds us, only by participating in 
practices are people able to relate. The research participants, except for one, do not engage 
in most social, cultural, and political practices that I identified as core practices for the 
Dutch bisexual community. Also, a couple of participants who are aware of the organised 
bisexual community, and have even participated, left the community as certain practices – 
and thus ends, projects, and actions – do not relate to their personal aims and ends. A clear 
example is the aforementioned participant who dislikes that the bisexual community are 
victimising themselves in their struggle to fight bi erasure and the struggle to become more 
visible. By not participating in this practice (and thus not identifying with this practice), 
this participant finds it difficult to relate to others who are still involved in the victimising 
practice and the bisexual community. Another, more subtle, practice is the practice of 
essentialising a bisexual identity for political claims, often based on the conceptualising 
of Robyn Ochs2. As elaborated before, research participants often do not participate in this 
practice because they do not want to be put into an artificial sexual identity category called 
‘bisexual people’; Anita’s attitude towards the bisexual community and to being put into 
a box is an example of her non-participation in this practice and the organised bisexual 
community as a whole. Laisa is another participant who does not want to be put in a box, but 
nevertheless would like to meet fellow bisexual people outside of bisexual communities. 
She also does not understand herself as an activist, and therefore does not want to contribute 
to making political claims or raising awareness or bivisibility.
At the same time, identifying as bisexual can be problematic. I understand this issue as the 
difficulty of identifying bisexual practices. Fritz Klein created the Klein Sexual Orientation 
Grid, and in this model he based the sexual identity of people on their everyday sexual and 
social practices (e.g. Klein, Sepekoff & Wolff, 1985). In this way, people’s sexual identities 
are constructed by participating in specific practices – a view that is no different from a 
Schatzkian perspective. In the case of bisexuality it would be practices such as desiring 
and fantasising about more than one gender, but also sexual behaviour with not only men 
or only women.
Nevertheless, the sayings and doings of the research participants show that others who 
engage in bisexual practices (i.e. sexual or intimate practices with more than one gender and 
expressing bisexuality in language) are definitely not always read as bisexual. This could 
imply (1) that bodily doings and sayings of others are judged as unacceptable/not true; or 
(2) that bisexual practices in which people are able to identify as bisexual are not widely 
understood or agreed upon. This last option could, in extremis, imply that specific bisexual 
practices do not exist, and therefore that coherent bisexual identities are difficult to imagine 
and/or identify with. It means, at least, that a practical understanding of bisexual practices, 
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and, relatedly, of bisexual identities, is thin: the know-how as to how to go on in bisexual 
practices, and how to correctly or properly respond to others people’s doings and sayings 
that constitute or express a bisexual identity, is limited. 
The first option implies that bisexual practices have strong teleoaffective structures that 
govern how bodily doings and sayings, and the conditions of life that are manifested in these 
doings and sayings, are valued and hierarchised. In other words, people who participate in 
bisexual practices create an ideal type of bisexuality (the true bisexual people) and bodily 
doings and sayings that are assumed to manifest this ideal type. I am convinced that the 
absence of specific bisexual practices, as discussed in the section truly bisexual?, leads to 
friction and non-believing other people’s sexual identity expressions. Evidently, questioning 
people’s bisexual identity is not beneficial for co-participating in social, cultural, and 
political practices that constitute the organised bisexual community. It would, for instance, 
be difficult to share experiences amongst bisexual people or to stimulate community 
building on the basis of distrust, disagreement, or disproval.
5.8 Final thoughts
If the point of my research on the geographies of bisexual men is, in part, to resist fixing a male 
bisexual identity, to discourage an imag(in)ing of ‘the’ bisexual subject of which my research 
attempts to speak, then I must conceptualise bisexual men (…) not as a group with unifying 
commonalities, but rather as a series of individuals who, for the purpose of the study, have come 
together and form a group. (McLean, 2003, pp. 40–41) 
I find this observation inspirational because of the fact that only one participant, at the 
time of the interviews, was involved in the Dutch organised bisexual community. I do not 
understand these individuals as forming a bisexual community based upon social, cultural, 
and/or political practices. I see them as individuals who live their lives outside the organised 
bisexual community and, quite probably, outside other bisexual communities. I argued 
elsewhere for a communitarian approach, instead of a more liberal approach to bisexual 
citizenship, to become visible and claim space in (national) government policies and address 
specific needs of bisexual individuals (Maliepaard, 2015; see also Monro 2005). The above 
analysis of the interviews shows, however, that most participants often do not (want to) 
come out as bisexual, do not (want to) communicate their bisexuality. This does not mean 
that their bisexual identity is not important to them, but that communicating bisexuality is 
often just not relevant for the participants. To come out or to disclose one’s sexual identity, 
attraction, or desire does not serve a purpose.
While bisexual passing is sometimes understood as using one’s privileged position of being 
able to assume membership of heterosexual and/or gay/lesbian communities, I understand 
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passing as just not proactively communicating one’s bisexual identity. As shown, people can 
passively assume membership of gay, lesbian, or heterosexual communities (to name the 
most well-known communities based on sexual identity) in all kinds of everyday practices 
due to our tendency to see things in binaries, compulsory monogamy, and mononormativity. 
Because sexuality and relationships do not arise in most everyday activities, people are 
understood as straight by default and gay/lesbian when they express same-sex desire (in 
sayings and/or doings). Theodore Schatzki’s theory of practice helps to understand how 
organised activities shape people’s sexual identity negotiations; it becomes clear that 
passing is rarely the outcome of rational choices or a form of harm reduction, but is a 
manifold of doings and sayings that is constituted in everyday routines. Passing is in fact 
the outcome of people not finding it relevant, appropriate, or acceptable to discuss sexuality 
and relationships in particular practices or encounters in these practices. Schatzki’s practice 
theory makes clear that identifying bisexual practices, and subsequently participating in 
bisexual practices and expressing bisexuality is a continuous challenge for bisexual people 
as well as non-bisexual people.
A Schatzkian perspective on the organised bisexual community suggests that people who 
do not participate in the different practices that constitute this community are unable, or at 
least less able, to relate to others who are part of the organised bisexual community. This 
paper provides evidence for this assumption and therefore identifies an important thread to 
the self-perpetuating nature of the organised bisexual community. Research participants do 
not feel part of or participate in the Dutch organised bisexual community due to internal 
binegativity, rejection of boxes (including the bisexual box), understandings of particular 
practices (i.e. constantly positioning bisexual people as victims and invisible), and having 
personal support networks. Finally, one could argue that passing works against political and 
cultural claims for bisexual citizenship, but also against participating in, and the imagining 
of, a bisexual community. Bisexual passing in everyday routines and organised activities 
challenges one of the core practices of the organised bisexual community in the Netherlands: 
creating bivisibility.
Notes
1.  I differentiate between coming out and disclosing one’s sexual identity. Disclosing 
one’s sexual identity refers to spontaneous communications via verbal, non-verbal, and 
material clues. Coming out refers to a heteronormative practice that is understood by 
research participant as confessing one’s non-heterosexuality so that heterosexuals can 
deal with this person’s non-heterosexual attraction, desire and/or identity.
2.  Robyn Ochs’ definition has, for instance, a prominent position on the website of the 
Landelijk Netwerk Biseksualiteit (2017)
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6 Spaces with a bisexual appearance: 
Reconceptualizing bisexual space(s) through a 
study of bisexual practices in the Netherlands
Abstract
Current understandings of sexualized spaces do not encompass bisexuality. In response, I 
use Schatzki’s theory of practice to identify bisexual practices and bisexual spaces. On the 
basis of 31 interviews with bisexual people (18-35 years old) in Rotterdam and Amsterdam, 
both located in the Netherlands, I contend that creating bisexual displays is difficult for 
both bisexuals and others as understandings of bisexual doings, behaviour, and actions 
are lacking. Furthermore, bisexual participants find it often not appropriate or relevant to 
disclose their bisexuality in everyday practices as teleoaffective structures of everyday 
practices often render sex, sexuality, and relationships irrelevant. Nevertheless, people do 
disclose their bisexuality in conversations when they feel that it is appropriate and serves 
a purpose and therefore create spaces with a bisexual appearance. This conceptualization 
of bisexual spaces as based on bisexual appearances emphasizes the temporal and local 
character of these sexual(ized) spaces
Keywords: Bisexual spaces, practice theory, Schatzki, bisexual display, Netherlands
6.1 Introduction
The identification of bisexual spaces was one of the earliest efforts to prioritize bisexuality 
on the agenda of social and cultural geographies, and geographies of sexualities in particular. 
Although Bell (1995) argued that bisexuality does not even occupy a marginal position in 
the geographies of sexualities, a number of efforts have been made to identify and explore 
bisexual spaces. In the 1990s, during the rise of the gay and lesbian geographies, Hemmings 
(1997) concluded that no clear demarcated bisexual spaces exist besides conference spaces 
and some support groups. More recently, Voss, Browne and Gupta (2014) characterize these 
demarcated bi spaces in the UK as equivalent to short-term events because bi bars, clubs, 
or other more permanent bisexual spaces are lacking (also Hemmings, 2002). Despite the 
highly temporary nature of these spaces – most of these events last one (BiFests) to three 
to four days (BiCon) – it has been argued that these spaces contribute in significant ways to 
creating a home and sense of belonging for people who identify as bisexual (Bowes-Catton, 
Barker & Richards, 2011; Voss et al., 2014).
These bi spaces, which could be understood as constituting an organized bisexual community, 
consist of specific cultural and social practices and are characterized by different core values 
such as mutual aid, embracing the diversity of bisexual identities, and openness to people 
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beyond the gender binary, partners of bisexual people, and allies (see Maliepaard, 2017b; 
Monro 2015). Monro argues that these bi spaces are necessary as safe spaces to be bisexual, 
explore identity issues, and connect with others (Monro, 2015). Monro also emphasizes the 
political dimension of these bisexual spaces as sites that help bisexual people to find refuge 
from oppressive heteronormative and mononormative regimes and provide opportunities for 
people to make political claims (Monro, 2015; see also Voss et al., 2014).
Because of the absence of permanent bisexual spaces it is concluded that bisexual people 
live their (invisible) lives in gay, lesbian, and straight spaces (Hemmings, 2002). At the 
same time, however, Hemmings noted that understandings of bisexual space depend on our 
conceptualization of sexual(ized) space in general. In other words, our general understandings 
of the sexual coding of spaces and which factors contribute to the sexual coding of spaces, is 
important to identify bisexual spaces. Hemmings does not elaborate on this point, which is 
unfortunate given its importance, and this challenges geographers to identify bisexual spaces 
applying different geographical frameworks. In recent work on bisexual spaces, I argued 
that two major obstacles need to be challenged before one can truly explore geographies of 
bisexuality and bisexual spaces: defining bisexuality and the conceptualization of sexualized 
and gendered spaces (Maliepaard, 2015a). Most work on bisexual spaces resembles existing 
work on gay, lesbian and queer spaces which assumes a one-to-one connection between the 
dominance of people from certain fixed identity categories and the sexual coding of space 
(Maliepaard, 2015b, see also Oswin, 2008). As bisexual people are often invisible, such a 
conceptualization has significant negative impacts on the identification of bisexual spaces.
Inspired by Hubbard’s (2008) focus on appearances and Schatzki’s theory of practice, 
this paper makes an empirical case for a practice-oriented approach to sexual(ized) space 
in order to explore both bisexual spaces and geographies of bisexuality in contemporary 
Western societies.  I interviewed 31 bisexual people, 21 women and 10 men, to understand 
how they negotiated their sexual identities  in everyday public, semi-public, and private 
spaces (mostly outside the bedroom). Before discussing these expressions of bisexuality, 
I introduce the theoretical background of the study. Next, I present the empirical analysis, 
focusing on expressions of bisexuality and the impact of practices on sexual identity 
negotiations. Finally, in the discussion I build on Hubbard (2008), Browne (2007), and Gavin 
Brown (2007) to argue that bisexual spaces are temporal, local, and (often) unplanned. This 
conceptualization embraces the complexity and fluidity of sexual(ized) space and therefore 
may also complicate understandings of heterosexual, gay, lesbian, or queer space to provide 
more accurate understanding of the dynamics in the (re)production of sexual space.
6.2 Practices and (bisexual) space
Hubbard (2008), who argues that spaces are constituted by practices, proposes to focus on 
how particular heterosexual acts and rituals provide spaces with a heteronormal appearance. 
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This means a shift from understanding spaces as heterosexual or heteronormative to focusing 
on how spaces become heterosexualized. A similar proposal can be found in Kath Brownes’s 
work on heterosexualizing practices in restaurants as she concludes that ‘rather than 
relying solely on given categories of difference or named discriminations, focusing on (re)
productive practices could expand our understandings of the complex and power-laden (re)
construction of space’ (Browne, 2007, p. 12). Browne identifies several important insights 
from her focus on subtle practices that often go unnamed and are difficult to recognize for the 
non-heterosexual subjects; in particular she focuses on how people are stared at, subject to 
whispering, approached, and finally feel out of place in restaurants (Browne, 2007, see also 
Doan, 2010). 
In earlier work I proposed an alternative approach to bisexual spaces as current 
conceptualizations to bisexual spaces do not suit the complex realities of people who identify 
as bisexual (Maliepaard, 2015a, 2015b). This approach understands spaces as stabilizations of 
social practices, and bisexual spaces as spatial and temporal stabilizations of bisexual practices 
(Maliepaard, 2015a). Bisexual practices are conceptualized as ‘attraction to both men and 
women, sexual behaviour with men and women, and thirdly, sexual fantasies about men and 
women’ (Maliepaard, 2015a, p. 225). This definition has been broadened to include people 
who do not identify as man or woman and therefore reads ‘not only men or women’ instead 
of ‘men and women’ (Maliepaard, 2015b). Next to attraction to, sexual behaviour with, and 
sexual fantasies about not only men or women, self-identification (and expression) is added 
as a bisexual practice as sexuality is often confined to private spaces and bisexual doings are 
rather invisible (Maliepaard, 2015a; see also Hayfield, Clarke, Halliwell & Malson, 2014).
In a recent analysis of an online forum for bisexual people and their allies I show how 
practices impact the coding of spaces (Maliepaard, 2017a). This study, informed by 
Schatzki’s theory of practice, reveals a focus on the doings and, more importantly in this 
case, sayings that together make up the online forum. Instead of focusing on aforementioned 
bisexual practices per se, this study analyzed how people’s doings and sayings – mostly 
bisexual practices articulated via language – gave the online forum the appearance of a 
bisexual safe space as conceptualized by Eadie (1995). The focus on doings and saying 
also showed that even such a moderated space is not free from oppressive regimes in the 
form of heteronormative and mononormative discourses and that these discourses impacted 
people’s doings, sayings, and actions within this online space. As such the analysis does not 
conceptualize this online forum as a demarcated bisexual space, but embraces the fluidity 
and dynamics described in recent studies within the field of sexual geographies (e.g. Browne 
& Bakshi, 2011; Gorman-Murray, 2008a, 2008b; Nash, 2013; Visser, 2008).
Embracing fluidity and dynamics in the sexual coding of spaces is a step forward towards 
recognizing the complex relations between sexuality and space. Spaces are neither gay nor 
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straight. For instance, several articles discuss how heterosexual people and appearances 
are present within gay and lesbian venues and spaces (e.g. Bettani, 2015; Holt & Griffin, 
2003; Nash, 2013; Skeggs, 1999; Valentine & Skelton, 2003) which results in, amongst 
other things, increasing heteronormativity in spaces that are often understood as gay or 
lesbian spaces (Bettani, 2015). Similarly, through homonormalization, a particular group 
of gay men and lesbian women become more visible in spaces that are understood as 
heterosexual(ized) (e.g. Nash & Gorman-Murray, 2014; Visser, 2008). Nevertheless, these 
existing studies still focus more on the presence of people with certain sexual identities 
instead of on how particular sexual practices, expressions, and appearances contribute to 
the sexual coding of spaces. Important exceptions are studies by M. Brown (2000), G. 
Brown (2007, 2008), Browne (2007) and Nash and Bain (2007) who specifically focus 
on practices and appearances to understand the dynamics of spaces and the troubled 
sexual coding of space. This article contributes to an understanding of the sexualization 
of spaces by examining the ways in which everyday practices, including non-sexual 
practices, strongly contribute to the sexual coding of spaces, governing whether sexual 
expressions and appearances are appropriate, acceptable, and relevant or not.  Here I turn 
to Schatzki’s theory of practice to explore how practices contribute to the sexual coding 
of spaces and how the doings, sayings, and actions of participants in these practices give a 
specific heterosexual, gay, lesbian, or bisexual appearance to spaces (see also M. Brown, 
2000).
6.3 Practice theory
Inspired by Wittgenstein and Heidegger, Schatzki contributes to the practice turn in social 
sciences via his theory of practice that he developed from the late 1990s (Schatzki, 1997, 
2000, 2002, 2008, 2010). Practices in practice theory are much more than just manifolds 
of human actions or activities; these are habitual, normative, and routinized bodily 
activities. According to Reckwitz, a practice is ‘a routinized type of behaviour which 
consists of several elements, interconnected to one other: forms of bodily activities, 
forms of mental activities, “things” and their use, a background knowledge in the form 
of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge’ (2002, p. 
249). Schatzki has a similar description of a practice as ‘a set of doings and sayings that is 
organized by a pool of understandings, a set of rules, and something I call a teleoaffective 
structure’ (2001, p. 50).
Schatzki understands practices as building blocks of social life, but also sees people as 
carriers of practices. One of the pillars of practices is the pool of understandings, which 
should be understood as practical understanding to encompass both doings and sayings. 
It focuses on know-how, in particular on how to take part in basic acts and how actors 
sensitize their actions in their understanding of the social world. As such, the pool of 
understanding refers to learning capacities, in particular to imitation, and the understanding 
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of one’s position and actions. These understandings do not necessarily result in rational 
decision making and/or rational doings or sayings. In fact, Schatzki argues that most 
doings and sayings are reactive in a way that behaviour is spontaneous. He emphasizes, 
however, that it does not mean that behaviour ‘can’t be thoughtful, intentional, and even 
deliberate, only that its being such does not consist in a process of conscious thinking, or 
deliberation that precedes or accompanies it’ (Schatzki, 2008, p. 58).
Discussing the prioritization of practices over act(ion)s, Schatzki introduces the concept 
of teleoaffective structures which he defines as a ‘range of acceptable or correct ends, 
acceptable or correct tasks to carry out for these ends, acceptable or correct beliefs (etc.) 
given which specific tasks are carried out for the sake of these ends, and even acceptable 
or correct emotions out of which to do so’ (2001, p. 53). A teleoaffective structure is 
the contemporary result of ‘recurring and evolving effects of what actors do together’ 
(Schatzki, 2002, p. 81). Its emphasis on correct or acceptable ends, tasks, and actions, 
reveals that a teleoaffective structure is a normative governing pillar. As Schatzki himself 
suggests in his early work, a teleoaffective structure is ‘a normative field of teleoaffectivity, 
a field of right and acceptable combinations of teleoaffectivity-housing conditions of life’ 
(1997, p. 304). Schatzki notes that ‘practices vary greatly in both the complexity of their 
teleological structuring and the depth of their affective ordering’ (2002, p. 80), but he 
seems to prioritize affectivity over rules and teleology in the organization of practices.
Teleoaffectivity, as a composition of teleology and affectivity, is conceptualized as 
‘orientations towards ends and how things matter’ (Schatzki, 1997, p. 302). Schatzki 
continues by arguing that ‘what a person does is largely dependent on the things for the 
sake of which she is prepared to act, how she is oriented toward proceeding for them, 
and how things matter to her’ (1997, p. 302). Schatzki gives special attention to what he 
calls conditions of life as these are manifestations of states of beings. Conditions of life, 
or life conditions, are expressed in human activity and should be seen as appearances of 
mind. Schatzki argues that life conditions are expressed in bodily doings and sayings and 
experienced through bodily sensations and feelings. Conditions of life, such as hoping, 
believing, and expecting, are all parts of the mind, i.e. appearances of mind. While some 
life conditions seem natural, most are developed through interactions with other people 
and/or non-human bodies. In this sense, the mind is constituted by practices and carried 
by practices. In essence, as people grow older, they develop a greater understanding of 
mind, or how things stand and are going on.
Schatzki (2008) identifies four types of life conditions: states of consciousness (what 
one is explicitly aware of), emotions and moods (one’s sense of how things are going), 
cognitive/intellectual conditions (one’s stances and attitudes), and actions (what one 
is doing). Others can become aware of these inner phenomena by understanding the 
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expressive body; someone’s doings and sayings. As such, the human body, as consisting 
of physical properties and conditions of life, is vital in communicating standings and how 
things are going. This also provides an answer to criticism of theories of practice that contend 
these approaches prioritize embodiment and skills over rationality (Gad & Jensen, 2014). 
This typology of conditions of life is a reminder that embodiment, skills, and rationality 
all are important in how people experience practices and together frame their practical 
intelligibility. As such, I believe that focusing on the conditions of life offers a useful approach 
to understanding people’s orientations towards ends and how things matter.
Focusing on people’s ‘orientations towards ends and how things matter’ also helps to 
acknowledge that practices govern, but do not determine people’s activities, actions, doings, 
and sayings. The empirical section will provide evidence on the fluidity and temporality 
of bisexual appearances and, thus, bisexual spaces. This is followed by a discussion on 
reconceptualizing bisexual spaces as based on bisexual appearances in order to stress that 
bisexual spaces can be found in many spaces, but for short periods of time.
6.4 Methods 
This paper is part of a study amongst bisexual adults (18-37 years) who live either in Rotterdam, 
Amsterdam, or direct surrounding areas (see also Maliepaard, 2017b). The primary objective 
of this study was to investigate how people negotiate and express their (bi)sexual identity in 
everyday public, semi-public, and private spaces. I focus on the perceptions and experiences 
of the research participants but mostly on their doings and sayings as these might manifest 
conditions of life which helps us to understand how and why people express or do not express 
their bisexual identity in everyday practices.
In total I interviewed 31 bisexual people between June and November 2015. Participants 
were recruited via local social media groups and to a lesser extent, LGBT+ organizations, 
and personal networks. Two interviews were conducted in English while the remainder were 
conducted in Dutch. Interviews ranged in length from 37 to 100 minutes, with an average 
length of about one hour. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed using MaxQDA 12.01.
Reflecting upon my own position, I understand that I am both an insider and an outsider to 
the research population. In this, I follow Gorman-Murray, Johnston and Waitt (2010) to argue 
that both positions can be risky as well as fruitful to understanding the research participants. 
In fact, co-participating in some bisexual practices (as defined by the Klein Sexual Orientation 
Grid, see Klein, Sepekoff & Wolff, 1985) might make me an insider to some participants and 
an outsider to other participants. For instance, my stance towards bisexuality – which differs 
in practices and encounters – could be distinct from the stances of the research participants. 
Moreover, I also have different gendered and/or cultural realities as compared to the majority 
of the participants.
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Most participants identified as bisexual, two as bisexual and pansexual (see for similar 
observations Flanders, Lebreton, Robinson, Bian & Alonso Caravaca-Morera, 2017; 
Gonzalez, Ramirez & Galupo, 2017), and one person identified exclusively as pansexual. 
Furthermore, 21 participants identified as woman, and 10 as man. This does not mean that 
every participant is cisgender; three were in the process of a social and/or medical transition 
from male to female or from female to male. Despite this transition and the presence of 
the transgender label, people identified in binary terms. About one-third of the research 
participants were bi-cultural which means that either the participant or at least one of their 
parents was born outside the Netherlands. A majority of the bi-cultural participants were 
of Surinamese descent. Only one participant, at the time of the interview, was actively 
participating in the Dutch organized bisexual community. Most of the participants were 
living on their own or together with a partner. To ensure anonymity, pseudonyms are used 
throughout this paper.
6.5 Identifying bisexual displays
In this section, I will focus first on the possibilities for people who identify as bisexual to 
express their sexual identity before focusing on sexual identity negotiations in everyday 
practices and how these spaces impact the negotiations. Expressing bisexuality has been 
explored by various bisexual theorists and three important concepts to understand these 
expressions can be identified: Creating a bisexual display (Hartman, 2013), bisexual 
marking (Gonzalez et al., 2017), and bisexual appearances (Hayfield et al 2014). The first 
concept refers to material, verbal, and non-verbal clues to express one’s bisexuality based 
on current and dominant expectations and norms (Hartman, 2013); it implies that people 
proactively want to express their bisexuality. Bisexual marking, however, refers to making 
known that one is not heterosexual, gay, and/or lesbian (Gonzalez et al., 2017). Bisexual 
marking should be understood in the context of fighting bi-erasure and binary thinking 
regarding sex, gender, and sexualities. Bisexual appearances refer to visual expressions 
of personal, social, and cultural identities, in particular dressing in a way to show one’s 
bisexual identity (Hayfield et al., 2014). 
I[nterviewer]: What is bi behaviour?
P[articipant]: Yeah, I don’t think there is stereotypical bi behaviour. (Ben, Rotterdam)
Inspired by Hartman’s (2013) concept of creating a bisexual display, one of the first questions 
I asked participants was meant to capture the different verbal, non-verbal, and material 
clues they used to express their bisexuality. Ben’s short answer to that question is exemplary 
for people’s understanding of bisexual practices; there is no pool of understandings from 
which to express their bisexuality via bodily doings, behaviours, or actions to use Schatzki’s 
words. In 2013, Hartman explored the sexual identity negotiations and expressions of 
bisexual women outside the bedroom and likewise concluded that there are no specific 
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scripts for bisexual behaviour and/or bisexual expressions. Doing bisexuality is, unlike 
doing gender, impossible (Hartman, 2013).
P: And I have none [no boyfriend] so that makes a difference. People, by default, think 
that you are straight. And if there are any signs that you are not straight, they assume you’re 
lesbian. (Julia, Rotterdam)
Julia, a bisexual woman from Rotterdam, also discusses the difficulty for bisexual people to 
express their sexual identity. She argues that it is even more difficult for bisexual people who 
are not involved in a relationship, or multiple relationships, to express their bisexuality. Julia 
refers to ontic reasons why expressing bisexuality is difficult or even impossible. People are 
understood in binary ways and heterosexuality is naturalized as the primary sexual identity. 
As long as people do not receive any verbal, non-verbal, or material clues that manifest 
non-heterosexuality, one is understood as heterosexual. When people deploy signs that do 
not align with heterosexuality, they are understood as gay or lesbian (Maliepaard, 2017b). 
By ‘signs’ I mean all kinds of doings and sayings that express same-sex attraction, desire, 
or emotional and/or romantic attachments to someone of the same sex. This observation 
challenges Hemmings’ (2002) argument that bisexual difference or uniqueness disappears 
as bisexual practices (and locations) are often similar to gay and lesbian practices (and 
locations); through the absence of particular bisexual practices people are considered as 
heterosexual until they express same-sex attraction or desire and are therefore are read as 
gay or lesbian.
P: Because I am so much part of the gay scene I don’t feel like explaining it to people. So I 
know they think by default that I am gay. (…) Funny enough, straight people also think by 
default that you’re straight. That’s how it is, it is the norm. And in the gay scene, with gay 
people, if you hang out with them they will see you as gay. That’s the norm. So I don’t get any 
questions. I will never say ‘guys before we can be friends, I need to tell you I’m bisexual.’ That 
would be awkward. (Grant, Amsterdam)
This excerpt not only confirms Julia’s, and other participants ideas that people are often 
understood as heterosexual, gay, or lesbian, it also shows that people need to express their 
sexuality via verbal clues to challenge the heteronormative discourse. Before discussing 
verbal clues used to express bisexuality, I look further at the importance of the mononormative 
discourse which is based on two assumptions; people have fixed sexual identities and 
these sexual identities are directly linked with the sex/gender of one’s partner (e.g. Ault, 
1996). This definition thus differs from Wilkinson (2013) who uses mononormativity and 
compulsory coupledom interchangeably. In the above excerpt, Grant discusses how specific 
norms, which can be conceptualized as part of the mononormative discourse, impact how 
one is read. His participation in the gay scene, together with his boyfriend, results in people 
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seeing him as a gay man. He also indicates that people who do not participate in the gay 
scene see him as a heterosexual man. Having a partner of a particular sex/gender results in 
being read by others as either gay or straight; at the same time participating in particular 
communities or scenes also impacts how one is read by others. 
P: I had a relationship with a man, so I came across as straight. Then she [her then boyfriend] 
said “I am now [woman’s name]” and I suddenly had a relationship with a woman. And I 
instantly came across as lesbian for the outside world”. (Freke, Rotterdam)
Freke’s experience might at first glance appear extraordinary, but it offers insight into how 
one’s perceived sexual identity is closely tied to the sex/gender of one’s partner. Tuft and 
Yip (2018) refer to compulsory monogamy to explain how people understand relationships. 
Compulsory monogamy, or compulsory coupledom, is a dominant norm that foregrounds a 
committed and faithful relationships between two people (Tuft & Yip, 2018) and therefore 
excludes (consensual) non-monogamies and polyamory. Understanding relationships as a 
commitment between two people means that it would be easy to continue linking Freke’s 
sexual identity with the changed sex and gender of her partner.
It becomes clear that expressing bisexuality in doings is not easy for most of the participants 
as there is no agreement on what bisexual doings are: people cannot make sense of, or 
relate to, bisexual doings, behaviour, and actions (e.g. Popova, 2017). This highlights one 
of the main problems for people who identify as bisexual: the absence of bisexual scripts or 
practical understandings of non-sexual bisexual practices. Negotiations and expressions of 
sexual identity are complicated by a society that has no understanding of bisexual behaviour 
and doings outside the bedroom. In all interviews it becomes clear that people predominantly 
express their bisexuality through sayings or ‘verbal clues’ to use Hartman’s (2013) words. 
P. I just tell people, very easy…
I: Just like.. “I am bi”
P:  Yeah, yeah, I seldom tell it straight away. At a certain moment, when I know someone, 
after we met up a couple of times… but also that I just tell someone  “Oh that person is really 
handsome bla bla bla”. I am not going to say (with a solemn voice) “ehm people, I need to tell 
you something, I am also attracted to girls”, you know. Because I don’t think it’s necessary. I 
find that… how should I say
I: Like you are different?
P: Yeah, like I need to emphasize that “oh guys, I need to tell you something so you can deal 
with it.” (Laura, Rotterdam)
Laura’s statements capture many research participants’ attitudes towards coming out and 
disclosing one’s bisexuality. It would be wrong to suggest that none of the participants had 
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come out to their family, parents or partners, but they nevertheless do not agree with the 
coming out practice. Coming out refers to a personal speech-act to position oneself on the 
sexuality spectrum (see also M. Brown, 2000; Valentine, Skelton & Butler, 2003; Ward & 
Winstanley, 2005) and therefore is understood as a confession of being different; it makes 
one’s sexual identity a big deal. Coming out is not about just communicating one’s sexual 
identity (but see Orne, 2011 who actually uses this definition). The research participants 
understand it as a practice set within a dominant governing teleoaffective structure: it 
embodies the norm that heterosexuality is natural and that others need to explicitly reveal, 
or confess, their deviant sexual desires, attraction, and/or identities towards heterosexual 
people.
Making one’s bisexuality a ‘big deal’ does not match the position of bisexuality in participants’ 
daily lives and how they approach it: it is part of their being, but not all encompassing. In 
fact, Laura explains that she prefers to spontaneously disclose her bisexuality via verbal 
clues. Interestingly, she refers to attraction and desire when disclosing her bisexuality 
instead of referring to bisexuality as a sexual identity category or as a sense of belonging. 
Bisexual practices such as attraction to, desire for,  and fantasies about not only men or 
women that are invisible in doings become visible in explicit and more subtle verbal clues. 
On the basis of these interviews, I believe that bisexual practices such as desiring, being 
attracted, to, and fantasising about not only men or women (see Maliepaard, 2015a; Klein et 
al., 1985) become visible in sayings. It is, thus, fair to conclude that sayings predominantly 
constitute bisexual practices and are the most successful way of creating a bisexual display. 
6.6 Expressing bisexuality in practices
P: Yeah, the porn industry is very easy. I don’t need to hide anything, they are very happy with 
bisexual people. Because a lot of actors and actresses are only into straight sex… And I can do 
much more than that. I can do lesbian sex, or straight sex, but can also combine it. So they can 
use me for many scenarios. They are only happy with it [her bisexuality]. (Kim, Rotterdam)
This section shifts from general understandings (i.e. heteronormativity, mononormativity, 
and compulsory monogamy) and the difficulty of identifying bisexual practices to consider 
how practices, and in particular the teleoaffective structure, govern people’s sexual identity 
negotiations, expressions, and experiences. It is important to understand how bisexual people 
act in certain situations and why they act in these ways as this may shed light on how sexuality 
is governed in our daily lives (Maliepaard, 2015b). It will become clear in this section 
that focusing on these practices and the governing teleoaffective structures is important to 
understand why people express or do not express their bisexuality at work, at home, or in other 
spaces.
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The excerpt above shows how general understandings and practices interact and together 
provide numerous opportunities for one of the research participants to express her bisexuality 
in doings, sayings, and actions. Kim works in multiple occupations, including as a nude model, 
porn actress, and sex worker in a local sex club. This quote clearly shows how being bisexual 
and expressing bisexuality is nearly always relevant for Kim and that she can disclose her 
bisexuality in many different ways: she can act in lesbian sex scenes as well as in heterosexual 
sex scenes and everything in between. It is no problem at all for Kim to create a bisexual 
display by participating in sexual activities with men and women. 
Kim is the only participant who proactively creates a bisexual display through verbal, non-
verbal, and material clues. She promotes herself, on her website, as a horny bi(sexual) girl. 
As a hypersexualized sexual identity (e.g. Monro, 2015), bisexuality occupies a privileged 
position in the porn industry, bisexual women occupy a high status position in the hierarchy of 
the porn industry, and Kim makes use of this normativity. She believes that it is an enormous 
advantage to be bisexual, as a woman, as it helps her to get more shoots, bookings, and clients. 
Thus, her doings, sayings, and actions, which together create a bisexual display are not out 
of place but, in fact, are always relevant, appropriate and acceptable in order to reach certain 
ends, most importantly being successful at her job.
 
Of course, the porn industry, and the adult entertainment industry more generally, are distinct 
working practices in which explicit sex and sexuality are important features. Kim’s experiences 
are rather different from the experiences of other participants; in most other working practices 
discussions of sex, desire, and sexuality are often out of place. Lewis (2012) has argued that 
coming out is embedded in the journeys of gay men; these journeys can trigger people’s coming 
out or not coming out (see also Waitt & Gorman-Murray, 2011). Similarly, this section shows 
that practices can trigger bisexual disclosures or non-disclosure. Triggering does not mean that 
it determines what people do, but that practices govern people’s sexual identity negotiations.
P: It is not something that I would like to hide for people or certain groups of people. The thing 
is that people you don’t know really well, they don’t know about it. And at my work… Just 
because it is not the setting to have that kind of conversations [about sexuality and relationships] 
or to just talk about it. (Julia, Rotterdam)
Julia is one of the few participants who thinks and feels that it is important to express her 
bisexuality in order to contribute to the visibility of bisexuality in a heteronormative and 
mononormative society. However, she does not feel comfortable disclosing her bisexuality 
at the workplace because that is not the correct setting for conversations about sexuality 
and relationships. She works in healthcare and feels that it is not appropriate or acceptable 
to create a bisexual display or even mention her bisexuality to clients or colleagues. Julia is 
not the only research participant who works in healthcare. Another bisexual woman, Anita, 
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echoes Julia’s concerns that it is not appropriate to discuss sexuality in her workplace with 
either colleagues or clients. This emphasis on inappropriate and unacceptable actions reveals 
that separating work professionalism and one’s sexual life is the norm or the common sense, 
to use Browne’s (2007) words, in these working practices. 
 
P: My previous job, a lot of friends just knew it… I didn’t hide it. And now… [the previous job] 
was a university. My current job is somewhat different. I think that some colleagues know about 
it, just because we had some drunk conversations, the ones you have at work drinks.  (Bart, 
Amsterdam)
Bart used to work at a university in Amsterdam before changing his career; he currently 
works at a research/consultancy company in the same city. He did not hide his bisexual desire 
and experiences in his previous work environment, which he described as an open-minded 
bubble; interestingly, Bart also identified his colleagues as friends suggesting something more 
than just a professional relationship. By contrast, Bart understands his current workplace 
as outside this academic and open-minded bubble and does not discuss his sexual desires, 
behaviour, or identity with his colleagues. For him it is not appropriate or relevant to discuss 
his sexuality at his new workplace, at least not during working hours. 
The last sentence is important as he speculates that some people could know about his 
bisexuality because of conversations over drinks after work. Bart characterizes these 
conversations – “the ones you have at work drinks” – as the usual drunken talk at work drinks. 
In this context, he wants to disclose his same-sex desire and activities in provocative ways 
in order to establish his masculinity. Thus, aided by alcohol and a masculine atmosphere he 
expresses his bisexuality but also in ways that are acceptable: not too serious or vulnerable, 
but provocative and manifesting self-confidence.
Although the participants find it difficult to actually grasp the teleoaffective structure of 
their working practices, they also seem to have a certain common sense regarding sexual 
identity expressions. The teleoaffective structures of these working practices hierarchize the 
doings, sayings, and actions of the workplace to ensure professionalism and limit doings or 
conversations that seems to belong to private realms, in particular when it comes to sexuality. 
Rodó-de-Zárate’s (2017) discussion of affective inequalities – the deprivation of love, care, 
and solidarity – comes to mind when discussing how people feel less comfortable discussing 
their sexuality without really understanding where this discomfort comes from. I argue, 
however, that people are not trying to avoid discrimination, but that they think it is not relevant 
in these particular practices. For Bart, the after-work drink is one of the rare occasions to 
discuss sexuality, however, only because these conversations provide space for chitchat. 
However, people have their own action intelligibility or orientations towards ends and how 
things matter. These may align or not align with the teleoaffective structures that are at play.
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P: Yeah, at my workplace I don’t feel that need to… if someone would ask me, I think I would 
say that I am bisexual, but they don’t ask. I think so now because I am in a mood like ‘I don’t 
give a damn about anything’. (Brian, Rotterdam)
Brian works in the banking sector and understands his work as heteronormative and 
masculine. He stated that he would not discuss his sexuality with his colleagues, both 
because he does not feel the need to discuss it and because of this heteronormative and 
masculine atmosphere. Brian tells me, however, that he would, at this moment, disclose his 
sexuality if people were to ask him. This willingness to disclose his bisexuality manifests 
particular conditions of life, i.e. emotions and stances. First, he was in a euphoric mood 
during the interview because he had recently conquered his own uncertainties by actually 
approaching a girl in a nightclub, making out with her on the dancefloor, and making out 
with both this girl and her boyfriend as he also arrived on the dancefloor. This state of being 
is of vital importance to understand his disclosures. Second, and related, Brian’s stance 
towards his sexual desire and bisexuality had just changed.  He had recently come to accept 
his bisexuality after years of doubt and struggle and he currently feels very confident about 
his sexual desires and identity. Brian recalls a meeting with a girl in a local bar where he 
openly talked about giving blowjobs; his bisexual desire and identity are currently very 
important and this is manifested in his conversations with friends and others. There is no 
rationality to be observed in his willingness to disclose his sexuality towards colleagues at 
work, only emotions, moods, and stances.
P: And that one night in the queer club, I just bought tickets today for the next edition in 
September by the way, but the queer club is a beautiful metaphor for my stance towards it 
[bisexuality]. So I went there, identifying myself as straight… I did not take ecstasy but 4-FMP, 
which is similar but less strong (…) Then we [participant with a girl he met] started to dance 
and kiss. That was… if it was me, it was the best evening of my year. It could have stopped 
here. Because I finally dared to approach such a beautiful girl. So then, her boyfriend joined.. 
and that’s how I go with men, I accepted it. I didn’t look for it, but it was okay that he joined. 
(Brian, Rotterdam)
This extensive quote provides more insight into how conditions of life are manifested in 
people’s actions. Brian explains that 4-FMP makes him much more relaxed and cuddly, 
but also improves his self-confidence. In fact, using 4-FMP has an important impact on 
his moods, consciousness, and personality and therefore on his actions. His experience of 
what is acceptable changes for this moment, but also impacts his doings and sayings in 
other practices. This encounter manifests a new phase in his sexual and social life in which 
Brian embraces his bisexuality, his stance towards his sexual desires, and his personality: it 
manifests his boosted self-confidence. 
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This section focused on practices, in particular working practices, to understand why people 
often do not disclose their bisexuality and/or pansexuality. It becomes clear that people often 
do not find it relevant to discuss their sexuality in these particular practices or understand 
sexual identity disclosures as inappropriate. Unlike the young lesbian women in Rodó-
de- Zárate’s (2017) study, most of the research participants do not have particular rational 
strategies when it comes to disclosing one’s bisexuality. Their orientations towards ends 
and how things matter is important to understanding the ways in which people negotiate the 
teleoaffective structures of practices to disclose, or not disclose, their bisexuality. On most 
occasions, people’s disclosures manifest their wish and will to be open towards friends and 
others with whom they have a social connection, preferably a strong social connection, to 
be valued as a honest person by their social connections, and ultimately accepted for who 
they are. These experiences also resonate with Lewis’ (2012) argument that linear models 
of coming out/disclosure are overly simplistic and do not take into account how particular 
may trigger people to disclose or not disclose their sexuality.
6.7 Bisexual and bicultural
As elaborated on in the method section, one-third of the participants were bi-cultural, which 
means that either they or at least one of their parents was born outside the Netherlands. 
Most bi-cultural participants were of Surinamese descent, but born in the Netherlands. 
It is important to not only focus on sexual desire or identity, but also on other socially 
constructed categories such as gender and cultural background in order to understand how 
these intersect with each other (e.g. Monro, 2015; Oswin, 2008; Valentine, 2007).
I: So that [sexuality] is not something to be discussed in the family? 
P: No, not at all
I: Does that make it difficult to discover that and express it? 
P:  Ehm.. discovering not… Ehm… but talking about it yes. It would have never come  up to me 
to talk with my family about sex. People make jokes about it, for instance my cousins. When I 
was young, I had a cousin, we are not in touch anymore, but back in those days we could talk 
about sex,  but not with my friends. But we DID talk about sex, he [the cousin] was talking like 
“I had sex with this girl, and then I cheated on her with that girl”. So that was a big thing. But I 
never talked about it with, for example, my brother, my mother, or father. (Kendis, Rotterdam)
As Lewis (2016) concludes, a contextual understanding of the lives of bi-cultural people, 
in particular in relation to their everyday social milieus, is necessary in order to understand 
how their lives differ from native people (in this study ethnic Dutch people). Kendis is a 
Dutch woman of Surinamese descent and belongs to the Hindustani ethnic group which 
is one of the largest ethnic groups in Surinam. During the interview it becomes clear that 
she does not spontaneously disclose her bisexual identity to her family members for two 
reasons: fear of negativity and, secondly, disclosing her bisexuality would be inappropriate. 
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As serious conversations about sex or sexuality are not part of the family routines or 
practices it becomes difficult for Kendis to start a conversation about her own sexuality, 
identity, or relationship(s). Most bi-cultural participants, not only the ones of Surinamese 
descent, find it difficult to express their bisexuality because sexuality is a taboo topic within 
their ethnic communities: They believe that it would be inappropriate and unacceptable to 
initiate a conversation about their bisexuality. Another participant of Surinamese descent, 
who also co-organized erotic parties for bisexual women, had similar experiences. She did 
not want to come out to family members and talk about her own sexuality and sex life as 
it is not a subject for everyday conversations and interactions. This woman, however, was 
able to express her bisexuality by sharing advertisements for the erotic parties on her social 
media account. This way of disclosing her bisexuality was less personal and direct towards 
her family members and therefore less disruptive of family practices. 
It would be wrong, however, to only focus on the issue of whether disclosure of one’s 
sexual identity and desire is understood as acceptable or appropriate. Fear, particularly the 
fear of being rejected by parents or other family members, was also experienced by most 
bi-cultural participants1. People not only find it uncomfortable to discuss their sexuality, 
they can easily pinpoint the reasons why they do not feel at ease to disclose their attraction, 
desire, and/or fantasies about people of the same-sex or gender to members of their families: 
the risk or fear of rejection as a non-heterosexual son, daughter, sibling or cousin. Kendis, 
for instance, is scared that her parents would not accept her having a girlfriend. As Kendis 
reveals, it would be really difficult the moment she has a “sustainable relationship” with 
another woman and may want to disclose her bisexuality towards her parents. Two other 
bi-cultural participants had been rejected by their parents after coming out and are not in 
touch with them anymore.
This fear of rejection is not only manifested in people not disclosing their bisexuality to family 
members, but also in not expressing bisexuality in everyday practices in which they may 
encounter friends or acquaintances of family members. Irina is a young bisexual women of 
North African descent living with her parents in Rotterdam. Even her own bedroom in her 
parental house is experienced as unsafe as both Irina and her girlfriend are afraid of  being 
caught by Irina’s parents, in particular by her father. As such, they do not engage in doings, 
sayings, or actions that manifest intimacy as these are not appropriate or acceptable in the 
house. Irina also does not feel safe to walk hand-in-hand with her girlfriend in Rotterdam as 
relatives and acquaintances are “everywhere” in this city. She, therefore, continuously and 
consciously tries to visit other cities with her girlfriend to escape her family members and their 
acquaintances (see also Lewis, 2012 who makes the point that such escapes in which people 
emancipate themselves through place are rare). This manifests Irina’s desire, willingness, and 
energy to express her love for her girlfriend, hold hands and kiss her girlfriend, but also her 
understanding that they must travel to other cities, in the Netherlands and abroad, in order to 
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actualize this desire. Finally, her experiences also make clear that although people often do not 
reveal their sexuality within their families or towards members of the same ethnic group, they 
do have opportunities to disclose their bisexuality outside their ethnic communities and/or in 
more private environments with people they trust. Irina, for instance, has the chance to visit a 
number of queer friends in Rotterdam and express her love for her girlfriend in their homes.
6.8 Discussion & conclusion: bisexual spaces?
P: I am not going to Central Station and scream “I am bisexual”. I mean, not everyone needs to 
know it. (…) You know, it was different when I came out as transgender. I just came out of the 
closet and told nearly everyone that I am trans, without getting any questions from them. I came 
out as transgender without a reason, even on my CV and motivation letters. But this gave me a 
headache. I am just too exhausted to tell everyone. If they have any questions, ask me. That’s the 
same when it comes to my bisexuality. They can come up with questions and I answer them. I 
can’t lie. But.. I am not going to say “I am this, or I am that”. (Kelly, Amsterdam)
This paper has shown that people find it difficult to disclose their bisexuality. Participants find it 
difficult, if not impossible, to create a bisexual display as there is no practical understanding of 
what bisexual behaviour is and what bisexual doings are; mononormativity, heteronormativity, 
and compulsory monogamy are three general understandings that render bisexuality invisible 
in Dutch society. These general understandings prevent people from constituting, learning 
about, understanding, and imitating bisexual practices outside the bedroom. Bisexual people 
only seem to be able to express their bisexuality using verbal clues (sayings) in which they 
articulate bisexual practices such as desiring people of more-than-one gender or being attracted 
to people of more-than-one gender. The question is, however, whether people want to disclose 
their bisexual identity and/or desire.
The excerpt from Kelly, a bi-cultural woman from Amsterdam, provides a good summary 
of the stances of the participants towards disclosing their bisexuality and the importance 
of teleoaffectivity in people’s everyday lives. The phrase “not everyone needs to know it” 
suggests that Kelly does not find it relevant to scream her bisexuality from the rooftops. 
Kelly has also learned from previous experiences in which she continuously came out and 
expressed her transgender identity. She ended up being exhausted, but until that point it was 
relevant for her to do so. Nowadays she does not proactively come out or express her gender 
identity and social and medical transition but only talks about it when it comes up. Similar, 
her bisexuality is not relevant in large parts of her everyday life; she does not want to make 
it a big deal. It only is important for Kelly to disclose her bisexuality when people ask about 
her sexual attraction and identity. Not because her bisexuality itself is important – it is not 
an end to disclose her sexual identity or attraction – but  because she just does not want 
to lie to other people. In the end, Kelly’s expressions of bisexuality are a means to reach 
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certain ends; these expressions manifest the need to be honest and the wish to be valued as 
an honest and authentic person.
Kirsten McLean has suggested that most bisexuals do not actively disclose their bisexuality 
in everyday activities or spaces, and gay and lesbian communities in order to prevent harm 
(2007, 2008). Similar, James McLean (2003) concludes that many bisexual men consciously 
manage different identities in different spaces. Harm reduction can play a role in people’s not 
disclosing their bisexuality, but only provides a partial answer to why people do not disclose 
their bisexual identity. My research suggests that the vast majority of participants do not 
actively assume membership of a bisexual community or social group (see Maliepaard, 2017b; 
also Lingel, 2009); often because they understand that it is not acceptable or appropriate to 
discuss their sex lives in their daily practices; sexuality is often, for instance in most working 
practices, confined to the private realms. As the previous sections show, teleoaffectivity (i.e. 
people’s moods, emotions, stances, wishes, needs) plays a crucial role in the sexual identity 
negotiations of research participants.
These outcomes have an important impact on the identification of bisexual spaces as the sexual 
coding of spaces relies on verbal, non-verbal, and material clues – or appearances to paraphrase 
Hubbard (2008) – in which sexuality is expressed. As people rarely disclose their bisexuality 
and/or desire in everyday practices it is difficult to identify bisexual spaces. In fact, none of 
the objective spaces that I explored in this research, exist as a permanent or even sustained 
bisexual space. Even the home/household is not a bisexual space for everyone, or a safe space 
to explore and express ones bisexuality (see Gorman-Murray, 2008a, 2008b and Valentine 
et al., 2003 for discussions on home and family as complex spaces that might challenge or 
empower people’s non-heterosexuality) as Irina’s example reveals. It is therefore no surprise 
that bisexuality and bisexual people remain invisible in most practices (Maliepaard, 2017b). 
including in working practices, and, thus, workplaces. Bisexual participants, however, now 
and then disclose their bisexual identity and/or desire at work, school, or while participating 
in other everyday practices. These disclosures are seldom long conversations, and often not 
more than just a casual remark, answering a question, or participating in a short discussion or 
conversation on sexuality or sexual attraction. It means that bisexual spaces, conceptualized 
as spaces of bisexual appearances, exist as highly temporal and specific spaces. 
In their introduction to their 2007 book Geographies of Sexualities, Brown, Browne and Lim 
(2007) conclude that sexuality structures or governs our everyday space. This article takes 
a slightly different approach by arguing that practices, which constitute spaces (in line with 
Hubbard, 2008), predominantly govern sexuality in space, including the verbal, non-verbal, 
and material clues that express certain sexual identities, desires, attractions, and/or norms. 
Such a focus is in line with Schatzki’s theory of practice as it means understanding practices 
as the primary unit of analysis to understand both the lived experiences of sexual subjects and 
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the sexual coding of space. It also means that the spatiality of sexuality is constantly changing 
in the interactions between the practices – in particular their practical understanding and 
teleoaffective structure – and individuals’ agency (their teleoaffectivity) while participating in 
practices. I am convinced that this focus on practices, teleoaffectivity, and appearances aligns 
with Browne’s (2006) approach to queer geography, which renders categories of sex, gender, 
sexualities, and space fluid, and Hubbard’s (2008) focus on how sexual norms are maintained 
and performed in space through appearances.  
Focusing on people’s doings and sayings in everyday practices, as well as on the practical 
understanding, general understandings, and teleoaffective structures of these  practices, and 
connecting these doings and sayings with the sexual coding of spaces offers a next step to 
analyzing the production and fluidity of sexual(ized) spaces. It is, as this study shows, not only 
important to focus on sexual practices or on othering practices, i.e. heterosexualization practices 
(see Browne, 2007; Hubbard, 2008), but also on the organization of working practices, family 
practices, nightlife practices, and so on to understand how sexual practices and sexuality are 
governed by these everyday practices. Analyzing the teleoaffective structures may provide 
more insights into the norms, values and expectations of everyday practices and what is 
understood as (un)acceptable, (in)appropriate, and (ir)relevant in particular practices (and, 
thus, spaces). Inspired by Nicolini, who reminds us that ‘practices constitute the unspoken 
and scarcely noted background of everyday life [and] always need to be drawn to the fore, 
made visible and turned into an epistemic object in order to enter discourse’ (2009, p. 1382), 
I believe that thick descriptions of practices and of people’s doings and sayings are necessary 
to better grasp how sexuality and sexual norms are maintained and performed in practices and 
to get a more detailed understanding of the complexities and dynamics in the sexual coding 
of spaces.
To conclude, spaces only get a bisexual appearance when people agree upon bisexual practices 
and when people recognize these practices as bisexual practices. As Schatzki contends, a 
practice only becomes a practice when the participants ‘express an array of understandings, 
rules, and structure’ (2008, p. 106). Only through language people can articulate bisexual 
practices and give spaces a bisexual appearance. To conceptualize bisexual spaces as spaces 
of bisexual appearances stresses the temporality, specificity, and spontaneity of these bisexual 
spaces. It also implies that bisexual spaces are the result of people’s know-how, embodied 
experiences, skills, and conscious decision-making in everyday practices. As such, this 
conceptualization of bisexual spaces aligns with recent geographical work that focuses on 
the fluidity and complexity of sexual spaces and how spaces become sexualized and are 
experienced as sexualized. Finally, and related, this research has shown that conceptualizing 
sexual spaces as based on sexual appearances, expressed in doings, sayings, and actions, may 
provide a more accurate account of the constant dynamics in the (re)production of sexual(ized) 
space in everyday practices.
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Notes
1.  I did not observe fear of rejection by native Dutch participants, however, one man feared 
negativity from his father and two women experienced denial by their mothers. Several 
participants argued that discussing their bisexuality with their parents would feel 
inappropriate or uncomfortable because they never discussed sexuality or relationships 
before or do not have “that kind of social relation to discuss their sexuality”.
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7 Bisexual safe space(s) on the internet: 
Analysis of an online forum for bisexuals.
Abstract
Discussions on bisexual safe space(s) and online bisexual spaces are limited. This paper 
explores the potential of an online forum for bisexuals, their partners, and people who are 
interested in bisexuality to function as an online safe space. To understand whether the 
analysed forum is successful as a bisexual safe space, as conceptualised by Jo Eadie, I focus 
on the practices, as manifold of doings and sayings, that create the forum as well as on the 
embodied experiences of the participants. I conclude that oppressive regimes that are rooted 
in offline practices, that is, mononormative ideals, value, and orthodoxies, are repeatedly 
introduced by participants in their stories, questions, and replies. At the same time, sharing 
experiences and empowerment are core practices and have an impact beyond the forum 
itself. Finally, by focusing on emotions, moods, and ends we can understand why people 
take part in the practices that constitute the forum.
Keywords: bisexuality, cyberspace, online forum, safe space, practices, content analysis
7.1 Introduction
Understandings of bisexual (safe) spaces and online bisexual spaces are limited to a 
number of studies. Examples are studies about lesbian/bisexual experiences on MySpace 
(Crowley 2010), content analysis of bisexuals’ blogs and personal adds (George 2001, 
2011a), an essay reflecting on the impact of the internet on bisexual women (George 
2011b), and a number of studies on online sexual activities of bisexuals (e.g. Daneback 
et al. 2009). Unfortunately, studies into the importance of internet for bisexuals who are 
in the process of exploring their sexual preferences and identity/identities are lacking.
Already in 1993, Eadie argued that bisexual safe spaces are needed for three, interlinked, 
reasons. First, bisexuals need a space, or multiple spaces, free from oppressive regimes and 
social groups, in other words, spaces which are free from monosexual ideas, normativities 
and orthodoxies. I understand that the major oppressive regime is mononormativity, the 
institutionalisation of monosexuality. Second, bisexual safe spaces are needed to provide 
space for sharing experiences and setting agendas for bisexual activism. Empowerment 
of bisexuals and community building are two elements within Eadie’s call for bisexual 
safe spaces. Third, Eadie describes bisexual safe spaces as spaces free of fears and 
anxiety caused by members of oppressive groups. The call for bisexual safe spaces is still 
current, not in the last place seeing the disadvantaged social, physical, and mental health 
of bisexuals as compared to heterosexuals, gay men, and lesbian women as concluded in 
Dutch research (e.g. Felten & Maliepaard 2015) and Anglo-American research (Browne 
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& Lim 2008; San Francisco Human Rights Committee 2011; Barker et al. 2012a). For 
instance, Monro (2015) uses similar words to describe a bisexual community as a socio-
political space to find refuge from heterosexism and mononormativity, to connect with 
others, and to explore identity issues. The picture of bisexual safe spaces drawn by Eadie 
resembles much work on gay, lesbian, and queer spaces (see Oswin 2008; Maliepaard 
2015a for extensive discussions on queer space). Work on queer space celebrates 
queer spaces as spaces which are less impacted by heteronormative norms, values, and 
orthodoxies and provide symbolic and political power for non-heterosexuals (see e.g. 
Myslik 1996; Brown 2000). Nevertheless, work on bisexual spaces and geographies 
are lacking within contemporary geographies of sexualities (Bell 1995; Hemmings 
1997, 2002; McLean 2003; Brown et al. 2007; Maliepaard 2015a, 2015b). Empirically, 
Hemmings (1997) concluded that bisexual spaces do not exist except for some bisexual 
conference spaces and support groups. Possibly we can add bisexual parties as well (Voss 
et al. 2014). While there is much to criticise on the work of, for instance, Hemmings 
and Eadie (see Maliepaard 2015a, 2015b), the notion of bisexual safe spaces is still 
underexplored – especially in relation to the Internet and online activities. I will shed 
light on the potential of the Internet to function as a safe space, or a manifold of safe 
spaces, but also its limitations for the bisexual respondents.
This paper will focus on the Internet as potential safe space for bisexuals and focuses in 
particular on one of the largest forums which specifically focuses on bisexuals, people who 
are interested in bisexuality, and partners of bisexuals. I purposefully limit this paper to 
the analysis of one explorative survey and the content of one of the main forums in the 
Netherlands and therefore I exclude a whole range of other websites ranging from dating 
websites, LGBT organisations, small support groups, erotic content, and more (see e.g. 
Maliepaard 2014 for a summary of these websites). Before introducing my methods and 
this forum, I will discuss online safe spaces. This paper will end with an analysis of the 
forum and a short discussion on cyberspace, safe space, and the interrelatedness of online 
and offline practices.
7.2 Cyberspace = safespace?
In 2002, Alexander introduced a special issue on representations of LGBT people and 
communities on the worldwide web. He argues that ‘it is worth asking how computer 
technology is being used by queers to communicate, make contact with others, create 
community, and tell the stories of their lives’ (Alexander 2002a, p. 77). Seldom is the internet, 
due to its anonymity, availability, and crossing boundaries of distance and space, not seen 
as a potentially fruitful space for LGBT people to explore their sexual attraction, sexual 
identity, and their self (e.g. McKenna & Bargh 1998; Rheingold 2000; Subrahmanyam et 
al. 2004; Ross 2005; Hillier & Harrison 2007; De Koster 2010; George 2011; DeHaan et 
al. 2013).
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These viewpoints come close to a strand of theories which sees cyberspace as a ‘disembodying 
experience with transcendental and liberating effects’ (Kitchin 1998, p. 394). In this reading, 
cyberspatial interaction provides unrestricting freedom of expression as compared to real-
world interaction (Kitchin 1998) – particularly helpful for minority groups as they face 
oppression in their everyday offline lives. Munt et al. (2002) explore the multiple functions 
of an online forum such as identity formation, sense of belonging, and sense of community. 
They conclude that ‘(the forum) allows participants to prepare, discuss, and shape their 
material or lived identities in advance of offline-affiliation. The site is positioned as both a 
place in which an individual can shape her identity prior to entering lesbian communities’ 
(Munt et al. 2002, pp. 136). In other words, the analysed forum provides the participants 
with a space to share their offline lives and offline live experiences and the forum provides, 
at the same time, tools to negotiate someone’s sexual identity in offline spaces. It would be 
tempting to conclude that online spaces are safe spaces – ‘safety in terms of support and 
acceptance  (particularly for marginalised people)’ (Atkinson & DePalma 2008, p. 184) – 
for sexual minority members due to its anonymity and potential as described in a number of 
studies. Nevertheless cyberspaces, including forums, can be risky spaces for sexual identity 
construction and even mirroring everyday offline processes of identity construction and 
negotiations. For instance, essentialist notions of sexual identities may exist (Alexander 
2002b), power relations are present (Atkinson & DePalma 2008), and cyberspaces may 
be less queer than expected (Alexander 2002b). Atkinson and DePalma (2008, p. 192), for 
instance, conclude that ‘these spaces, as much as any physically embodied discussion, are 
heavily populated with assumptions, antagonisms, fears, and power plays’. In other words, 
the sharp divide between online and offline spaces and realities does not justify the more 
complex reality (see also Kitchin 1998). In fact, focusing on the conceptualisation of cyber 
space as, for instance, utopian space or disconnected with offline space lacks ‘appreciation 
of the many and varied ways in which cyberspace is connected to real space and alters the 
experience of people and communities whose lives and concerns are inextricably rooted in 
real space’ (Cohen 2007, p. 225).Cyberspace is not just one space but a complex myriad 
of practices and activities which are constantly connected with practices and activities in 
the everyday offline world. As such it is ‘most usefully understood as connected to and 
subsumed within emerging, networked space that is inhabited by real, embodied users and 
that is apprehended through experience’ (Cohen 2007, p. 255).
From a more-than-representational approach, Van Doorn (2011) approaches virtual 
spaces as spaces in which actualisation of the virtual takes place. He finds inspiration 
in discussions on the ‘virtual’ and ‘actual’ (for instance, Lim 2007; McHugh 2009). Van 
Doorn argues that virtual spaces can contribute to actualisation of the virtual through text, 
pictures, and videos. As such, he sees virtual spaces as performative spaces in which virtual 
and concrete elements come together. As such, hybrid spaces, experiences, and practices 
are created (see Jordan 2009). It also opens up the possibility to think of cyberspaces as 
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spaces in which bisexuals can actualise their bisexuality, bisexual attraction and desire. 
Understanding virtual spaces, including the analysed online forum, as bundles of practices, 
it is important to focus on how these practices are constituted. Inspired by geographer and 
philosopher Schatzki (2008), I focus on the doings and sayings, including the manifested 
moods, emotions, and ends, to analyse whether the online forum is a bisexual safe space as 
conceptualised by Eadie (1993).
7.3 Methods
This paper is part of a wider research project into bisexuals and their online activities 
(Maliepaard 2014). An explorative survey was designed and launched via the website 
www.thesistools.com. I distributed the link of the survey via different LGBT organisations, 
websites, and Facebook pages/groups, after getting in touch with contact persons at these 
organisations and asking for permission to share the link. As such, the data might be biased 
by a ‘pink’ emphasis and, thus, might not be representative of the whole of the bisexual 
population in the Netherlands1. Furthermore, we need to keep in mind that the bisexual 
community is an extremely diverse community and we need to treat this community in 
light of this (see Barker et al. 2012b). In the introduction text for the link I explained the 
research purposes and my target group: people who identify as bisexual and people who are 
behaviourally bisexual. The survey is now ‘offline’ and the efforts of 76 respondents were 
judged to be useful for analysis 
Coming from the explorative survey I followed up the analysis with a content analysis of 
one of the main online forums targeted at bisexuals – or at least people who are attracted to 
more-than-one gender. The content of this forum is freely accessible, however, I will refrain 
from using the real name of the forum due to ethical reasons. While George (2011) decided 
not to publish one of the analysed blogs – because of a lack of comments – I will discuss 
the topics because they are already in the public domains. A decision was also made not to 
mention the user names of the forum members. While those user names are often not the 
real names of the persons in everyday offline life, mentioning the user names might lead to 
their messages, profiles, and other information to be discovered on the forum. Of course, 
it is impossible to fully protect the anonymity of the forum members who are active on an 
open forum. I, however, strive towards as much anonymity as possible. The content was 
analysed using NVivo version 7 (QSR International, Brisbane). All quotes are originally in 
Dutch as this is the only language which is allowed on this online forum. I translated the 
quotes into English and cross-checked my translation with a bilingual English/Dutch native 
speaker. 
It should be said that this paper has several important limitations. While there are several 
other forums dedicated to sexual minorities (including a specific coming-out forum), only 
a few forums which specifically target bisexuals were found. Of course, I am aware that 
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my position as participant in bisexual communities, next to my position as Ph.D. candidate, 
colours my interpretation of the forum content and the survey results.
7.4 Bisexuality online?
Coming from the survey, many respondents value the anonymity of the internet to perform 
their bisexuality and create a bisexual display, while this is often impossible or very limited 
in everyday offline life. For instance:
In that sense it [the internet] is a good source of visibility, and as such it also supports me in 
expressing my sexuality in the way that I experience it (regardless of the dominant opinions 
which appear to exist about it). (Anouk, 27 years old, bisexual woman)
I feel more secure on the internet than in real life. (Henk, 26 years old, bisexual man)
My bisexuality is a difficult thing for my straight partner, so on the internet I am bi/gay oriented 
and in my relationship I am straight. (Richard, 58 years old, bisexual man)
Answering the survey question ‘what is the most important added value of bi-specific or 
bi-oriented websites, chat rooms, forums, and internet pages’, many respondents say that 
they want to get in touch with others who desire more-than-one gender. This can be read as 
the perceived and experienced potential of the internet for meeting other bisexuals; to talk, 
to get informed, to get support, and give support. Already the idea that the internet provides 
chances to get in touch with people who have the same sexual desires, experiences, and 
struggles is seen as an added value of bi-specific websites, forums, chat rooms, etc. The 
Internet, and forums in particular, could be conceived as virtual spaces in which bisexuals 
can meet each other in safe environments which is less likely to happen in offline spaces. 
Not all cyberspace is safe space:
In my experience, bisexuality is often not taken seriously by the gay community nor the straight 
community, and the inclusion of bisexuality on websites is only paying lip-service. In my 
opinion, both scenes cater one part of you. This is harmful as bisexuals might face issues which 
do not exist for people who are exclusively gay or straight. (Marije, 24 years old, bisexual 
woman)
The following sections discuss one of the largest Dutch bi-specific forums which has 
been online since 20102. I will discuss its potential to serve as safe space for the visitors 
participants in two different sections. As three of the top 10 most viewed topics are about 
identity and coming out, the focus is on both themes to respectively discuss the presence/
absence of oppressive regimes and the importance of sharing experiences.
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7.5 Sexual identity and mononormativity
The discovery of one’s attraction to more-than- one gender can be everything but 
straightforward, and might lead to confusion, doubts, and even mental crises. There are 
a number of topics/threads related to this, for  instance: ‘Am I bi?’, ‘Bi or not bi?’, ‘So, 
bisexual in the end?’, ‘doubt’ or ‘totally confused’ 3. These questions or statements are not 
only meant to attract visitors to the thread, but also manifest emotions and moods by the 
participant who created the thread. Mental locutions such as ‘doubt’ and ‘totally confused’ 
express the state of being of the participants, but also give an impression on the purpose 
of participants’ participation in the forum. While such threads are not always very lengthy, 
most of them have multiple replies. The essence of the first topic is often to draw a picture 
of ones considerations, explorations, experiences and doubts.
One thread, named ‘doubt’ sums up the confusion and considerations of a 21 year old girl, 
Sarah, who has already struggled for over seven years with her sexual preferences and 
sexual identity:
• For me, flirting with men, comes easier and more naturally
• I enjoy having a date with a woman more
• I find kissing or having sex with a man hotter/hornier, while I feel it is more beautiful/
comfortable to do this with a woman.
• I sometimes desire to have sex with a man, but the second I visualise this it repulses me.
• Seeing two women together I find nice/pleasant/hot/horny. I also feel this for a man and a 
woman being together (as long as I don’t see male genitalia)
Sarah introduces her struggle with her sexual attraction and identity by writing down a list 
of statements, considerations, and chains of thought. These statements manifest not only 
her tendency to think and understand things in binaries (e.g. Yoshino 2000 on ontic and 
cognitive reasons why bisexuality is neglected or erased), but mainly her uncertainty and 
confusion whether she is more attracted to men or women. Through participating at the 
forum and this writing, Sarah aims to explore and identify her sexual identity. This becomes 
even more obvious in the following excerpt in which she actively discusses bisexuality as 
a possible sexual identity:
I sometimes wonder if I am not just straight and now, because when I was 13 I decided I might 
be bi and started telling people this, I now don’t have a choice anymore. Or perhaps I am only 
attracted to women, but because I used to feel that it was socially desirable that I was attracted 
to men I also dated men. 
Both excerpts from the same post, also show how a normative and habitual practice as 
exploring one’s sexuality, or sexual identity development, is continued at this online 
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forum. Sarah’s argumentation reflects the dominance of the monosexual social ideology, 
which frames sexual attraction and sexual as fixed, binary, and mutually exclusive. Not 
surprisingly, she is not the only participant to introduce arguments and chains of thought 
based on monosexuality. The first replier, Antonio, addresses the monosexual logic: ‘I think 
you should continue focusing on your feelings and follow these. And anyway why would 
you need to make a choice between men or women? Perhaps you can also love both’. Sarah 
replies:
 
That I am attracted to both men and women is indeed also the conclusion that I keep coming 
back to. But for one reason or another, I find this difficult to accept and deal with this conclusion. 
I feel like things would be easier for me to accept and it would give me peace if I was either 
straight or lesbian. I feel this despite knowing that I will probably never be able to conclude I 
am one or the other. 
The thread continues by focusing on another line of argumentation related to monosexuality. 
Sarah argues that she finds being bisexual problematic because of her perception that 
bisexuals will miss a man while in a relationship with a woman and vice versa. Following 
this line of argumentation she recalls societal stigmas and stereotypes of bisexuals as she 
brings up her ideas of necessarily dating men and women to perform their bisexual identity 
or to create a bisexual display (see Hemmings 2002; Hartman 2013). She also problematizes 
bisexual identities, not surprisingly seeing the many, binary and nonbinary, definitions of 
bisexuality.
Following Antonio, also other forum participants signal both the monosexual ideology and 
bisexual stereotypes and create alternative argumentations to address the diversity within 
bisexuals and implicitly challenge negative societal discourses on bisexuality. For instance, 
Gerard questions Sarah’s idea of bisexuality and explains that bisexuality comes in many 
forms and intensities: 
being bisexual, or something close, does not mean that you desire needs to be fiftyfifty [men 
and women]. It can be very complex. Falling in love with women, but not wanting to have sex 
with them. Or the other way around, falling in love with men, but no desire to have sex with 
them or . . . 
One of the forum moderators posted a similar reply to Sarah’s doubts and questions in 
which he stresses that there is no blueprint for being bisexual. This moderator, but also a 
number of forum member(s) try to create a space in which monosexuality is addressed and 
challenged’ nevertheless many participants bring into question their sexual identity and/or 
attraction in relation to binary thinking. The following quote from a 17 year old girl (Sanne) 
is another example of bringing bisexual stereotypes into the bisexual forum:
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I think that I am in love with that friend, I feel hot inside when I think of her. Does this mean 
that I am lesbian? Or am I bi? Because I have been in love with guys. And if I am in love with 
her, do I need to tell her? 
And if I am in love with her, should I tell her? I am very scared to lose her if I tell her, because 
I don’t know if she is bi because she just has a boyfriend. She did kiss a girl, but I don’t know 
whether that was serious or just trying something. 
Sanne finds herself in a complex situation as she might be in love with one of her female 
friends whereas she previously had a boyfriend and she really loved him. The excerpt 
manifests her idea that she needs to choose one gender, but also her idea that her friend 
might not be bisexual as she has a boyfriend and does not know whether she kissed a girl 
for fun or because her friend really is bisexual. This last part reflects the societal difficulty 
to conceptualise bisexuality and bisexual identities. 
Nevertheless, some threads show how the bi-specific forum has the potential of becoming 
a space open for non-monosexual desires and identities. One of these topics, ‘I am straight, 
but cocks make me horny’, is created by a man, Richard, who identifies as heterosexual, but 
also desires cocks. He introduces the topic as:
Am straight, I only fall for girls. When I see a boy, I feel nothing. But I become horny when I 
see a nice dick, this is when I get fantasies about sucking off a beautiful dick. And have sex with 
it. But then, when I see the face all my horniness disappears immediately. Help me out!!! Am 
I the only person who has such thoughts or are there more people who have such feelings???
Richard’s writing manifests that he wants to emphasise his straight sexual orientation and 
desire. Through writing down short sentences he presents his sexual identity and desire as 
facts and, therefore, rejects a bisexual identity or being attracted to men. Richard clearly 
struggles with his desire to suck a nice cock, and have sex with a cock but not with the man 
attached to the penis. His visit to this bisexuality forum could be understood as an attempt 
to reveal the feelings and desires and to encounter open-minded people with, hopefully, the 
same experiences. Richard’s uncertainty is answered by many replies (this topic has a total 
of 34 messages), mainly from other men (although the first reply is from a bisexual woman 
who finds it exciting to see two gay/bisexual men having sex).
This topic opens up discussions by men who have similar experiences and similar struggles, 
while others give advice about how to deal with this fantasy (i.e. just do it!). Sex cinemas, 
darkrooms, and glory holes are mentioned as potential offline spaces in which this desire 
can be explored and actualized without being intimate with the male body as well. Clearly 
online spaces cannot satisfy this desire and likely the online advice and suggestions can 
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be implemented in his offline life. Following this thread, we see people who struggle with 
their sexual identity. Am I bisexual? I am not one hundred per cent straight, but what am I? 
Again we can see how problematic bisexual identities can be and how participants address 
identity categorisations. One of the former moderators introduced the terms ‘bi-curious’ and 
‘hetero-flexible’ in this thread, while another member (Hendrik) writes:
Hello, HUMAN BEING!! . . . and whether that is so called straight-lesbian-bi-gaytrans- asexual 
or whatever name some people think it should be given. If it was me, and this has been expressed 
by others in this topic, I wouldn’t worry about the question of whether you are one or the other. 
The message of Hendrik, and in particular this excerpt, already shows the eagerness of this 
member to show empathy and support to Richard. By addressing him, in capitals, as human 
being, Hendrik queers the discussion which is centred around the question ‘who am I’? This 
message manifests Hendrik’s attitude that people do not need to take up positions on the 
sexuality spectrum nor need to be bisexual to participate in this forum. He, thus, rejects the 
narrowness of identity categories, but at the same time makes sure that people who identify 
as straight, gay, asexual, lesbian, or trans do also feel welcome to participate. Also other 
forum members showed their rejection of sexual identity labels in this thread, a state of 
being which is quite common among bisexuals (see Bradford 2004; Betts et al. 2008), and 
therefore open up the forum for people from all sexualities.
7.6 Sharing coming out experiences
Asking questions and sharing experiences are two of the practices that make up a large 
part of the analysed forum. Participants not only ask for advice on their sexual identity 
explorations, identity definitions, and acceptance, but also on living with bisexuality. One 
of the most important topics is coming out as bisexual or, to a lesser extent, disclosing one’s 
bisexuality. As observed by McLean (2007), the coming out imperative is a widespread 
conviction that people who are not heterosexual need to come out as gay, lesbian, or 
bisexual. This imperative is also introduced by many participants on the forum, mainly 
related to questions how to come out (as if it implies a structure, particular doings, and 
sayings), and when. One member with the user name Steven starts a new topic named ‘life 
with bisexuality’:
After many years, finally last weekend I admitted to myself that I am bi. I convinced myself for 
many years that it would go away. For many years I have felt insecure and my life was being 
influenced by this insecurity – it was at this point I realise that I needed to accept the situation. 
I have talked to my mother about this and she told me that it doesn’t matter to her as long as I 
am healthy. No one else knows about it. While I am not really scared that my family will not 
understanding my bisexuality, I have been struggling for days now with the question: What 
now? (. . .) I know my story does not sound very heavy, but I hope someone can give me some 
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advice or tips on how to proceed. I am a rather shy person and I am very scared about sharing 
my story with anyone else and this is really upsetting me.
By introducing his topic, Steven presents his current state of being such as his shy nature 
and his struggle with multiple emotions (e.g. fear and being upset), including his attitude 
towards his bisexuality; he struggled for many years with his attraction to more-than-one 
gender and after, finally, accepting his bisexuality, he now struggles with coming out or 
‘sharing his story’. He does not explicitly asks for advice, tips, and others to share their 
coming out experiences, but he ‘hopes that someone can give me some advice or tips’. I 
interpret this sentence as an illocutionary speech-act to stimulate others to give tips on the 
basis of their personal experiences.
While Steven did not receive any replies related to his ‘what now?’ question, Anneke 
explicitly framed her topic: ‘how am I going  to tell my social environment?’. Anneke, a 
27 year old girl, writes about her fear of coming out as bisexual in her social environment 
(especially to her family) and finally dares to tell her best friend about her desire for more-
than-one gender. Moderator Hans: ‘The fact that you told your best friend and that you are 
telling your story on this forum is already a first step to be more open with and about your 
feelings. This can also be a great relief’. While Anneke was quite scared to tell her story, 
partly because she expects or perceives that her mother and father will not accept this as 
they are living in a heteronormative place, the moderator makes sure that coming out on 
this bi-specific forum is already an important step. In fact he continues with: ‘For all your 
questions you are welcome on this forum. Also read the stories of others, if you have not 
already done so’. I interpret the moderator’s reply as an attempt to articulate that the forum 
is also a space for sharing experiences. While the moderator does not pressure Anneke, or 
others, to share their experiences, he uses his own posts (in many other threads as well) to 
stress this element of sharing experiences; this sharing could be understood as empowering 
both the participants and the lurkers. 
Nevertheless, the thread evolves in an interaction between mainly two members (Anneke 
and Chris, an older bi-man) in which the latter stresses the importance of being yourself and 
finding your own happiness. He stressed his older age and troubled personal experience to 
support Anneke in making her own decision. Anneke explains that some of her friendships 
were ended by her friends when she came out and, also, became victim of verbal abuse and 
demeaning stereotyping (see Knous 2006) by one of her friends. Via lengthy discussions, 
Chris supports Anneke in her exploration, personal acceptance, and her external coming out 
process. He writes in multiple posts that one can face difficulties, internal and external, but 
that coming out is a personal choice which should be done when you are ready to come out 
to your parents: ‘Again a long story, but you will find the right moment to start telling it or 
do something with it . . . Don’t be impatient or become frustrated as this will work against 
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you’. As this quote reveals, Chris writes in a personal and even paternal manner. While 
other members try to help by giving advice about ways to tell your parents that you are 
bisexual or share their (negative) experiences, it can be read that Chris wants to make her 
feel at ease with her bisexuality and to reduce her coming out stress.
A third thread/topic is by Leffe who had a girlfriend, but only accepted his bisexuality one 
and half months ago. Now the relationship is over and nobody knows, except for his ex-
girlfriend, that he is bisexual: 
Leffe: In this period I would like to remain single and experiment a bit. Whether I will continue 
with a boy or girl in the future is something I don’t know. Because of this I feel insecure about 
coming out and I am very scared about what my surroundings will think about it. (. . .) Victoria: 
It is all about what YOU feel best with. I have a lot of life experience (sadly) and my experience 
is that you can lie as much as you want to other people, but lying to yourself – that is like taking 
poison. Lying to yourself does not need to mean that you don’t recognise that you are bi, it can 
also mean that you don’t behave that way you feel and are. Pretending to be different, or to be 
closed, not opening up to others is SO MUCH harder and heavier than the possible negative 
reactions you may need to endure from your environment. Honesty is the best policy, especially 
there where it will really reduce your stress.
Also Victoria makes it personal by writing YOU in capitals and to focus upon Leffe and his 
confusion and anxiety. Stressing her life experience, she warns him to always be himself 
as that might prevent a lot of harm and stress. Also this member sees coming out as a 
final stage of developing a healthy sexual identity and a healthy life. While saying this, 
Victoria also questions why someone needs to participate in the coming out practice as 
sexuality is a private issue. An opinion that is widely shared on the forum and in society 
at large. Sexual preferences, sexual acts, and sexual performances are often seen as part of 
someone’s private life and private spaces (see also Duncan 1996; Monro 2005). One other 
forum member (Maria) introduces a topic ‘coming out to friends’ as she needs support to 
balance her wishes to come out to her best friends, without being openly bisexual to others:
I know, for a bit, that I am bisexual (about a year) and I also revealed it to my boyfriend. It is no 
issue for him, and I am very happy that I can discuss this with him. I do not want to be out and 
loud bisexual, but I want to tell my three best friends as I am very close with them.
Not surprisingly, Maria receives positive posts which emphasise that coming out would 
only help if you feel that it is the right moment to come out and, of course, only she knows 
her friends. One member acknowledged that it is also difficult for her to find the ‘right 
moment’ to come out. Interestingly, Maria herself did not reply anymore to the four replies 
she got. Seeing this, I wonder if she would expect these replies or more blueprint guidance 
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on how to come out and when.
While replies are often supportive, not all threads receive positive replies. Regarding bisexual 
blogging, George (2011, p. 326) concludes that: ‘not all feedback is welcome. Unpleasant, 
critical, unsupportive, trivializing comments can be dispiriting and discouraging’. Still, 
George concludes that the vast majority of feedback is positive. This conclusion holds truth 
for the analysed coming out topics of the bi-forum. The positive replies and the many efforts 
of a few members, next to the moderator(s), who often comment and also guard (or ‘host’) 
the forum, provides me (as bisexual) with the feeling that I am at home in a space which is 
not regulated by heteronormativity and monosexuality – possibly also other members and 
lurkers have such an embodied experience. 
As a researcher, I interpret the efforts of these forum regulars, as a way for them to create 
a bisexual display for themselves as well. They not only will be read as bisexuals by others 
participants (including lurkers), these contributors also play an active role in creating and 
validating (i.e. actualisation of) their own bisexuality. While some of them are ‘out and 
proud’, others still struggle with validating their bisexuality and making their sexual identity 
visible in offline and online spaces.
7.7 Discussion
This paper provides an analysis of an explorative survey and a content analysis of one major 
online forum for bisexuals and bisexuality. Recalling Eadie’s conceptualisation of a bisexual 
safe space as free from oppressive regimes and social groups, spaces to share experiences and 
setting agendas, and spaces free of fears and anxiety caused by members of the oppressive 
groups, we only can understand the analysed forum as partially succeeding in creating a 
bisexual safe space. The analysed forum clearly aims to be a safe space for bisexuals and for 
discussing bisexuality. This becomes clear when reading the introduction of the forum (‘this 
is a space to discuss bisexuality’) and the forum rules. For instance, the forum rules explicitly 
try to create a safe environment for people, as disrespectful comments related to gender, 
sexual orientation, race, or whatsoever (i.e. oppressive regimes and groups marginalising 
more vulnerable groups) are forbidden and participants may receive a ban from one of the 
forum moderators. When looking at the doings and sayings that constitute the practices, we 
need to conclude that the forum as bisexual safe space is a mixed success. 
Oppressive regimes, in here understood as people who produce and reproduce mononormativity, 
are still present on the analysed forum by virtue of monosexual ideas and argumentations in 
the bundles of practices e.g. asking questions, sharing stories, giving advice, coming out, 
sexual identity explorations, etc.) that constitute the forum. Both the idea that people need 
to choose and the feeling that being straight or lesbian/gay is easier as compared to being 
bisexual reflect how the monosexual ideology is institutionalized in everyday practices. I 
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have already depicted a number of stereotypes regarding bisexuals and bisexual identities; 
and these stereotypes are part of the argumentations, ideas, and experiences introduced in 
different posts. Offline practices, and embodied experiences, not only are interwoven with 
online spaces but partially constitute these online spaces. Although monosexual ideas are 
addressed and challenged, I do not interpret the analysed space as a counterhegemonic queer 
space. As such, I agree with Alexander (2002b) that online spaces might be less queer than 
expected.
At the same time, the forum is a valuable resource for people who are looking for advice, tips, 
confirmation, and possibilities to construct their own stories and identities. The forum provides 
a means to share personal stories, ask questions, read other personal stories, and in the end 
is a space to support and empower people who struggle with their sexual attraction(s), self-
acceptance, coming-out, and/or, disclosing their sexuality. Online realities and experiences 
become part of more offline based practices such as sexual identity development, coming 
out, and sexual identity negotiations. As such, the forum might prepare participants to cope 
with living in mononormative environments instead of preparing them for participating in 
bisexual communities. In the words of Van Doorn (2001), virtual space might contribute to 
the actualisation of someone’s desire for people of more-than-one gender and the actualization 
of a bisexual identity. The analysis presented here confirms previous research that online 
forums can be attractive and helpful for people who struggle with their (deviant) sexuality 
(e.g. McKenna & Bargh 1998; Hillier & Harrison 2007; De Koster 2010; George 2011).
It is in the context of same-sex attracted young people’s often negative experiences of their 
immediate physical world and the lack of places in which they can explore and practice same-
sex attraction, that the internet can provide a place for important developmental tasks. (Hillier & 
Harrison 2007, pp. 84–85)
While the internet is often seen as a medium in which anonymity prevails, the threads give 
me the impression that the forum is very personal, encouraging, and supportive. Although 
people use user names and avatars, they try to make it personal by writing styles (including 
the use of emoticons) that mirror personal face-to-face interactions and by sharing sensitive 
information. The many supportive posts, word, choices, and overall tone of the forum are 
remarkable. Reading the introduction posts and replies provide a wealth of information as 
these writings all manifest emotions, moods, state of beings and ends. Participating in the 
practices that constitute this forum, in particular reading, asking questions and replying, give 
me the feeling of being home at this forum. While geographer Kitchin (1998) speaks about 
the use of cyberspace as a disembodying experience with liberating effects, I understand its 
liberating effects as rooted in the embodied experiences. The following quote is from Stan 
and is a reply in the aforementioned thread ‘I am straight, but cocks make me horny’:
People, such wonderful and honest replies! I am new to this forum and today I posted my first 
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message. I wrote a vague and lengthy post to describe myself, and yet what do I see? Honest 
and open reactions to the question posted by Richard – a post by Richard which describes and 
explains how I feel. Moreover, the many clear, simple, and friendly reactions have made me 
realise that I am on the right forum! Also the last response made by Hendrik is beautiful . . . to 
be human and to be yourself . . . All of these beautiful answers, also Anouk! Wonderful answers! 
To conclude, I believe that the potential of a bisexual safe space relies on a combination 
of the framing of the forum as a place to discuss bisexuality, forum rules, participants’ 
understanding of the forum as a potential safe space, and relevance of the forum for the 
individual participants. As such, the embodied experience of the practices that constitute 
such a forum, manifested in doings and sayings (i.e. writings), should be the primary focus 
for further research on the relevance and functionality of online safe spaces and the impact 
of cyberspaces on our ‘offline’ lives. 
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Notes
1.  Sociologist Erwin Heyl suggests that the majority of the bisexuals are not part of LGBT 
movements, organisations, or other LGBT spaces 
2.  In January 2013, moderator ‘Hans’ summarized three years of activity on this forum: 
8,065 messages in 1,309 topics/threads, by 872 forum members. Nowadays, the activity 
on the forum can be characterised as busy and silent in waves.
3.  Not only the topic names might reveal the identity confusion, to a lesser extent this is 
valid too for the chosen user names of forum members. Language does.
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8 Conclusion
8.1 Summary
It has been argued by Surya Monro (2016) that researchers with an interest in bisexuality 
research need to take some significant steps in order to enrich bisexual theorising. One 
of these steps is engaging in interactions with broader social theories and, I would add, 
geographical theories. Similarly, geographies of sexualities can benefit from studying 
bisexuality and bisexual subjects, but also bisexual theorising, to understand how sex, 
gender, and sexuality are organised in our contemporary Western society (e.g. chapter three). 
This study is a first attempt to engage with both spatial theorising and bisexual theorising to 
understand the diverse sexual identity negotiations of people who identify as bisexual. As 
stated in the introduction, I refer to sexual identity negotiations as negotiations to disclose 
or not disclose one’s bisexuality in one’s everyday life. The focus on everyday life is limited 
to a number of spaces, in particular the house(hold), relationship(s), workplace, school/
university, nightlife, and on the internet.
This final chapter aims to position this study in relation to the geographies of sexualities 
literature and the relevant studies that engage with bisexual theorising. I believe that this 
study reveals four important findings (1) participants do contest the coming out imperative, 
(2) they want to disclose their bisexuality when it is relevant to them, (3) people find it 
difficult to express their bisexuality in doings and sayings, and (4) research participants 
often passively pass as heterosexual or gay/lesbian because their doings, sayings, actions, 
and possible material and visual clues are being read in binary terms.
As Schatzki (2002, 2008) frequently stresses, practices are not just the manifold of doings 
and sayings but organised activities that are governed by a practical understanding, 
explicit rules, some general understandings, and a teleoaffective structure. To understand 
the coming out practice, it is important to focus on both the practical understanding and 
the teleoaffective structure of this practice. The coming out practice is, like every other 
practice, a normative practice, however it seems to have, according to the participants, a 
very clear-cut and heteronormative build-up. Coming out is mainly a linguistic practice in 
which people position themselves, through specific speech-acts, on the sexuality spectrum 
as non-heterosexual. In fact, this positioning is understood as the final stage of developing 
and accepting one’s sexual identity. At the same time, it also means confessing one’s non-
heterosexuality towards heterosexual people and, in the case of people who are bisexual, 
pansexual, or otherwise non-monosexual, also towards lesbian women and gay men (also 
McLean, 2007, 2008). Confessing implies a hierarchy and the one who needs to confess 
is lower in the hierarchy as compared to the ones people are confessing to. This means 
that bisexuality is understood as a marginalised (and perhaps inferior) sexual identity as 
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compared to heterosexuality (and homosexuality). This confessing can be observed in 
phrases such as “I need to tell you something”. Finally, the coming out practice means 
making a big deal from one’s sexuality – a complete emphasis on one’s sexual identity – 
whereas there are different ways to express one’s bisexuality without making it a big deal 
(see also Wandrey et al., 2015).
As stated in the introduction of this manuscript, the most important question that framed this 
study is “how do bisexuals negotiate their bisexuality in everyday (social) spaces, practices, 
and activities?” This research shows that the majority of the research participants contest the 
coming out practice or, at least, do not want to participate in this heteronormative practice. 
They prefer to disclose their bisexuality instead of actually coming out towards others. In a 
recently published article I define disclosing bisexuality as “more or less spontaneously or 
reactively expressing one’s bisexuality without confessing it and/or making one’s sexuality 
a big deal” (Maliepaard, 2018b, p. 19), and, “I do not conceptualize disclosing one’s sexual 
identity as a practice (…) but as an action that takes place while participating in everyday 
practices” (Maliepaard, 2018b, p. 19).
When focusing on when and where people actually disclose their bisexuality – in essence, 
answering the question which factors and contexts are important in the sexual identity 
negotiations of bisexual people – the research participants argue that it needs to be relevant 
at that particular point in time. This relevance means that disclosing one’s bisexuality needs 
to serve a purpose; it is a means to serve one or more ends. Theodore Schatzki’s notion of 
teleoaffectivity and his conceptualisation of conditions of life are fruitful to understanding 
bisexual people’s action intelligibility, including their ‘choice’ to disclose or not disclose 
their bisexuality. Teleoaffectivity, or individuals’ orientations towards ends and how things 
matter, puts participants’ sexual identity negotiations in a different perspective as compared 
to most studies on sexual identity management strategies and stigma management. It is not 
sufficient to focus on rational decision-making processes. Researchers need to focus on 
the whole spectrum of conditions of life: people’s state of beings which include moods, 
emotions, stances, principles, attitudes, and actions. As concluded elsewhere:
Expressing bisexuality manifests a number of life conditions which need to be understood as 
ends such as the desire to be valued as a human being, seen as an honest person, accepted as 
a friend, family member, or lover, better connecting with others, and sharing one’s life with 
other people. We should not read these manifestations as causing one’s expressions but as 
actualizations of relating with others in practices. In fact, it is remarkable that most participants, 
when reflecting on situations in which they disclosed their bisexual desire and/or identity name 
that this disclosure was part of building a stronger connection with people (Maliepaard, 2018b, 
p. 16).
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Similarly, as detailed in the same article, not disclosing one’s bisexuality manifests a 
number of life conditions besides the notion of ‘not being relevant’: “not in the mood for 
drama, not wanting to explain oneself, fearing negativity, uncertainty, others are not ready, 
aware of heterosexism and binegativity, not appropriate et cetera” (Maliepaard, 2018b, p. 
16). While stereotyping is often mentioned as the primary reason for people to not disclose 
one’s bisexuality (e.g. McLean, 2007), this dissertation concludes that only focusing on 
binegativity, stereotypes, and harm reduction provides a rather partial picture of people’s 
‘choice’ to not reveal their bisexuality. Stereotyping does play a role in people’s sexual 
identity negotiations, however, there are more factors in play. For instance, people often 
mention that they do not disclose their bisexuality because it is not appropriate to discuss 
sexuality and relationships in particular (working) practices or because sexuality is never a 
topic during conversations with people they do not have a strong bond with; it is undesirable 
to, out of the blue, reveal one’s bisexual identity, desire, attraction, fantasies, et cetera.  
Furthermore, research participants experience difficulties in expressing their bisexuality 
in doings, sayings, and via material and visual clues. They are not aware of specific 
bisexual behaviour or doings outside the bedroom. It has been noted in a few studies that 
bisexual people suffer from the binary organisation of sex, gender, and sexuality in our 
contemporary Western society as bisexual people and their doings, sayings, actions and 
more are interpreted in binary ways (e.g. Yoshino, 1999). I believe that heteronormativity, 
mononormativity, and compulsory monogamy, as three core discourses (or general 
understandings), play important roles in the misinterpretation of bisexual people and their 
doings, sayings, actions, and more (chapter three). Because the research participants do 
not often explicitly disclose their bisexuality towards others, they are interpreted in binary 
ways: heterosexual by default and gay or lesbian the moment they express same-sex desire, 
behaviour, intimacies, and more. As shown in chapter five, people, thus, often passively 
pass as heterosexual, gay, or lesbian in important parts of their everyday lives. Contrary to 
most studies, I do not understand bisexual passing as a predominantly conscious strategy to 
prevent harm. Of course, people may be scared of encountering binegativity, monosexism, 
and stereotyping, but it would be wrong, as discussed before, to argue that these types of 
negativity are the main reason why people passively pass as heterosexual or as gay/lesbian. 
While passing is not necessarily a problem for the research participants, it does impact 
people’s participation in practices that together constitute the organised bisexual community 
in the Netherlands. These practices carry the conviction that being visible as bisexual is 
an important aspect of living your live as a bisexual person. This emphasis of the Dutch 
organised bisexual community on being visible as bisexual individuals and as group does not 
match the position of bisexuality in the lives of the research participants and the everyday 
practices they participate in. In chapter five, I show how Schatzki’s theory of practice helps 
to understand how people relate with each other by participating in the same practice and 
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that not being involved in the same practice also has consequences for relating with others. 
Bisexual participants find it difficult to relate with the Dutch organised bisexual community 
and its members because they do not participate in the practices, e.g. the bivisibility practice, 
that constitute this community.
8.2 Bisexual geographies
Passing also impacts the sexual coding of spaces, and thus, the geographies of bisexualities 
and the identification of bisexual spaces. UK-based researchers Hubbard (2008) and Browne 
(2007) propose to not only focus on given identity categories but on how particular acts and 
rituals give spaces a certain sexual appearance (or coding). Following a number of geographers 
(e.g. Browne, 2007; Hubbard, 2008; Rodó-De-Zárate, 2017), and observing that current 
conceptualisations of sexual space render bisexual space invisible (see chapter two and three), 
I believe that it is important to focus on bisexual acts and rituals, or doings, sayings, and 
material clues, to explore bisexual spaces and how practices guide or govern these doings, 
sayings, and material expressions. 
As can be concluded from the different chapters and the above summary, the bisexual research 
participants do not often disclose their bisexuality or come out towards others. Explicit bisexual 
sayings, wordings, or phrases, but also doings, are mostly absent in most everyday practices 
and spaces. There are, however, occasions on which people do disclose their bisexuality – or 
their bisexual desire, fantasies, attraction, and/or behaviour – in sayings. These situations can 
be best described as moments in which people talk about their sexuality and/or relationships 
and give spaces a bisexual appearance. In these moments it is relevant for people to talk about 
their bisexuality and these moments can last a few seconds (brief disclosures) but may also 
have longer durations when people have more extensive conversations about sexuality and/or 
relationships or other conversations in which disclosing their bisexuality is relevant. 
One of the main conclusions is, not surprising, that there are no spaces that are always bisexual. 
Even participants’ houses or bedrooms may have no bisexual appearances because of a variety 
of reasons. I initially proposed the term “pockets” to describe these bisexual spaces to stress 
that these spaces are highly temporal, local, and often unplanned. Pockets, however, may 
provide the impression that such spaces are isolated and not embedded in everyday practices. 
To avoid confusion, and to better connect with existing literature in the geographies of 
sexualities, the term “spaces with a bisexual appearance” is introduced to identify bisexual 
spaces. This term also points to the idea that spaces have no natural sexual coding but are 
constantly subject to both practices and individuals’ doings, sayings, and actions. As such, it 
also contributes to further understandings of the sexualisation of space as a research topic in 
the geographies of sexualities that goes beyond focusing on people possessing certain sexual 
identities or the presence of a heteronormative discourse that advocates that space is naturally 
heterosexual.
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8.3 Reflection on theory
In 2010, when commencing my research master programme at Utrecht University, I became 
intrigued by the potential of relational geographies, and more-than-representational theories 
in particular, for the geographies of sexualities. This fascination with relational geographies 
can be seen in the two review articles – chapter two and three -  in which I argue that we need 
to focus on seemingly insignificant encounters to understand how people negotiate their 
sexuality in everyday encounters. The research proposal and design of this PhD study were 
inspired by these more-than-representational theories (in particular Anderson & Harrison, 
2010a; Bissell, 2010; Brown, 2008; Duff, 2010; Harrison, 2000; Lim, 2007).
Only in the analytical ‘phase’ of this study I shifted my focus from more-than-
representational theories to practice theories, and Schatzki’s theory of practice in particular. 
Following Reckwitz (2002) and Simonsen (2010), the smallest unit of analysis is practices; 
practices as the building blocks of most of our social lives and people as carriers of these 
practices. I believe that  one of the most important insights of Schatzki’s theory of practice 
is his understanding that practices, via a teleoaffective structure, govern our daily routines, 
behaviour, actions, doings, sayings, and even our states of being. As elaborated on in the 
paper for Social and Cultural Geography, chapter six, people’s sexual identity negotiations 
are guided by the different practices that together constitute the working space of the research 
participants. Participants rarely can pinpoint what exactly make them act the way they act. 
They, however believe that it is sometimes unnatural or artificial to perform specific sayings 
or doings because of an understanding that some sayings, doings, and materialities are 
appropriate and others not.
It puzzles me how to further unravel the teleoaffective structures of practices and to further 
analyse the impact of these structures on people’s action intelligibility and how they 
experience their flow of life. As Nicolini argues, “practices constitute the unspoken and 
scarcely noted background of everyday life [and] always need to be drawn to the fore, made 
visible and turned into an epistemic object in order to enter discourse” (2009, p. 1382). This 
observation, of course, refers to the taken-for-grantedness of practices and that practices 
often work on the more-than-conscious levels and therefore need to be explicated. I believe 
that auto-ethnography, participant observation, and observations are useful methods to 
zoom in and create thick descriptions of the practices: the doings and sayings that constitute 
these practices, as well as people’s interaction with these practices (in relation to their own 
doings and sayings; thus their action intelligibility). Participant observation may contribute 
to a more detailed and accurate understanding of doings and sayings, in particular when it 
is difficult for people to pinpoint their more-than-conscious experiences and their mundane, 
and more-than-conscious actions. This method may, therefore, also partly dissolve the 
difficulty of grasping all conditions of life and the organisation of practices, in particular 
the affective elements, in words (e.g. Caldwell, 2012; Schatzki, 2008). I believe that thick 
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descriptions of sexual identity negotiations in practices – zooming in – help to approach 
the conditions of life that are manifested in the negotiations and the outcomes of these 
negotiations.
To conclude, I believe that my adaption of Schatzki’s theory of practice shows the merit of this 
approach for geographical inquiries into sexual space, but also nuances Schatzki’s emphasis 
on doings and speech-acts as the most important elements of practices. His emphasis on 
doings indeed may raise questions about the position of language (including discourses) in 
practices, how people use sayings while participating in practices, and how language also 
manifests states of being. In this dissertation I have shown that language is central to people’s 
understanding of bisexual practices and that bisexual practices become recognisable through 
language: sayings are genuinely a building block of bisexual practices. An a priori prioritising 
of doings over sayings could lead to a partial understanding of practices and people’s 
action intelligibility, and, finally, could hinder the identification of bisexual practices and 
understanding how people relate to these practices.
8.4 Societal merit
I believe that the main societal impact of this study is the observation that we should shift our 
focus from coming out as an end stage of one’s sexual development into focusing on making 
it possible for bisexual people to disclose their bisexuality (see also chapter four). Currently 
coming out is an important discourse with national events such as Coming out Day that is 
vastly promoted by COC Nederland (COC Netherlands) with posters - e.g. Uit de Kast werkt 
beter! (More productive when out!) and Uit de Kast scoort! (Coming out is a winner!) - but 
also television programmes such as Uit de Kast (English: Coming out of the Closet) in which 
coming out experiences of young men and women are filmed. This show, 23 episodes divided 
in four series, emphasised that coming out is a big deal for a lot of young people who expect 
negativity from their social environment because of their non-heterosexuality. The presenter 
of this show mainly ‘guided’ and ‘supported’ the young people to come out to their social 
environment (also Maliepaard, 2018b).
By shifting our focus from coming out as an important achievement for people who do not 
identify as heterosexual, or have desires, attractions, fantasies, sexual behaviour that are 
understood as non-heterosexual, towards understanding the sexual identity negotiations of 
these people it becomes clear that it needs to be relevant. This relevance is not a uniform 
concept, but depends on people’s orientations towards ends and how things matter to them. 
This relevance can differ in every moment, in every practice. Nevertheless, it becomes clear 
that most people will tell their bisexuality when asked about it or when relationships and/or 
sexuality are discussed. This is definitely important in health environments as bisexual people 
are rarely open about their sexuality and their bisexuality may be important to contextualise 
their health issues (Browne & Lim, 2008; Voss, Browne & Gupta, 2014). As suggested in 
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Felten and Maliepaard (2015) and Barker et al. (2012a), it is of vital importance to avoid 
heterosexist and monosexist language when discussing sexuality and relationships.
P: I still find it difficult… to pinpoint where I am at the Kinsey Scale (…) I discussed 
this scale with my friends because I had one minor difficulty with it. One of my 
problems with accepting my bisexuality is that the scale felt like.. If you understand 
this scale as from 0 until 100, then 50 feels like, if you feel 50 for men, that you 
remove 50 points from the women. To me, that feels like a very bad thing to do. (…) 
so I said, for me it is not like one volume slider’, these are two different sliders! From 
1 until 100.
I: They exist next to each other? 
P: Yes, exactly! You can turn both sliders fully open, or you can totally close one, or 
you can put one halfway” (Brian, Rotterdam)
Professionals need to be aware that people can engage in relationships and/or sexual activities 
with not only men or women. Bisexual identification is not limited to people who are attracted 
to men and women, but can imply attraction to people of different sexes and/or genders that do 
not necessarily fall inside the sex and gender binary. There is no one-to-one link between the 
sex and/or gender of one’s partner(s) and one’s sexual identity. To understand bisexuality as 
50 percent attraction to men and 50 percent attraction to women is not only a simplification of 
reality, but can also hinder the acceptance of one’s sexuality and one’s disclosures. A practice-
inspired recommendation would be to critically rethink how health services address their 
clients and whether they provide space for people to actually disclose their bisexuality.
8.5 Final remarks
The in-depth interviews provided, as presented in the publications, a wealth of information on 
sexual identity negotiations of the bisexual participants and the position of bisexuality in the 
Dutch society. Not all of the information has been disclosed yet. There are still opportunities 
to contribute to other research areas, in particular regarding bisexual theorising and bisexual 
identities. For instance, an article that explicitly questions the coming out imperative and 
further details sexual identity disclosures – not part of this dissertation – is currently under 
review. Keeping in mind Gustav Vissers’ idea of a dissertation, a dissertation as a project 
that has to be finished and never reaches perfection (see preface), I am convinced that this 
PhD study is an example of such a project. It is not perfect, and there is more information to 
distillate from the interview data, but I am convinced that this research project, as discussed 
in the articles and this conclusion, contributes to (1) positioning bisexual spaces and realities 
on the geographies of sexualities agenda, (2) furthering discussions on the fluidity and 
temporality of sexual spaces (as depending on appearances instead of identity categories), and 
(3) provides a more nuanced and detailed understanding of the sexual identity negotiations of 
bisexual people.
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Finally, I sincerely hope that fellow human geographers will broaden their foci to incorporate 
the everyday realities of bisexual subjects in their research questions, participant recruitment 
strategies, methods, and analyses to further understandings of the spatialities of bisexuality, 
including understandings beyond the sexual identity negotiations of bisexual people. As 
this study has shown, focusing on bisexual people is not only important to explore the 
realities of bisexual people but also helpful to address and untangle the binary system of 
sex, gender, and sexualities and the role spaces (and practices) play in sustaining this binary 
system. Similarly, I hope that this dissertation stimulates people studying bisexual subjects 
to engage with broader social theories, including geographical theories, to explore research 
questions from different perspectives and to discuss similarities, overlaps, and differences 
between bisexual theorising and other social and geographies theories.
9 Executive summary
9.1 Introduction
This dissertation is the first in the Netherlands to exclusively study (the lived experiences 
of) bisexual – and other non-monosexual – people. It is also the first attempt to engage with 
both spatial theorising and bisexual theorising to understand the diverse sexual identity 
negotiations of people who identify as bisexual. As stated in the introduction of this 
dissertation, I refer to sexual identity negotiations as negotiations to disclose or not disclose 
one’s bisexuality in one’s everyday life. The focus on everyday life is limited to a number 
of spaces, in particular the house(hold), relationship(s), workplace, school/university, 
nightlife, and on the internet. This study is based on three, interlinked, questions that reveal 
a focus on (1) the sexual identity negotiations of people identifying as bisexual, (2) the 
impact of practices on these negotiations, and (3) the sexual coding of spaces as outcome of 
sexual identity negotiations:
1. How do bisexuals negotiate their bisexuality in everyday (social) spaces, practices, and 
activities? 
2. How does the (perceived) sexual coding of spaces influence the sexual identity 
negotiations of bisexuals in everyday (social) spaces, practices, and activities? Which 
spaces are more supportive or enabling and which spaces are more constraining for 
bisexuals? 
3. Which other factors and contexts are important in the sexual identity negotiations of 
bisexuals in everyday (social) space?
A number of studies exist on the sexual identity negotiations of bisexual people, but 
predominantly focus on how bisexual people express (or not express) their bisexual 
identity. This is no surprise seeing that disclosing one’s bisexuality is often understood 
as good for someone’s wellbeing, health, and sexual development (e.g. Rostosky et al., 
2010). The coming out imperative is still very much present in the lives of people who do 
not identify as heterosexual (McLean, 2007, see also Maliepaard, 2017a). Examples of 
studies on bisexual expressions are Judie Hartman’s (2013) work on creating a bisexual 
display, work on bisexual marking (Gonzalez, Ramirez & Galupo, 2017) and on bisexual 
appearances (Hayfield et al., 2013).
Creating a bisexual display refers to people using verbal, non-verbal, and material clues 
to express their bisexuality towards others. It focuses on the agency of the bisexual person 
themselves instead of focusing on how other people understand your sexual identity based 
upon your doings, sayings, and visuals as Hartman argues that there are no specific scripts 
for doing bisexuality (Hartman, 2013). Hayfield et al. (2013) have a similar approach 
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to expressing bisexuality as they both focus on how participants themselves make their 
bisexuality visible, in particular via dress. Bisexual marking, however, is more a political 
action to make known that one is not heterosexual or lesbian/gay (Gonzalez et al., 2017).
Limited studies exist on the actual sexual identity negotiations of people who are identifying 
as bisexual, however a number of studies note that not disclosing oneself is a form of harm 
reduction as bisexual people are often met with prejudice, stereotyping, and blatant bi-
negativity both from heterosexual, lesbian and gay people (e.g. Barker et al., 2012a; Knous, 
2006; McLean, 2007, 2008; Scherrer, Kazyak & Schmitz, 2015; Wandrey, Mosack & 
Moore, 2015). It is doubtful, however, whether people only refuse to disclose their bisexual 
identity in order to prevent harm. Recently, a study has shown that people do not want to 
come out in more formal ways as this would make their bisexuality a big deal (Wandrey et 
al., 2015).
 
This study will look both at the impact of space on people’s sexual identity negotiations 
and at the impact of these negotiations (i.e. the outcomes) on  the sexual coding of space. In 
here I follow human geographer Phil Hubbard (2008) who argues that we should not focus 
on identities but on appearances to explore sexualised spaces. To focus on appearances 
opens up the possibility to argue that all spaces are sexualised, always temporal, and always 
in becoming. Focusing on bisexual appearances does not mean to only focus on visual 
identities or dress, as is the focus of Hayfield et al. (2013), but to focus on sayings, doings, 
visuals, and material clues to express bisexual desire, attraction, fantasies, behaviour, or 
identities.
9.2 Methods
This dissertation is based on in-depth interviews with 31 research participants. Participants 
were recruited via a combination of online and offline recruitment strategies (see Maliepaard, 
2017b). Recruiting participants via Facebook appeared to be energy and time consuming, 
but the most efficient way to recruit research participants. Nevertheless, a number of people 
were recruited via websites of formal LGBTI organisations (three), personal networks 
(three), or snowball sampling (one) (Maliepaard, 2017b). Interviews were conducted in 
participants’ homes or (semi)public places between the end of February 2015 and November 
2015. 
In total I interviewed 21 bisexual people who identify as woman and 10 participants who 
identify as man. This does not mean that everyone is cisgender; three participants were 
transgender but still self-identified in binary terms. One of them identified as woman 
and man depending on the situations, activities, or spaces he was involved in. Regarding 
their sexual identity, 28 participants exclusively identified as bisexual, 1 exclusively as 
pansexual, and 2 as both bisexual and pansexual. It is not uncommon that people who 
desire more-than-one gender use different labels (Flanders et al., 2017; Gonzalez et al., 
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2017), however, most participants in my research exclusively identified as bisexual. From 
the 31 participants, about one third of the research participants could be characterised as 
bicultural which means that either they or (one of) their parent(s) was/were born outside the 
Netherlands. The majority of these people are of Surinamese descent, but this also includes 
people from the former USSR, USA, and Northern Africa. 
All interviews were transcribed and analysed using MAXQDA 12.02. I used inductive and 
deductive analysis to understand people’s sexual identity negotiations. One of the guiding 
principles is that “we experience the world in social practices, including the practices of 
knowing, but we can never ‘discover’, reveal, fully experience or represent this world 
through a transparent mode of language that defines agency or subjectivity” (Caldwell, 
2012, p. 286; emphasis added. See also Schatzki, 2008). I use Schatzki’s conceptualisation 
of practices to understand how habitual and normative organised activities shape people’s 
everyday life and sexual identity negotiations. At the same time I use teleoaffectivity, 
and conditions of life to understand the moods, emotions, rationality, principles, stances, 
attitudes, and actions that are manifested in people’s doings and sayings. Of course, it would 
be wrong to ignore the voices of the research participants and their specific mental locutions 
in understanding their sexual identity negotiations in their daily lives. Inductive analysis 
is an important part of this study, thus, to bridge the gap between the theoretical nature of 
practice theory and the everyday experiences of the research subjects.
9.3 Findings & conclusions
I believe that this study reveals four important findings (1) participants do contest the 
coming out imperative, (2) they want to disclose their bisexuality when it is relevant to 
them, (3) people find it difficult to express their bisexuality in doings and sayings, and 
(4) research participants often passively pass as heterosexual or gay/lesbian because their 
doings, sayings, actions, and possible material and visual clues are being read in binary 
terms. 
As Schatzki (2002, 2008) frequently stresses, practices are not just the manifold of doings 
and sayings but organised activities that are governed by a practical understanding, 
explicit rules, some general understandings, and a teleoaffective structure. To understand 
the coming out practice, it is important to focus on both the practical understanding and 
the teleoaffective structure of this practice. The coming out practice is, like every other 
practice, a normative practice, however it seems to have, according to the participants, a 
very clear-cut and heteronormative build-up. Coming out is mainly a linguistic practice in 
which people position themselves, through specific speech-acts, on the sexuality spectrum 
as non-heterosexual. In fact, this positioning is understood as the final stage of developing 
and accepting one’s sexual identity. At the same time, it also means confessing one’s non-
heterosexuality towards heterosexual people and, in the case of people who are bisexual, 
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pansexual, or otherwise non-monosexual, also towards lesbians and gay men (also McLean, 
2007, 2008). Confessing implies a hierarchy and the one who needs to confess is lower in 
the hierarchy as compared to the ones people are confessing to. This means that bisexuality 
is understood as a marginalised (and perhaps inferior) sexual identity as compared to 
heterosexuality (and homosexuality). This confessing can be observed in phrases such as 
“I need to tell you something”. Finally, the coming out practice means making a big deal 
from one’s sexuality – a complete emphasis on one’s sexual identity – whereas there are 
different ways to express one’s bisexuality without making it a big deal (see also Wandrey 
et al., 2015).
As stated in the introduction of this manuscript, the most important question that framed this 
study is “how do bisexuals negotiate their bisexuality in everyday (social) spaces, practices, 
and activities?” This research shows that the majority of the research participants contest the 
coming out practice or, at least, do not want to participate in this heteronormative practice. 
They prefer to disclose their bisexuality instead of actually coming out towards others. In a 
recently published article I define disclosing bisexuality as “more or less spontaneously or 
reactively expressing one’s bisexuality without confessing it and/or making one’s sexuality 
a big deal” (Maliepaard, 2018b, p. 19), and, “I do not conceptualize disclosing one’s sexual 
identity as a practice (…) but as an action that takes place while participating in everyday 
practices” (Maliepaard, 2018b, p. 19).
When focusing on when and where people actually disclose their bisexuality – in essence, 
answering the question which factors and contexts are important in the sexual identity 
negotiations of bisexual people – the research participants argue that it needs to be relevant 
at that particular point in time. This relevance means that disclosing one’s bisexuality needs 
to serve a purpose; it is a means to serve one or more ends. Theodore Schatzki’s notion of 
teleoaffectivity and his conceptualisation of conditions of life are fruitful to understanding 
bisexual people’s action intelligibility, including their ‘choice’ to disclose or not disclose 
their bisexuality. Teleoaffectivity, or individuals’ orientations towards ends and how things 
matter, puts participants’ sexual identity negotiations in a different perspective as compared 
to most studies on sexual identity management strategies and stigma management. It is not 
sufficient to focus on rational decision-making processes. Researchers need to focus on the 
whole spectrum of conditions of life: people’s state of beings that include moods, emotions, 
stances, principles, attitudes, and actions. As concluded elsewhere:
“Expressing bisexuality manifests a number of life conditions which need to be understood as 
ends such as the desire to be valued as a human being, seen as an honest person, accepted as 
a friend, family member, or lover, better connecting with others, and sharing one’s life with 
other people. We should not read these manifestations as causing one’s expressions but as 
actualisations of relating with others in practices. In fact, it is remarkable that most participants, 
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when reflecting on situations in which they disclosed their bisexual desire and/or identity name 
that this disclosure was part of building a stronger connection with people” (Maliepaard, 2018b, 
p. 16).
Similarly, as detailed in the same article, not disclosing one’s bisexuality manifests a 
number of life conditions besides the notion of ‘not being relevant’: “not in the mood for 
drama, not wanting to explain oneself, fearing negativity, uncertainty, others are not ready, 
aware of heterosexism and binegativity, not appropriate et cetera” (Maliepaard, 2018b, p. 
16). While stereotyping is often mentioned as the primary reason for people to not disclose 
one’s bisexuality (e.g. McLean, 2007), this dissertation concludes that only focusing on 
binegativity, stereotypes, and harm reduction provides a rather partial picture of people’s 
‘choice’ to not reveal their bisexuality. Stereotyping does play a role in people’s sexual 
identity negotiations, however, there are more factors in play. For instance, people often 
mention that they do not disclose their bisexuality because it is not appropriate to discuss 
sexuality and relationships in particular (working) practices or because sexuality is never a 
topic during conversations with people they do not have a strong bond with; it is undesirable 
to, out of the blue, reveal one’s bisexual identity, desire, attraction, fantasies, et cetera.
Furthermore, research participants experience difficulties in expressing their bisexuality 
in doings, sayings, and material and visual clues. They are not aware of specific bisexual 
behaviour or doings outside the bedroom. It has been noted in a few studies that bisexual 
people suffer from the binary organisation of sex, gender, and sexuality in our contemporary 
Western society as bisexual people and their doings, sayings, actions and more are interpreted 
in binary ways (e.g. Yoshino, 1999). I believe that heteronormativity, mononormativity, and 
compulsory monogamy, as three core discourses (or general understandings), play important 
roles in the misinterpretation of bisexual people and their doings, sayings, actions, and 
more (chapter three). Because the research participants do not often explicitly disclose their 
bisexuality towards others, they are interpreted in binary ways: heterosexual by default and 
gay or lesbian the moment they express same-sex desire, behaviour, intimacies, and more. 
As shown in chapter five, people, thus, often passively pass as heterosexual, gay, or lesbian 
in important parts of their everyday lives. Contrary to most studies, I do not understand 
bisexual passing as a predominantly conscious strategy to prevent harm. Of course, people 
may be scared of encountering binegativity, monosexism, and stereotyping, but it would be 
wrong, as discussed before, to argue that these types of negativity are the main reason why 
people pass as heterosexual or as gay/lesbian.
While passing is not necessarily a problem for the research participants, it does impact 
people’s participation in practices that together constitute the organised bisexual community 
in the Netherlands which are built on the conviction that being visible as bisexual is an 
important aspect of living your live as a bisexual person. The emphasis of the Dutch 
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organised bisexual community on being visible as bisexual individuals and as group 
does not match the position of bisexuality in the lives of the research participants and the 
everyday practices they are involved with. In chapter five, I show how Schatzki’s theory 
of practice helps to understand how people relate with each other by participating in the 
same practice and that not being involved in the same practice also has consequences for 
relating with others. Bisexual participants find it difficult to relate with the Dutch organised 
bisexual community and its members because they do not participate in the practices, e.g. 
the bivisibility practice, that constitute this community.
As can be concluded from the different chapters and the above summary, the bisexual 
research participants do not often disclose their bisexuality or come out towards others. 
Explicit bisexual sayings, wordings, or phrases, but also doings, are mostly absent in most 
everyday practices and spaces. There are, however, occasions on which people do disclose 
their bisexuality – or their bisexual desire, fantasies, attraction, and/or behaviour – in 
sayings. These situations can be best described as moments in which people talk about their 
sexuality and/or relationships and give spaces a bisexual appearance. In these moments 
it is relevant for people to talk about their bisexuality and these moments can last a few 
seconds (brief disclosures) but may also have longer durations when people have more 
extensive conversations about sexuality and/or relationships or other conversations in 
which disclosing their bisexuality is relevant.
One of the main conclusions is, not surprisingly, that there are no spaces that are always 
bisexual. Even participants’ houses or bedrooms may have no bisexual appearances because 
of a variety of reasons. I initially proposed the term “pockets” to describe these bisexual 
spaces to stress that these spaces are highly temporal, local, and often unplanned. Pockets, 
however, may provide the impression that such spaces are isolated and not embedded in 
everyday practices. To avoid confusion, and to better connect with existing literature in 
the geographies of sexualities, the term “spaces with a bisexual appearance” is introduced 
to identify bisexual spaces. This term also points to the idea that spaces have no natural 
sexual coding but are constantly subject to both practices and individuals’ doings, sayings, 
and actions. As such, it also contributes to further understandings of the sexualisation of 
space as a research topic in the geographies of sexualities that goes beyond focusing on 
people possessing certain sexual identities or the presence of a heteronormative discourse 
that advocates that space is naturally heterosexual.
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11 Dutch summary
11.1 Introductie
Binnen de sociale geografie is er weinig aandacht voor biseksualiteit. Het meeste 
werk over biseksualiteit, met name verricht door de Britse Clare Hemmings, stamt 
uit de jaren ’90. Dit was de tijd van de lesbische en homogeografie die vooral bedoeld 
was om plekken te identificeren waar homoseksuele mannen en, in mindere mate, 
lesbische vrouwen veilig en comfortabel een (deel van) hun leven konden leiden. Dit 
met de overtuiging dat het leven in een heteronormatieve wereld veel uitdagingen 
heeft voor homoseksuele mannen en lesbische vrouwen. Er zijn tal van studies 
verschenen die specifiek focussen op hoe homomannen en lesbiennes omgaan met deze 
heteronormativiteit, met discriminatie en vormen van heteroseksisme. Door sociaal 
werd en vooral gekeken naar ruimtelijke tactieken van deze mensen om zich te gaan 
begeven in symbolische, politieke, of sociale ruimten waar zij in de meerderheid waren. 
Voorbeelden van dergelijke plekken zijn onderzoeken naar zogenoemde “homowijken” 
en uitgaansgelegenheden die zich profileren als homobar, club of sauna. 
Met de intrede van queer geografie medio jaren ’90 van de eenentwintigste eeuw is 
er meer aandacht gekomen voor een dynamische benadering van seksuele ruimte, ten 
minste dat is het streven geweest sinds de introductie van queer theorie. Queer theorie, 
een benadering gebaseerd op het werk van onder andere Michael Foucault, Judith Butler 
en Eve (Kosofsky) Sedgwick, is oorspronkelijk afkomstig uit de geesteswetenschappen 
en de literatuurstudies in het bijzonder. Een belangrijk element van queer theorie is het 
idee dat identiteiten in feite sociale constructies zijn, waarbij er met name op gender 
gefocust wordt. Door het constant herhalen van bepaalde heteroseksuele normen en 
waarden ontstaat er een systeem waardoor heteroseksualiteit de norm wordt. En niet 
elke vorm van heteroseksualiteit maar vooral monogame relaties tussen mannen en 
vrouwen met een typisch verwachtingspatroon van huisje, boompje, beestje.
Geografen met interesse in seksualiteit hebben queer theorie geadopteerd en toegepast 
binnen de geografie van seksualiteit waardoor de nadruk meer is komen te liggen op de 
sociale constructies van ruimte en de dynamiek in de seksuele codering van ruimte. Met 
seksuele codering bedoel ik dat mensen een seksuele waarde toedichten aan ruimte: 
heteroseksuele ruimte, homoseksuele ruimte, lesbische ruimte, biseksuele ruimte et 
cetera. Sinds de lesbische en homogeografie lag de aandacht vooral op de importantie 
van seksuele identiteiten als belangrijkste element waarom mensen een seksuele 
waarde toedichten aan ruimte. Simpel gezegd is de meeste ruimte heteroseksueel 
omdat heteroseksualiteit de meest dominante seksuele identiteit is en zijn er bepaalde 
ruimten die homoseksueel of lesbisch zijn, vanwege de dominantie van respectievelijk 
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homoseksuele mannen of lesbische vrouwen. Het gaat hier bijvoorbeeld om de 
welbekende homobar. Een vereniging voor Lesbische, Homoseksuele, Biseksuele, 
Transgender en Intersekse (LHBTI) personen, of een wijk waar heel veel mensen 
wonen die behorende tot de seksuele minderheidsgroepen. 
Een dergelijke conceptualisatie van seksuele ruimte is in feite funest voor het 
identificeren van biseksuele ruimte, omdat biseksualiteit en biseksuele identiteiten erg 
onzichtbaar zijn in het dagelijks leven. Daar waar heteronormativiteit vooral draait om 
een heteroseksueel verwachtingspatroon met bepaalde normen en waarden, moet het 
concept mononormativiteit hier geïntroduceerd worden: dit geeft een sociale ideologie 
c.q. verwachtingspatroon aan dat mensen een statische seksuele identiteit hebben en 
zich aangetrokken voelen tot mensen van één bepaald geslacht. Er wordt binnen dit 
verwachtingspatroon een directe link gelegd tussen het geslacht van iemands’ partner 
en zijn of haar seksuele identiteit. Met andere woorden, heeft een man een partner 
van gelijk geslacht wordt hij gezien als homoseksueel, maar heeft hij een vrouwelijke 
partner wordt hij als heteroseksueel gezien. Biseksualiteit is dus bijna nooit een 
dominante seksuele identiteit.
De Britse geograaf Phil Hubbard heeft reeds in 2008 een studie geschreven waarin hij 
aangeeft dat men zich niet meer moet richten op seksuele identiteiten als belangrijkste 
bron van het seksueel coderen van ruimte, maar op wat hij noemt appearances. Met 
dit begrip bedoelt hij vooral verbale en non-verbale gedragingen en communicatie die 
een bepaalde vorm van seksualiteit uitstralen. Men zou biseksuele appearances kunnen 
omschrijven als verbale en non-verbale communicatie die biseksuele aantrekkingskracht, 
fantasieën, gevoelens, seksueel gedrag, maar ook biseksuele identiteiten communiceren. 
Wanneer men focust op deze verbale en non-verbale communicatie, maar bijvoorbeeld 
ook op communicatie via ‘dingen’, ontstaat er nieuwe mogelijkheden om biseksuele 
ruimte te identificeren.
11.2 Het promotieonderzoek
In dit onderzoek wordt er gefocust op de seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen van 
individuen in hun dagelijks leven. Met deze onderhandelingen wordt niet bedoeld 
de processen waarin mensen zich een seksuele identiteit toemeten, alle deelnemers 
identificeren zich namelijk als biseksueel en aangetrokken tot niet alleen mannen of 
vrouwen. De seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen gaan over de processen die spelen 
in de ‘keuzes’ van mensen om hun seksuele identiteit, voorkeuren, verlangens, gedrag, 
etc. wel of niet te uiten.
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Onderzoeksvragen
1. Wat zijn de seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen in alledaagse ruimten, praktijken 
en activiteiten?
2. Wat is de invloed van de seksuele codering van ruimte op deze onderhandelingen?
3. Welke andere factoren en contexten zijn belangrijk in de alledaagse seksuele 
identiteitsonderhandelingen van biseksuelen?
De onderzoeksvragen spreken voor zich en laten tevens een geografische essentie zien 
van het onderzoek: welke rol speelt ruimte en de seksuele codering van ruimte in de 
onderhandelingen. Er zal gefocust worden op een aantal dagelijkse ruimten: het huishouden 
waarin men leeft, de school, de werkplek en het nachtleven. Daarnaast wordt er ook gekeken 
naar de seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen binnen de relatie en familieverbanden. Dit 
zijn niet daadwerkelijke, fysieke ruimte, maar worden gezien als een relationele ruimte 
waarin biseksuele mensen ook ‘keuzes’ maken om wel of niet over hun biseksualiteit te 
communiceren naar anderen.
11.3 Practice theorie
Het is wel belangrijk om stil te staan bij het woord praktijken wat een vrij letterlijke vertaling 
is van het woord practices en afkomstig is van een theoretische benadering die zich richt op 
normatieve en georganiseerde activiteiten di in feite ons alledaagse sociale leven voor een 
groot deel inrichten. Een praktijk kan worden gezien als een optelsom van verbale en non-
verbale handelingen die gereguleerd worden door (1) een gemeenschappelijk idee van wat 
zo’n georganiseerde activiteit inhoudt, (2) expliciete regels, (3) bepaalde algemene ideeën/
discoursen en (4) een teleoaffectieve structuur.
Het eerste element refereert aan een gemeenschappelijk idee van wat de basale verbale 
en non-verbale handelingen zijn binnen zo’n praktijk en hoe men reageert op dergelijke 
handelingen die door derden verricht worden. Met andere woorden, het is een algemeen 
idee over hoe mensen kunnen, en moeten, participeren in een praktijk. Het tweede element 
refereert aan feitelijke uitgeschreven regels; dus geen sociale contracten of andere vormen 
van ongeschreven regels. Het derde element geeft aan dat er ook min of meer externe ideeën 
en discoursen een rol kunnen spelen binnen een praktijk; dit zijn dus ideeën, opvattingen 
en discoursen die niet intrinsiek onderdeel zijn van de praktijk en tevens niet feitelijk 
uitgeschreven zijn.
Tot slot heeft elke praktijk een teleoaffectieve structuur. Hiermee wordt bedoeld dat een 
praktijk een organisatie heeft die min of meer aangeeft hoe men deel moet uitmaken van 
de praktijk, wat verwacht wordt wat deelnemers doen, welke doelen men kan nastreven, 
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hoe men zich hoort te gedragen, en welke emoties, principes, houdingen etc. onderdeel zijn 
van deze praktijk. In feite is een teleoaffectieve structuur een framework die nut en richting 
geeft aan een praktijk: zo hoort het. De combinatie teleologie en affectiviteit refereert al aan 
het idee dat het een bepaald doel nastreeft, maar dat dat niet alleen gaat om bewuste en/of 
verstandige doelen.
Binnen practice theorie gaat men ervan uit dat de praktijken de belangrijke bouwstenen zijn 
van ons sociale leven en ons sociale leven grotendeels reguleren: ze geven in belangrijke 
mate richting aan ons gedrag, ervaringen, en hoe we in de wereld staan. De praktijken 
en hun teleoaffectieve structuur zijn niet allesbepalend, mensen hebben ook hun eigen 
teleoaffectiviteit: men streeft zelf ook bewust of onbewust bepaalde doelen na.
11.4 Het onderzoek
Dit onderzoek is oorspronkelijk ingericht als een “dagboek – dagboek interview” methode 
waarbij deelnemers gevraagd zijn om een week lang een dagboek bij te houden met daarin 
de seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen die zij elke dag meemaakten. De participanten 
kregen de vrije hand in het invullen van het dagboekje, echter kregen ze wel een handleiding 
mee. In plaats van een fysiek dagboekje is gekozen voor een dagboek via de smartphone. 
Deelnemers aan het onderzoek werd gevraagd hun seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen 
via WhatsApp, Telegram of Threema. Helaas heeft maar een kleine minderheid van de 
deelnemers een dagboek ingevuld. Redenen om dit niet in te vullen waren o.a. tijdsgebrek, 
chaotisch leven, geen zin, maar bijvoorbeeld ook de notie dat de seksualiteit maar een 
beperkte rol speelt in het dagelijks leven. Daarom is dit onderzoek weliswaar geïnspireerd 
door de dagboekjes maar gebaseerd op de interviews
Verder was dit onderzoek oorspronkelijk ingericht als vergelijking tussen Rotterdam 
en Amsterdam, maar bleek dat er weinig verschil was tussen de steden. Gedurende de 
onderzoek bleek dat de verschillen te verwaarlozen waren waardoor is er gekozen om alle 
seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen aan de van de practice benadering van Schatzki te 
analyseren en vooral te richten op de praktijken en niet op de verschillen tussen de steden. 
Bovendien is het leven van de participanten niet beperkt tot één stad maar is het goed 
mogelijk dat mensen buiten hun woonstad werken en/of regelmatig onderweg zijn voor 
sociale contacten, uitgaan, familie et cetera. De afstanden in Nederland zijn niet dermate 
groot dat het alledaags leven van individuen niet per se in één stad plaatsvindt.
De doelgroep van het onderzoek bestond uit biseksuele personen tussen de 18 en 35 
jaar met als doel om toch wat algemenere uitspraken te kunnen doen over de seksuele 
identiteitsonderhandelingen van volwassen personen die min of meer in eenzelfde 
levensfase zitten. Deze mensen zijn via een tweetal strategieën geworven. Ten eerste 
een mix van offline en online recruitment. Hierbij lag de focus op respectievelijk het 
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bezoeken van semipublieke gelegenheden zoals LHBT horeca en lokale cafés om mensen 
te spreken en flyers neer te leggen en het werven van mensen via websites van officiële 
LHBT organisaties. Deze strategie bleek inefficiënt en is omgezet in een tweede strategie 
waarbij er vooral is gefocust op sociale media, met name lokale LHBTI+ facebookgroepen 
en algemene lokale groepen, zoals een groep over Amsterdam waar iedereen vragen kan 
stellen aan (mede)Amsterdammers. Uiteindelijk zijn de meeste (24) deelnemers geworven 
via social media, de rest via mijn persoonlijke netwerk (3), officiële LHBT organisaties (3) 
en een sneeuwbalmethode (1).
De semigestructureerde interviews zijn gehouden in of een semipublieke gelegenheid of bij 
de participanten thuis; de locatiekeuze lag bij de participant. Interviews werden gehouden 
aan de hand van een topiclijst, maar vooral de verhalen c.q. ervaringen van de deelnemers. 
Het kortste interview duurde 37 minuten, de langste 10 minuten, maar over het algemeen 
duurde een interview circa 60 minuten. Interviews zijn opgenomen en getranscribeerd 
door de auteur. Vervolgens zijn de interviews geanalyseerd via een mix van inductieve en 
deductieve analyse, waarbij de nadruk bij deductieve analyse lag op practice theorie.
In totaal zijn 31 mensen geïnterviewd die zich als biseksueel en/of panseksueel 
identificeerden. Van hen identificeerde er één zich exclusief als panseksueel, twee als zowel 
biseksueel alsook panseksueel en de overige 28 allen exclusief als biseksueel. Van alle 
participanten was er één ouder dan 35 toen het onderzoek begon, namelijk 37 jaar oud. 
Alle deelnemers identificeerden zich als ofwel man (10) ofwel vrouw (21), inclusief drie 
transgender personen. Een derde van de deelnemers was bicultureel te noemen. Eén van de 
participanten maakte deel uit van de georganiseerde biseksuele gemeenschap, de overige 
mannen en vrouwen niet.
11.5 De uitkomsten
Uit de kast als biseksueel
Uit onderzoek van het Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau bleek al dat veel biseksuelen niet 
uit de kast komen. Dit is niet anders voor de deelnemers aan dit onderzoek. Hoewel een 
aantal deelnemers zeker uit bij verschillende mensen uit de kast zijn gekomen staan veel 
deelnemers toch afwijzend tegenover uit de kast komen. Een belangrijke reden waarom 
veel mensen hier moeite mee hebben is de ervaring dat dit een heteronormatieve praktijk is. 
Uit de kast komen kent geen expliciete regels, maar er heerst wel een gemeenschap begrip 
over uit de kast komen. Het is een praktijk die voornamelijk uit verbale communicatie 
bestaat met vrij specifieke bewoordingen. De zin “luister (…), ik moet jullie iets vertellen” 
geeft een duidelijk beeld van de normatieve praktijk met een dominante teleoaffectieve 
structuur. Het laat in de eerste plaats zien dat een niet-heteroseksueel individu deze zin, 
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of een soortgelijke zin, moet uitspreken tegenover een heteroseksueel persoon. Het is in 
feite een bekentenis van Anders zijn met als doel dat de heteroseksuele ander weet heeft 
van iemands’ niet-heteroseksuele voorkeuren en/of identiteit. Door het uitspraken van je 
eigen seksuele voorkeur c.q. identiteit plaatst de niet-heteroseksuele persoon zich op het 
seksualiteitsspectrum. Het idee dat een niet-heteroseksueel persoon een bekentenis moet 
doen geeft aan dat heteroseksualiteit de norm is en hoger in de hiërarchie staat ten opzichte 
van niet-heteroseksuelen.
Tot slot is uit de kast komen ook een must; het is belangrijk om uit de kast te komen. Het 
wordt gezien, eveneens in wetenschappelijk onderzoek, als het eindstadium (en hoogtepunt) 
van de seksuele identiteitsontwikkeling. Het is een doel op zich, terwijl dit zeker niet strookt 
met de alledaagse realiteit van de biseksuele mannen en vrouwen die aan het onderzoek 
hebben deelgenomen.
Uiten als biseksueel
Prakijken
De deelnemers uit het onderzoek willen daarom ook niet uit de kast komen, maar vinden 
het belangrijker om op een min of meer natuurlijke en spontane wijze hun biseksualiteit 
te uiten. Dit wil niet zeggen dat de participanten proactief hun biseksualiteit uiten in het 
alledaags leven. Het uiten van de biseksualiteit moet relevant zijn voor de participant. 
Met relevantie wordt bedoeld dat het voor de participant een bepaald nut moet hebben, 
wat trouwens niet betekent dat dit nut een rationeel doel is. Het moet op dat specifieke 
moment een doel hebben. Men moet hier naar twee aspecten kijken die tezamen een goede 
kijk geven op de seksuele identiteitsonderhandelingen. Deze aspecten zijn, ten eerste, de 
alledaagse praktijken en, ten tweede, de eigen agency.
Om te beginnen is de vraag hoe de participanten zich uiten als biseksueel, indien ze dat 
doen. Er heerst geen gemeenschappelijk idee over hoe men biseksualiteit kan uiten via 
non-verbale handelingen c.q. gedragingen. Het voornoemde mononormatieve discours laat 
al zien dat mensen binair worden geïnterpreteerd, maar hun handelingen en gedragingen 
dus ook. Biseksueel gedrag bestaat in feite niet. Natuurlijk zijn er ook bepaalde biseksuele 
praktijken zoals je aangetrokken voelen tot, fantasieën over, of seksueel gedrag met niet 
alleen mannen of vrouwen, maar deze praktijken zijn moeilijk om te zetten in handelingen 
c.q. gedragingen in alledaagse openbare ruimte. In feite is het voor de deelnemers alleen 
mogelijk om via verbale communicatie deze praktijken te uiten. Het is daarbij belangrijk 
expliciet te zijn over bijvoorbeeld aangetrokken voelen tot niet alleen mannen of vrouwen. 
De biseksuele participanten uiten hun biseksualiteit voornamelijk via verbale communicatie, 
maar dragen hun biseksualiteit niet uit. Ze willen het niet van de daken schreeuwen, omdat het 
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vaak niet relevant is. Er is één deelnemer die wel proactief haar biseksualiteit uit. Zij werkt 
in de seksindustrie – pornoactrice, webcamgirl en sekswerker in een lokale club – en maakt 
duidelijk dat ze een geile biseksuele vrouw is. Dit brengt ons bij de praktijken, met name de 
werkpraktijken en de teleoaffectieve structuur van deze praktijken: seks en seksualiteit zijn 
belangrijke elementen van haar werk, om deze reden wordt haar biseksualiteit ook relevant. 
Biseksualiteit staat het hoogst in de hiërarchie vergeleken met andere seksuele identiteiten 
c.q. voorkeuren omdat er meer mogelijk is. Zij kan in films spelen met zowel mannelijke als 
vrouwelijke tegenspelers maar bijvoorbeeld ook stelletjes ontvangen in de lokale seksclub. 
Haar biseksualiteit is dus een grote pré in een omgeving waar seksualiteit en biseksualiteit 
erg belangrijk is.
Voor de meeste deelnemers is dit anders. Binnen hun werkpraktijken blijkt dat seksualiteit 
en relaties geen belangrijke status hebben; er wordt niet veel over gesproken tijdens het 
werk waardoor er ook weinig mogelijkheden zijn om te beginnen over de eigen seksuele 
voorkeuren, gedragen en identiteit. Het is bijvoorbeeld in de gezondheidssector of 
buitenschoolse opvang niet normaal of wenselijk om tegenover klanten of collega’s te 
beginnen over de eigen seksualiteit. Dit geldt ook in vele andere werkpraktijken; het wordt 
gezien als iets niet professioneels. Doordat seksualiteit en relaties naar het privéleven wordt 
verwezen is het voor de meeste deelnemers niet relevant om de eigen biseksualiteit te 
uiten. Een uitzondering kan bijvoorbeeld de vrijdagmiddagborrel zijn. Zoals een deelnemer 
aangeeft zijn dit vaak dronken gesprekken waar hij soms wat provocerend praat over zijn 
biseksualiteit; dit zou hij niet doen op de normale werkvloer omdat het daar niet relevant 
en niet geaccepteerd is. 
Dit valt ook waar te nemen in andere praktijken, bijvoorbeeld in de familie. Meerdere 
participanten geven aan dat ze met hun familieleden – bijvoorbeeld ouders, broers of 
zussen – nooit praten over seksualiteit of relaties. Dit geldt in het bijzonder voor biculturele 
deelnemers aan het onderzoek. Zij merken bijvoorbeeld op dat seksualiteit als onbesproken 
blijft en dat niet-heteroseksualiteit eveneens een taboe is. Om deze reden vinden ze het 
ook moeilijk om hun biseksualiteit te uiten naar hun familieleden: waarom zou je ineens 
beginnen over je biseksualiteit? Of zoals ze het zelf zeggen, je seksleven met niet alleen 
mannen of vrouwen. Wanneer er niet gesproken wordt over relaties of seksualiteit past het 
niet in de dagelijkse gang van zaken en voelt het aan als onnatuurlijk, onwenselijk en zelfs 
als niet acceptabel. 
Daarnaast blijkt dat biculturele biseksuelen nog een complicerende factor hebben, 
namelijk dat ze een grotere angst op afwijzing hebben vergeleken met etnisch 
Nederlandse deelnemers aan het onderzoek. Twee biculturele deelnemers zijn inderdaad 
door hun ouders ‘verbannen’ en hebben geen contact meer met hen. Meerdere biculturele 
deelnemers geven aan dat ze erg bewust hun biseksualiteit niet willen uiten binnen 
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hun etnische ‘gemeenschap’ vanwege de kans dat deze uitingen worden opgepikt door 
familieleden of kennissen die het aan hun direct familieleden doorvertellen.
Agency
Dit betekent niet dat participanten nooit hun biseksualiteit uiten, kunnen uiten of willen 
uiten. Iedereen heeft ook zijn of haar eigen doelen en dingen die hij/zij belangrijk vindt. 
Zo zijn er wel deelnemers die hun biseksualiteit nu en dan uiten tegenover collega’s, 
maar dit zijn dan ook collega’s met wie men ook een sociale connectie heeft. Het 
wordt dan relevant omdat seksualiteit dan wel een serieus onderdeel kan zijn van de 
gesprekken tussen hen.
Daar waar praktijken een belangrijke invloed hebben op de relevantie van seksualiteit en 
relaties, heeft het individu zelf eveneens een bepaalde agency om de eigen biseksualiteit 
wel of niet relevant te maken. Dit heeft vooral te maken met de toestand van het 
individu en omdat het individu één of meerdere doelen heeft die door handelingen 
nagestreefd worden. De toestand refereert hierbij aan iemands’ houdingen, emoties, 
ratio, principes en acties – met andere woorden, hoe iemand op dat specifieke moment 
in de wereld staat. De doelen refereren dat het vooral een nut moet hebben op dat 
specifieke moment, en dat nut wordt vooral bepaald door de toestand van een individu. 
Zoals de verschillende toestanden al laten zien behoeft het geen rationeel nut te zijn, 
maar kan het evengoed vooral geïnformeerd worden door emoties, principes of acties. 
Hieronder volgen drie voorbeelden om te laten zien dat biseksualiteit relevant kan zijn 
in alledaagse praktijken.
Volgens mij was er ergens een keer een lunch met een collega, toen ging het over iets met 
catering enzo. En dat ik dan terloops benoemde van dat ik zelf ook bij [een bi evenement] 
ook de catering zou regelen. Met name dat je op sommige dingen eventjes moet letten 
van “hoe doe je dat?” Dat ik dat dan noemde en daarbij “dat regel ik voor dat en dat 
evenement” enne... dat dan het gesprek daar verder over gaat. (Julia, Rotterdam)
Julia werkt in de gezondheidssector waar gesprekken over seksualiteit en relaties 
eigenlijk worden gezien als niet professioneel en vooral dus niet wenselijk. Julia zal 
op haar werk niet zomaar haar biseksualiteit uiten, hoewel ze zich hier zeker niet voor 
schaamt. Haar biseksualiteit werd in bovenstaand gesprek met een collega wel relevant 
omdat ze vanuit haar ervaring op een bi-evenement haar collega informatie kon bieden 
over de catering. Het fragment laat zien dat Julia vooral heel erg behulpzaam wil zijn en 
toch graag biseksualiteit benoemt zolang het maar op een natuurlijke manier onderdeel 
van een gesprek is. Het uiten van haar biseksualiteit heeft hier vooral het doel om haar 
collega te informeren en voor te lichten over de catering. Dat het gesprek dan (even) 
over biseksualiteit gaat is voor haar mooi meegenomen.
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Kijk zolang jij of ik een vrouw als partner hebben, ja, dan zijn we gewoon hetero’s voor de 
samenleving. Ehm en dat maakt het heel makkelijk... (…) En er is niks wat mij tegenhoudt, 
maar niks wat mij dwingt. Maar er is niks dat mij tegenhoudt. Sommige mensen kunnen dingen 
hebben die ze tegenhouden, DAT heb ik niet. Maar er is niks dat mij dwingt om dat WEL te 
doen. (Brian, Rotterdam)
Brian vertelt hierin over zijn houding ten opzichte van zijn biseksualiteit: hij heeft het 
geaccepteerd, maar hij wil zichzelf niet uiten als biseksueel omdat het geen nut heeft. 
Het zou voor hem alleen nut hebben als hij een mannelijke partner krijgt omdat het dan 
wel relevant wordt: hij wordt dan niet meer gezien als heteroseksueel en dat is voor hem 
de aanleiding om zich als biseksueel te uiten. Dit laat vooral een rationele gedachte zien 
waarom hij zich niet uit als biseksueel en wanneer het wel relevant zou worden. Hij vertelt 
even later echter dat hij op zijn werk, waar seksualiteit en relaties niet besproken worden 
met collega’s, zich toch als biseksueel zou uiten als men het zou vragen. Waarom? Hij heeft 
vrij recent een mooie avond uit gehad op een queer feest waar hij voor het eerst in lange 
tijd op een meisje durfde af te stappen, haar durfde te zoenen en eveneens een triozoenpartij 
heeft meegemaakt met dit meisje en haar vriend. Dit was voor hem zo’n mooie ervaring 
dat hij in een roes verkeert: het maakt hem allemaal niks meer uit wat men van hem denkt. 
Dit laat zien dat het vooral relevant kan worden vanwege zijn huidige toestand: hij voelt 
zich zeer zelfverzekerd door deze ervaring in een nachtclub waardoor hij zijn biseksualiteit 
omarmt en het uiten van zijn biseksualiteit laat zien dat hij dus zelfverzekerd is.
Toen ik net uit de kast was had ik het aan heel veel mensen verteld, zonder dat ze met 
vragen kwamen. ZONDER een reden ging ik zeggen “ik ben transgender”, zelfs met CVs, 
met motivatiebrieven “ik ben transgender”, maar dat kreeg ik koppijn van. Ik ben gewoon 
zo moe om iedereen dat te vertellen! Als ze vragen hebben, kunnen ze vragen stellen. Dat is 
hetzelfde met bi zijn. Heb je vragen? Vraag maar, ik beantwoord wel, ik kan niet liegen. (Kelly, 
Amsterdam)
Tot slot, het verhaal van Kelly laat zien dat haar biseksualiteit wel onderdeel van haar leven 
uitmaakt maar dat ze het niet van de daken wil schreeuwen. Dat heeft ze wel gedaan toen ze 
als transgender uit de kast kwam, maar dat heeft vooral geleid tot veel moeheid en frustratie. 
Kelly geeft aan dat ze het graag zegt als mensen het aan haar vragen. Ze kan niet liegen en 
ze wil niet liegen. Haar biseksualiteit uiten gebeurt niet zo vaak en is ook geen doel voor 
haar. Door haar biseksualiteit te uiten wanneer mensen vragen naar haar seksualiteit wil ze 
vooral laten zien dat ze betrouwbaar en eerlijk is en dat mensen haar moeten accepteren 
als de persoon wie ze is. Dit geeft aan hoe Kelly in het leven staat, wat haar positie is ten 
opzichte van haar biseksualiteit en wanneer ze het relevant vind.
Over het algemeen valt er te zeggen dat het uiten van de biseksualiteit geen doel is voor de 
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mensen. Het is voor hen niet interessant of nodig om zichtbaar te zijn als biseksueel. Het 
is vooral een ‘middel’ om één of meerdere doelen te bereiken. Het uiten van biseksualiteit 
is vooral een middel om te laten zien dat ze eerlijke mensen zijn, graag worden gezien als 
volwaardige mensen, hun leven willen delen met anderen, een betere band willen opbouwen 
met anderen en, tot slot, geaccepteerd worden als mens door vrienden, familie, partner(s), of 
anderen uit hun sociale omgeving.
Natuurlijk wordt het niet uiten als biseksueel niet bepaald door de praktijken maar vooral 
geïnformeerd. Het kan ook tot mensen hun eigen agency behoren om zich niet als biseksueel 
te uiten. Naast dat het vooral niet relevant zijn er ook andere toestanden die kunnen worden 
waargenomen in de ‘keuze’ om je op een bepaald moment niet als biseksueel te uiten zoals: 
geen zin in drama, geen behoefte om het uit te leggen, bang voor negativiteit, persoonlijke 
onzekerheid, perfectionisme, denken dat anderen er niet klaar voor zien, bewust van 
heteroseksisme en binegativiteit, of niet wenselijk c.q. gepast vinden om op dat moment 
biseksualiteit in verbale c.q. non-verbale handelingen te communiceren.
Biseksuele gemeenschap
Van de 31 deelnemers was 1 persoon tijdens de onderzoeksperiode actief binnen de 
Nederlandse georganiseerde biseksuele gemeenschap; het mag dus geen verrassing heten 
dat de participanten ofwel geen weet hebben van een biseksuele gemeenschap, ofwel geen 
behoefte hebben aan een gemeenschap, ofwel zichzelf niet vinden passen in een gemeenschap.
Er zijn een aantal elementen die hier een rol spelen. Het is belangrijk te beseffen dat de 
georganiseerde biseksuele gemeenschap zeer klein is, met een zeer beperkt aantal actieve 
mensen die bovendien al wat ouder zijn dan de doelgroep van dit onderzoek. Er bestaat één 
nationale organisatie in Nederland, tussen de vijf en tien lokale organisaties en daarnaast 
nog een aantal commerciële feesten, echter behoren die laatste niet tot de georganiseerde 
biseksuele gemeenschap vanwege hun commerciële aard.
Een belangrijk onderdeel van de georganiseerde biseksuele gemeenschap is zichtbaar zijn als 
biseksueel, bijvoorbeeld door sociale evenementen te organiseren waarbij biseksualiteit een 
prominente plaats inneemt en het meelopen tijdens Pride Walks met meterslange biseksuele 
vlaggen en, bijvoorbeeld, spandoeken. Dit sluit al niet aan bij de alledaagse realiteit van 
biseksuele deelnemers aan het onderzoek: zichtbaar zijn is geen doel an sich maar een 
medium om één of meerdere doelen te bereiken zoals de vorige paragraaf laat zien. Daarnaast 
voelen een aantal deelnemers zich niet comfortabel bij het idee dat je vanwege één aspect 
van je leven bij elkaar moet komen; hun biseksualiteit is niet het allerbelangrijkste in het 
leven, maar een onderdeel van wie ze zijn. Daarom kunnen bijvoorbeeld evenementen voor 
biseksuelen ‘eng’ aanvoelen.
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Verder benoemen een aantal mensen dat ze zelf al supportnetwerken hebben, bijvoorbeeld 
via vriendengroepen waarmee men ook kan praten over de eigen seksualiteit. De 
georganiseerde biseksuele gemeenschap wordt dan gezien als een groep mensen die bij 
elkaar komen omdat ze het moeilijk hebben in het leven, met name vanwege hun seksuele 
voorkeur c.q. identiteit. Voor hen is er geen noodzaak omdat ze al hun biseksualiteit 
geaccepteerd hebben of bijvoorbeeld hun eigen supportnetwerk hebben.
Tot slot geven een tweetal deelnemers aan dat ze niet deelnemen aan de georganiseerde 
biseksuele gemeenschap vanwege het ervaren slachtofferschap van deze groep mensen. 
Ze hebben het idee dat de mensen vooral een politieke plek willen opeisen door het 
benadrukken van de kwetsbaarheid van biseksualiteit en het verkondigen van de ervaring 
dat biseksuelen overal vergeten worden.
Met andere woorden, de deelnemers vindt het moeilijk om te relateren aan de 
georganiseerde biseksuele gemeenschap. Schatzki’s practice theorie laat zien dat door 
deelname aan dezelfde praktijken mensen met elkaar kunnen relateren – zo ontstaat 
er Zusammenhang tussen mensen. Doordat men niet participeert in de praktijken van 
de georganiseerde biseksuele gemeenschap, zoals de sociale activiteiten, het zichtbaar 
zijn en het opeisen van een politieke plek, kan men ook niet relateren aan hen die wel 
deelnemen aan deze praktijken en onderdeel uitmaken van deze gemeenschap.
Biseksuele ruimte?
In dit onderdeel wordt expliciet de relatie gelegd met de sociale geografie en de geografie 
van de seksualiteit in het bijzonder. Hubbard’s focus op appearances geeft richting aan 
de identificatie van seksuele ruimte (lees: de seksuele codering van ruimte). Het blijkt 
dat biseksuelen hun seksuele identiteit c.q. voorkeur niet van de daken schreeuwen of 
zelfs maar proactief uitkomen voor hun biseksualiteit.
Hierdoor zullen vele biseksuelen foutief geïnterpreteerd worden door anderen als 
homoseksueel of heteroseksueel. Dit geldt eveneens voor hun gedrag. Men wordt in feite 
gezien als heteroseksueel totdat het tegendeel is bewezen. Met andere woorden, iemand 
wordt als homoseksueel of lesbisch gezien wanner hij of zij aantrekkingskracht tot of 
bijvoorbeeld intimiteit met iemand van het eigen geslacht vertoont. Het is in feite alleen 
mogelijk om te focussen op verbale communicatie om appearances te identificeren die 
als biseksueel gezien kunnen worden. Dit heeft natuurlijk belangrijke consequenties 
voor de identificatie van biseksuele ruimten.
Zoals te lezen valt in de vorige paragrafen willen de deelnemers niet uit de kast komen, 
hoewel een aantal dit al wel hebben gedaan tegen verschillende mensen in hun sociale 
omgeving, en bovendien is het vaak niet relevant voor hen om hun biseksualiteit te uiten 
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in de alledaagse praktijken. Desalniettemin uiten de deelnemers hun biseksualiteit, via 
verbale communicatie, wanneer het voor hen relevant is. Dit betekent dat mensen in 
allerlei praktijken toch hun biseksuele identiteit of voorkeur ‘laten zien’ waardoor er 
biseksuele ruimten kunnen ontstaan. Wel moet gezegd worden dat niet alle uitingen van 
biseksualiteit zo worden geïnterpreteerd door anderen. Bijvoorbeeld door een moeder 
die zegt dat “jij niet één van hen bent” of door vrienden die het interpreteren als een 
grapje.
De biseksuele expressies kunnen variëren van een opmerking, tot het beantwoorden 
van een vraag, tot het voeren van gesprekken over relaties en/of seksualiteit. Er kunnen 
dus biseksuele appearances ontstaan die slechts een paar seconden duren, maar ook 
appearances die langere tijd duren, zoals bijvoorbeeld bij een gesprek over seksualiteit. 
Dit geeft niet alleen aan dat er biseksuele ruimten kunnen ontstaan, maar ook dat er 
grote verscheidenheid is qua tijd dat deze biseksuele ruimten bestaan. Het kan gaan 
om een kortstondige biseksuele codering van ruimte tot een vrij lange codering van 
ruimte. Geen ruimte is echter constant biseksueel gecodeerd: zelfs het eigen huis is niet 
per se biseksueel gecodeerd omdat iemand bijvoorbeeld bang is dat haar vader achter 
haar biseksualiteit komt, een moeder vind dat haar seksleven niet relevant is voor haar 
kinderen, of dat iemand niet expliciet durft aan te geven biseksueel te zijn tegenover zijn 
partner.
Tot slot kan men kijken naar een Nederlandse online forum voor biseksuelen, hun 
partners, supporters en andere met een interesse voor biseksualiteit. Dit is een forum met 
een sterk gemeenschap idee over hoe men met elkaar communiceert, bestaan er duidelijke 
expliciete regels, en zijn er een aantal kernreageerders die over de atmosfeer (inclusief 
de normen en waarden) van het forum waken waardoor er een sterk teleoaffectieve 
structuur bestaat. Hoewel er veel openheid is, respect voor elkaar, en er gemakkelijk over 
seksualiteit wordt gesproken in al haar vormen, en er echt een biseksueel thuis gecreëerd 
wordt, blijkt dat zelfs op een dergelijk gereguleerd forum over biseksualiteit bepaalde 
algemene ideeën worden geïmporteerd. Een aantal posts geven blijk van mononormatief 
gedachtegoed en compliceren biseksuele praktijken, handelingen en identiteiten.
11.6 Conclusie
De conclusie dat er overal biseksuele ruimten kunnen ontstaan met een verschillend 
tijdspanne is relevant, omdat bestaande studies vooral focussen op de zogenaamde 
permanente seksuele coderingen van ruimte. Zo wordt er vaak gezegd dat biseksualiteit 
geen plaats heeft omdat er geen permanente biseksuele ruimten zijn, zeker niet wanneer 
men ervan uitgaat dat ruimte van nature heteroseksueel is en dat homoseksuele en 
lesbische ruimten bestaan vanwege de langdurige en wellicht permanente dominantie 
van homomannen en lesbische vrouwen in deze ruimten.
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De conclusie dat biseksuele ruimten overal bestaan en onderhevig zijn aan sociale 
dynamieken is niet alleen belangrijk om aan te geven dat biseksuele ruimten bestaan maar 
laat ook zien dat seksuele codering van ruimte in het algemeen zeer dynamisch is. Hoewel 
er verschillende studies aangeven dat er dynamiek zit in de seksuele codering van ruimte, 
bijvoorbeeld door aan te geven dat bepaalde clubs op sommige momenten gedomineerd 
worden door homoseksuele mannen blijft de nadruk in deze studies vooral op het queer 
maken van ruimten. Deze dissertatie laat echter zien dat een focus op de dagelijkse 
(onder)handelingen, de praktijken en de agency van individuen weergeeft hoe complex en 
dynamisch de seksuele codering van ruimte is.
11.7 Maatschappelijke relevantie
De maatschappelijke relevantie van deze dissertatie moet gevonden in de conclusie dat veel 
mensen niet uit de kast willen komen omdat het een heteronormatieve praktijk is die seksuele 
minderheden lager in de hiërarchie plaatst dan heteroseksualiteit. Bovendien betekent dit 
ook dat biseksuelen uit de kast moeten komen – zich op het seksuele spectrum moeten 
plaats – tegenover zowel heteroseksuelen, homoseksuelen als lesbiennes. Het is een doel op 
zich om uit de kast te komen, omdat je dan pas je seksuele ontwikkeling kunt afsluiten en 
ten volle kan genieten van de vrijheid. Door de zin “Luister (…) ik moet wat vertellen..” is 
het ook een bekentenis van iemands seksuele voorkeur c.q. identiteit waardoor er extra veel 
aandacht komt voor iemands’ seksuele voorkeuren, identiteit en seksleven. Dit is niet in 
overeenstemming met de houding van de deelnemers ten opzichte van hun seksualiteit: het 
is een onderdeel van hun leven, belangrijk maar niet alomvattend, en waar niet de nadruk 
op gelegd hoeft te worden.
De nadruk op coming out in televisieprogramma’s zoals Uit de Kast past dan ook niet bij de 
alledaagse werkelijkheid van de biseksuele deelnemers aan dit onderzoek. Dit geldt eigenlijk 
voor alle deelnemers, maar zeker ook voor de biculturele deelnemers aan dit onderzoek. 
Hun dagelijkse realiteit ligt gecompliceerder omdat in hun alledaagse realiteiten, met name 
de familiepraktijken, seksualiteit en relaties niet besproken worden. Bovendien is er een 
niet te verwaarlozen kans op afwijzing.
Tot slot, dit onderzoek wil geen lans breken voor meer biseksuele uitingen, echter wil het 
wel de overweging meegeven aan gezondheidsorganisaties om cliënten de mogelijkheid te 
geven om biseksualiteit relevant te maken, omdat biseksuele mensen vaak genoemd worden 
als een groep met marginale seksuele, sociale, fysieke en geestelijke gezondheid. Een 
practice-georiënteerd advies zou zijn om bijvoorbeeld ruimte te bieden om te praten over 
iemands’ seksuele voorkeur of identiteit, mogelijkheden open te houden dat iemand zich 
niet alleen tot mensen van één geslacht aangetrokken voelt, maar zeker ook door specifiek 
te vragen naar iemands’ seksuele voorkeur of identiteit wanneer het relevant kan zijn voor 
deze gezondheidsdiensten.
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